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Processing History

Biography
Avery Edwin Field was the premier commercial photographer in Riverside for most of the first half of the twentieth century. The name "Avery Field" was synonymous with photographic artistry and high technical quality for three generations of Riverside residents. As the official photographer of the Mission Inn and a successful entrant in many prestigious salon exhibits, Field also enjoyed a national and international reputation for photographic excellence.

Field was born in Sparta, Michigan, in 1883 and spent his childhood there. By 1900 he was an enthusiastic amateur photographer. After graduating from the Illinois College of Photography in 1906 and serving a brief apprenticeship, Field opened his first studio in Lowell, Michigan. He soon, however, became restless with small town business, sold his studio, and took a job in Chicago. He also enrolled in Hillsdale College, where he took courses in drawing, composition, and art history.

Avery Field's first chance contact with Riverside came on Easter Sunday, 1909. He was taking a stroll in downtown Chicago when he bumped into his California cousin, Gaylor Rouse, who had come back to Illinois for a family visit. Rouse lived in Riverside, where he owned the little city's department store. Accompanying Rouse was a man named Frank Miller, builder and "Master" of Riverside's famed Mission Inn. Miller had an infallible ability to spot exploitable talent. In the course of their casual conversation, he urged Field to consider resettling in Riverside, where his hostelry was in need of a talented photographer.

One of Field's classmates at Hillsdale College was a painter named Charlotte Shephard, who became his wife in October, 1909. The newlyweds embarked on an eight-month honeymoon trip, which included a stop in Riverside to visit the groom's cousin. Gaylor Rouse arranged for the couple to meet with Frank Miller at the Mission Inn. Just as he had done some months prior.
before, Miller urged Field to settle in Riverside and promised to provide studio space in a new addition he was soon to build to his Inn. But the young couple was not yet ready for such a radical break with the past. The Fields returned to their studies at Hillsdale and then opened a studio in Grand Rapids, Michigan. However, Miller's blandishments, and a persistent lung ailment made worse by Michigan's cold winters, soon won Avery Field over to the benefits of Riverside. The Fields packed up their studio and moved to the naval orange capital during the latter half of 1909.

Unfortunately, by the time the Fields arrived, Miller was in no position to help them get established. The Master of the Inn was heavily in debt. The Inn's Spanish Cloister Wing, then under construction, was proving to be a financial millstone. A severe storm had struck while the Music Room was still unroofed, causing major structural damage and greatly delaying the whole project.

So the Fields began life in Riverside very modestly. They were used to camping. During their lengthy honeymoon, they had tented for a while in Northern Arizona, where they had learned to weave Indian blankets. They now set themselves up in a tent house at the base of the Box Springs Mountains, near the springs. Charlotte Field painted while her husband took his camera equipment into Riverside on a bicycle-built-for-two to do odd photographic jobs.

After several months, Miller was finally able to help the Fields obtain studio space on the third floor of the Loring Building, across Main Street from the Mission Inn. They called their studio the Photocraft Shop. Even though he specialized in portraits, Avery Field soon ran advertisements which offered a wide range of products and services. By 1917 he was providing not only panoramic "Cirkut Camera" prints, but also lantern slides, "Autochrome" color transparencies, and photomural enlargements. In addition, he was doing extensive micrographic photography for Riverside's Citrus Experiment Station. Charlotte Field, in the meanwhile, advertised as an artist doing "portraits in oil and watercolors."

In 1920 the Fields sold their portrait business and moved their studio to a home in the 400 block of Lime Street. While at that location they concentrated on etchings, pictorial views in black and white, and scientific and commercial camera work. Finally, with the completion of the Rotunda Wing in 1933, Frank Miller was able to redeem his promise to provide Avery Field with a studio at the Mission Inn. The space provided seemed well worth the wait. The large, elegant quarters on the third floor of the Rotunda itself looked over the Oriental Court. This remained Field's studio until his retirement.

Avery Field was a full participant in the life of his adopted city. For many years he was involved with the Chamber of Commerce and the Kiwanis Club and taught Sunday school at the First Congregational Church. But most of his "outside" activities involved some aspect of photography. In the 1930s and 1940s he taught a class entitled "Photography and the Art of Seeing" at Poly High School and at Riverside City College. He was active in a small local photography club called the Riverside Pictorialists and served several terms on the board of directors of the Photographers' Association of America.

Field retired from business in 1952. His son, Gaylor, who had been assisting him since 1939, took over the studio and operated it until 1978. By retirement, Field had become enamored with the desert and its photographic opportunities. He began spending winters in the new community of Desert Hot Springs and also involved himself in the civic activities there. He died in Riverside on October 31, 1955, a year after the death of his wife and artistic colleague, Charlotte Field.


1883: Avery Edwin Field was born in Sparta, Michigan.
1906: Field graduated from the Illinois College of Photography.
1909: Field married Charlotte Sheppard.
1909: Field, and his wife Charlotte, moved from Grand Rapids, Michigan to Riverside, California in October.
1911: Field opened the Photocraft Shop, a studio specializing in portraits, on Main Street in Riverside, California
1920: Field sold the Photocraft Shop and opened a studio on Lime Street in Riverside, California where he concentrated on etchings, pictorial views, and scientific/commercial camera work.
1933: Frank Miller provided Avery Field with a studio at the Mission Inn in Riverside, California.
1952: Field retired from business and his son Gaylor took over and operated the studio until 1978.
1955: Field died on October 31st in Riverside, California.

Collection Scope and Content Summary
The Avery E. Field photographs contain several thousand images documenting the growth and development of Riverside, California in the first half of the 20th century. A large portion of the collection is comprised of images featuring local residents and their involvement in various events such as parades, celebrations, and weddings. The architectural history of the city is also well documented as there are images of both residential and commercial buildings including approximately 1,000 images of the Mission Inn. Portraits of local families, images of the region’s geographic landscapes, and artwork are also contained in this collection.
A variety of media formats are contained in this collection including photographic prints/negatives, glass plate negatives, lantern slides, and digital images. A select number of images from this collection have been digitized. Digital images can be accessed via the "view online item" button located in Series 5 (Digital files and other material) as well as in the front matter of this finding aid. The "Image Number" in Series 1 (Prints and negatives) is based on the original numbers assigned by the Avery E. Field Studios. Gaps in the numbering are present. Images denoted as "historical copy" refer to reprints of historical images from the personal collection of Mr. and Mrs. Gaylor Field. These images are not the photographic work of Avery E. Field.

**Collection Arrangement**

This collection is arranged into five series. The series arrangement is as follows:


**Indexing Terms**

The following terms have been used to index the description of this collection in the library's online public access catalog.

**Subjects**
- Mission Inn
- Buildings
- Persons
- Riverside (Calif.)
- Riverside County (Calif.)

**Genres and Forms of Materials**
- Clichés-verre (negatives)
- Lantern slides
- Negatives (photographs)
- Photographs

---

**Series 1.109581 Prints and negatives. circa 1880-1960, undated.**

**Series Scope and Content Summary**

This series contains photographic prints and negatives of images regarding the city and county of Riverside, California. Gaps in the numbering are present. Prints and negatives are filed separately: Boxes 1-4a contain prints and Boxes 5-34 contain negatives. Select images are available as both photographic prints and negatives; each format is filed in separate boxes as outlined above.

**Series Arrangement**

This series is arranged numerically by Image Number.

**Program for 4th of July Celebration. 111468 undated.**

- Physical Description: 1-3x5
- Image Number:
  - 1
- Subject:
  - 4th of July Program 1873
  - Riverside
- Keyword:
  - Historical Copy
Broadside by J.W. North seeking individuals interested in organizing a colony in Southern California on or near the Southern Pacific Railroad line. 111467 March 17, 1870.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1-A.
Keyword: Historical Copy

Broadside, excursion trip from Chicago to San Francisco. 111466 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1-B
Subject: "Ho for California" Broadside
Location: unknown
Keyword: Historical Copy

Broadside by J.W. North updating interested parties on the status of the Southern California colony. 111465 October 10, 1870.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1-C.
Keyword: Historical Copy

First Bank on 9th and Main opened Dec 6, 1880. 111464 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 2
Subject: First Bank on 9th and Main
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy

Burt Building, dated 1875 exterior view. 111463 undated.

Physical Description: 1-5x7, 1-4x5
Image Number: 3
Subject: Burt Building
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy
Burt's Riverside Home. 111462 undated.
   Image Number: 3-A
   Subject: Burt's Residence
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Burt

Side-by-side portraits of Lyon and of Rosenthal, the first merchants in Riverside, California. 111461 circa late 19th century.
   Physical Description: 1-3.5x5
   Image Number: 4.
   Keyword: Historical Copy

Portrait of S.C. Evans, Sr. 111460 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 5
   Subject: Evans, S.C. Sr.
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Historical Copy

Portrait of Matthew Gage. 111459 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 6
   Subject: Gage, Matthew
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Historical Copy

Portrait of Dr. James P. Greves seated, with a superimposed image of his wife's spirit standing by his shoulder. 111458 circa late 19th century.
   Physical Description: 1-3.5x5
   Image Number: 7.
   Keyword: Historical Copy
**Portrait of E.A. Chase. 111457 undated.**

Physical Description: 2-4x5

Image Number: 8

Subject: Chase, E.A.

Location: unknown

Keyword: Historical Copy

**Portrait of MacEwen. 111456 undated.**

Physical Description: 2-5x7, 6-4x5

Image Number: 8-A

Subject: MacEwen

Location: unknown

Keyword: formal portraits, also copies of old photographs

**Side-by-side portraits of Henry M. Streeter and his wife, Amelia S. Noble. 111455 circa late 19th century.**

Physical Description: 1-3.5x5

Image Number: 9.

Keyword: Historical Copy

**Dr. James P. Greves standing with Rosenthal and other men next to a workbench inside Rosenthal's store, Riverside, California. 111454 circa late 19th century.**

Physical Description: 1-3.5x5

Image Number: 10.

Keyword: Historical Copy

**3 people in front of B.B. Bush Real Estate bldg. 111453 undated.**

Physical Description: 1-4x5

Image Number: 11

Subject: Milice, Cpt Bush, B.B.

Location: Riverside

Keyword: Historical Copy
Side-by-side portraits of J.W. North and his wife, Ann H. Loomis, both dressed in formal attire. 111452 circa late 19th century.
   Physical Description: 1-3.5x5
   Image Number:
   12
   Keyword:
   Historical Copy

Dufferin Avenue. 111451 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number:
   12-A
   Subject:
   Dufferin Avenue
   Location:
   Riverside
   Keyword:
   panorama of Riverside, almonds in bloom

Gage Water Wells, 2 prints good condition. 111450 undated.
   Physical Description: 2-4x5
   Image Number:
   13
   Subject:
   Gage Water Wells
   Location:
   Riverside
   Keyword:
   Historical Copy

Building exterior of electric plant. 111449 1888.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number:
   13-B
   Subject:
   Electric Light Plant
   Location:
   Riverside
   Keyword:
   Historical Copy

View of a Lutheran Sunday school picnic at the old Fairmount pavilion, Riverside, California. 111448 circa late 19th century.
   Physical Description: 1-2.5x4
   Image Number:
   13-C
   Keyword:
   Historical Copy
View of the flume from Rice Ranch to Newman Ranch across the Tequesquite Arroyo, Riverside, California. 111447 1876.
   Physical Description: 1-3.5x5
   Image Number: 14.
   Keyword: Historical Copy

Magnolia Ave. 111446 undated.
   Physical Description: 2-4x5
   Image Number: 15
   Subject: Magnolia Avenue
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Historical Copy

View of Magnolia Avenue, unpaved, with a horse-drawn vehicle on the left, Riverside, California. 111445 circa late 19th century.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 15-A.
   Keyword: Historical Copy

View of a horse-drawn omnibus on Magnolia Avenue, Riverside, California. 111444 circa late 19th century.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 15-A.
   Keyword: Historical Copy

View of Main Street, unpaved, with people and horses gathered around a brick building in the background, in Riverside, California. 111443 1875.
   Physical Description: 1-3.5x5
   Image Number: 16.
   Keyword: Historical Copy
Pecan Tree. 111442 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 16-A
Subject: Pecan Tree
Location: unknown
Keyword: pecan tree

View of several men washing oranges by hand, with orange crates in the foreground. 111441 undated.
Physical Description: 1-3.5x5
Image Number: 17.
Keyword: Historical Copy

Handbill advertising the First Grand Concert of the Riverside Philharmonic Society at the Public Hall on June 4, 1879 with the evening's program outlined, Riverside, California. 111440 1879.
Physical Description: 1-3.5x5
Image Number: 18.
Keyword: Historical Copy

Group of people gathered outside the front of a house for a picnic, with Anna R. Bordwell in a dark dress second from the left, Oceanside, California. 111439 undated.
Physical Description: 1-3.5x5
Image Number: 19.
Keyword: Historical Copy

Oppenheimer Bldg, decorated for celebration Main St. between 8th-9th. 111438 undated.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 20
Subject: Oppenheimer
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy
Residence on 9th St, Pleasant view between Main and Market, Mrs. Mendes property. 111437 undated.

Physical Description: 1-3x4
Image Number: 20-A
Subject: Residence
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy

View of Ed E. Miller on the stagecoach he drove between Colton Station and Glenwood. 111436 1882.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 21.
Keyword: Historical Copy

View of a commercial building that includes Banks Drug Co. and a row of automobiles on the southeast corner of Seventh and Main Street, Riverside, California. 111435 1920.

Physical Description: 1-2.25x4
Image Number: 22.
Keyword: Historical Copy

Drawing or painting from Elliots' History of S. Bernardino County. 111434 undated.

Physical Description: 1-5x7, 1-4x5
Image Number: 22-A
Subject: Glenwood Hotel
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy

Drawing from Hist of S. Bernardino County. 111433 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 22-B
Subject: "The Anchorage" Brown, Judge E.G.
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy
stables on Main St. Hoyt & Son from Elliot's Hist of Bernardino County 1883. 111432 undated.

- Physical Description: 1-4x5
- Image Number: 22-C
- Subject:
  - Fashion Stable Main Street
- Location:
  - Riverside
- Keyword:
- DRAWING

Drawing from Elliot's Hist. of S. Bernardino County-1883. 111431 undated.

- Physical Description: 1-4x5
- Image Number: 22-D
- Subject:
  - St. George Hotel
- Location:
  - Riverside
- Keyword:
- Historical Copy

Drawing 10th and market, residence, orange grove from Elliot's History of S. Bernardino-1883. 111430 undated.

- Physical Description: 1-5x7, 2-4x5
- Image Number: 22-E
- Subject:
  - J.A. Simms Residence
- Location:
  - Riverside
- Keyword:
- Historical Copy


- Physical Description: 2-4x5
- Image Number: 23
- Subject:
  - Boyd & Devine Packing House
- Location:
  - Riverside
- Keyword:
- Historical Copy
Early Rouse Department Store advertising. 111428 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-4x5
  Image Number: 24
  Subject: Rouse Department Store Advertising
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Historical Copy

View of people lined up outside The Racket Department Store for a clearance sale, Riverside, California. 111427 7/31/1905.
  Physical Description: 1-3x4
  Image Number: 24-A.
  Keyword: Historical Copy

Riverside County Courthouse dated 1902 and Hendrick Ranch dated 1902. 111426 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-4x5
  Image Number: 25
  Subject: Riverside County Courthouse Hendrick Ranch
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Historical Copy

panorama of Riverside from mt. Rubidoux dated 1884. 111425 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-4x5
  Image Number: 25-A
  Subject: Mt. Rubidoux Panorama
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Historical Copy

View of the bandstand in Riverside Park with mountains and houses in the distance. 111424 1884.
  Physical Description: 1-3.5x5
  Image Number: 26.
  Keyword: Historical Copy
View of H.W. Bordwell, father of J.S. Bordwell, on a horse-drawn vehicle in front of the Unitarian-Universalist Church on Seventh and Lemon Street, Riverside, California. 111423 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 27.
Keyword: Historical Copy

View of three men situated in front of a steam dummy. 111422 undated.

Physical Description: 1-3.5x5
Image Number: 28.
Keyword: Historical Copy

Commercial. 111421 undated.

Physical Description: 2-8x10, 2-5x10, 2-5x7
Image Number: 28-A
Subject: Citrus Experiment Station
Location: Riverside
Keyword: interior and exterior views of building

Old steam car and engine. 111420 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 29
Subject: Old Steam Car and engine
Location: unknown
Keyword: Historical Copy

Citrus Fair (no.21). 111419 undated.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 30
Subject: Citrus Fair
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy
Riverside Military Bank also Glenwood Inn on same negative, 1 print good. 111418 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 30-B
   Subject: Riverside Military Band Glenwood Inn
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Historical Copy

View of the citrus displays at the 1885 Riverside Citrus Fair, Riverside, California. 111417 1885.
   Physical Description: 1-3.25x5
   Image Number: 31.
   Keyword: Historical Copy

Copy from newspaper of drawing of Riverside Citrus Fair Pavilion, built in 1882, 1 print good. 111416 undated.
   Physical Description: 2-4x5
   Image Number: 32
   Subject: Riverside Citrus Fair Pavilion Drawing
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Historical Copy

   Physical Description: 1-5x7, 3-4x5
   Image Number: 32-A
   Subject: American Slide
   Location: unknown

Early view of the Mission Inn's architecture, Riverside, California. 111414 circa late 19th century.
   Physical Description: 1-3.5x5
   Image Number: 33.
   Keyword: Historical Copy
Additional early views of the Mission Inn’s architecture, Riverside, California. circa late 19th century. 
Physical Description: 3-4x5
Image Number: 33
Keyword: Historical Copy

of charter members of Casa Blanca Tennis Club, dated May 1885, 2 prints good. undated.
Physical Description: 2-4x5, 1-4x2
Image Number: 33-A
Subject: Casa Blanca Tennis Club
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy

advertisement for City Carriage Works Mills & Difani, corner of 8th and Orange. undated.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 34
Subject: City Carriage Works Advertisement
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy

Haynes Raisin Vineyard in Arlington, dated 1885. undated.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 35
Subject: Haynes Raisin Vineyard
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy

View of employees at F.R. Hall’s raisin packing house, Riverside, California. October 1891.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 35-A
Keyword: Historical Copy
from Patterson's "Colony for California" of train engine. 111408 undated.
Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 36
Subject: Santa Fe Train Engine
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy

Brockton Ave and Canal. 111407 undated.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 37
Subject: Brockton Avenue and Canal
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy

Copy. 111406 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 37-A
Subject: Branschweiger, A.
Location: unknown

Indian hut thatched with palm leaves,(on Little Rubidoux?). 111405 undated.
Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 38
Subject: Indian Hut
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy
dated 1896 of Indian Village on Little Rubidoux looking toward river bottom, 1 pr. 111404 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 39
   Subject: Indian Huts
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Historical Copy

dated 1890 of panorama of Riverside from Mt. Rubidoux. 111403 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 40
   Subject: Mt. Rubidoux
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Historical Copy

dated 1884 of panoramic view of Riverside from Mt. Rubidoux. 111402 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 41
   Subject: Mt. Rubidoux
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Historical Copy

Commercial. 111401 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10, 5-5x7, 1-2x3
   Image Number: 41-A
   Subject: Preston's Funeral Home
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: exterior views of building
from Mr. Ed E. Miller dated 1886 of Glenwood Inn. 111400 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-4x5
  Image Number: 42
  Subject:
  Glenwood Inn
  Location:
  Riverside
  Keyword:
  Historical Copy

Portrait. 111399 undated.
  Physical Description: 3-5x7
  Image Number: 42-A
  Subject:
  Young, Mrs.
  Location:
  unknown
  Keyword:
  group portrait, four generations of people, taken outside

View of Riverside, California from Pachappa Mountain. 111398 circa 1880.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 43.
  Keyword:
  Historical Copy

Additional view of Riverside, California from Pachappa Mountain. 111397 circa 1880.
  Physical Description: 1-4x5
  Image Number: 43.
  Keyword:
  Historical Copy

Mr. Deere's residence, exterior view of home. 111396 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-4x5
  Image Number: 43-A
  Subject:
  Mr. Deere's Residence
  Location:
  unknown
  Keyword:
  Historical Copy
from Riv Pub Lib, panorama view of Riverside from Pachappa Mt. dated 1886. 111395 undated.
    Physical Description: 1-5x7
    Image Number: 43-A.1
    Subject: Pachappa Mt.
    Location: Riverside
    Keyword: Historical Copy

print from Riv Pub Lib of Pachappa Mt., panorama view toward Rubidoux dated 1886. 111394 undated.
    Physical Description: 1-5x7
    Image Number: 43-A.2
    Subject: Pachappa Mt.
    Location: Riverside
    Keyword: Historical Copy

panorama view from Pachappa Mt., dated 1886. 111393 undated.
    Physical Description: 1-5x7, 1-4x5
    Image Number: 43-A.3
    Subject: Pachappa Mt.
    Location: Riverside
    Keyword: Historical Copy

dated 1884 of Pachappa Mt, panorama view, copy from Riv. Pub. Lib. 111392 undated.
    Physical Description: 1-5x7
    Image Number: 43-A.4
    Subject: Pachappa Mt.
    Location: Riverside
    Keyword: Historical Copy
s.w. view of Gage Canal and Miles Shoemaker's house ref to "Colony for CA". 111391 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 43-A.5
   Subject: Pachappa Mt.
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Historical Copy

Northwestern view of Riverside, California from Pachappa Mountain that includes the Tequesquite Arroyo flume and Santa Fe railroad bridge. 111390 circa late 19th century.
   Physical Description: 1-3.5x5
   Image Number: 43-B
   Keyword: Historical Copy

Additional northwestern view of Riverside, California from Pachappa Mountain that includes the Tequesquite Arroyo flume and Santa Fe railroad bridge. 111389 circa late 19th century.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 43-B
   Keyword: Historical Copy

close-up of residence, Rev. Deere and roses date1886. 111388 undated.
   Physical Description: 2-5x7
   Image Number: 44-A
   Subject: Residence of Rev. Deere
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Historical Copy
exterior view of bldg, s.e. corner of 8th & Main with horses and buggies. 111387 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 45
   Subject: Castelman Building
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Historical Copy

exterior view of building, 8th and Main, showing horse car. 111386 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 45-A
   Subject: Castelman Building
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Historical Copy

with Harrison and Morton banners, Main St. dated 1891. 111385 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 47
   Subject: Main Street Riverside
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Historical Copy

exterior view of building. 111384 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 48
   Subject: Perris Indian School
   Location: Perris, CA
   Keyword: Historical Copy
Advertisement for The Ark furniture store, proprietor H.L. Miller, located on the corner of Ninth and Main Street with an image of the building and listing of items for sale, Riverside, California. 111383 undated.

Physical Description: 1-3.5x5
Image Number: 49.
Keyword: Historical Copy

Advertisement for the Glenwood Stables, proprietor Ed E. Miller, located on the corner of Sixth and Main Street with an image of the building and advertising text, Riverside, California. 111382 1897.

Physical Description: 1-3.5x5
Image Number: 50.
Keyword: Historical Copy

dated 1889, of City Stables Bldg, copy provided by Ed Miller. 111381 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 50-A
Subject: City Stables
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy

Last scene from Iolanthe, the first opera performed at the Loring Opera House, Riverside, California. 111380 1890.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 51.
Keyword: Historical Copy

closing act Iolanthe dated Jan 8, 1890. 111379 undated.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 51-A
Subject: Loring Theater Opera
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy
**View of people and a horse-drawn vehicle gathered in front of buildings on Main Street, Riverside, California. 111378 circa 1875.**

Physical Description: 1-3.5x5  
Image Number: 52.  
Keyword: Historical Copy

**View of people and horse-drawn vehicles on Main Street with the retail stores, Lyon and Rosenthal and B.D. Burt and Bro., in the background, Riverside, California. **111377 undated.  

Physical Description: 1-3.5x5  
Image Number: 52-A.  
Keyword: Historical Copy

**Silas Masters Carriage Shop, also Blacksmith Shop, exterior view. 111376 undated.**  

Physical Description: 1-4x5  
Image Number: 53  
Subject: Silas Masters Carriage Shop  
Location: Riverside  
Keyword: Historical Copy

**exterior view of building with steeple. 111375 undated.**  

Physical Description: 1-4x5  
Image Number: 54  
Subject: Congregational Church  
Location: unknown  
Keyword: Historical Copy

**print only of Frank Miller holding daughter Allis (Turner Photograph 24 Main St.) dated 1882. 111374 undated.**  

Image Number: 55-P  
Subject: Miller, Frank  
Location: unknown  
Keyword: Historical Copy
First horse-drawn streetcar in Riverside, California on Magnolia Avenue. 1893.
   Physical Description: 1-3.5x5
   Image Number: 56.
   Keyword: Historical Copy

View of the northeast corner of Ninth and Main Street with views of Dyer Bank and the Drug House, Riverside, California. 111372 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-3.5x5
   Image Number: 57.
   Keyword: Historical Copy

Portrait. 111371 undated.
   Physical Description: 3-5x7, 3-4x5
   Image Number: 57-A
   Subject: Allen, Carl
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: formal portraits of grandmother and child

exterior view of Casa Blanca residence, unknown person on porch. 111370 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 58
   Subject: Casa Blanca Residence
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Historical Copy

1880’s, Tennis Players at Country Club, man notedas Henry Lockwood, per Col for CA. 111369 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 58-A
   Subject: Country Club
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Historical Copy
Two separate group portraits of the Fats and Leans Baseball team wearing costumes with mountains in the distance. 111368 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 59-A-B.
Keyword: Historical Copy

View of a bicycle parade on Main Street with the Zimmerman and Miller furniture store sign in the foreground, Riverside, California. 111367 undated.

Physical Description: 1-3.5x5
Image Number: 60.
Keyword: Historical Copy

Additional view of a bicycle parade on Main Street, Riverside, California. 111366 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 60
Keyword: Historical Copy

dated 1886, group portrait for Trademan's Fair. 111365 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 61
Subject: Women's Committee
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy

in 1901, city council seated in carriage with horses. 111364 01/01/1901.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 62
Subject: City Council of Riverside
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy
dated 1902, Dr. Neblett riding first automobile in Riverside. 111363 01/01/1902.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 63
Subject: Neblett, Dr.
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy

dated 1886, First Congregational Church with no steeple, 6th and Mulberry. 111362 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 64
Subject: First Congregational Church
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy

dated April 14, 1900 Riv Water Co. display, n.e. corner 8th and Main. 111361 04/14/1900.

Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 65
Subject: Merchants Carnival Week Riverside Water Company Display
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy

Portrait. 111360 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10, 6-5x7
Image Number: 65-A
Subject: Lovekin, A.C.
Location: unknown
Keyword: formal portrait, old photograph, military officer from book, map
exterior view of Bordwell Hotel, s.e. corner 99th and Main. 111359 undated.

- Physical Description: 1-4x5
- Image Number: 66
- Subject: Bordwell Hotel
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Historical Copy

View of the Luther C. Tibbets citrus booth at Merchants Carnival Week from April 14-21, 1900. 111358 1900.

- Physical Description: 1-3.5x4.75
- Image Number: 66-A.
- Keyword: Historical Copy

dated Apr 14, 1900, 9th and Main Street scene, people in street. 111357 04/14/1900.

- Physical Description: 1-4x5
- Image Number: 66-B
- Subject: Merchants Carnival Week
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Historical Copy

dated Apr 14, 1900, street scene with people, W.SCollins, first car in Riverside. 111356 04/14/1900.

- Physical Description: 1-4x5
- Image Number: 66-C
- Subject: Merchants Carnival Week
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Historical Copy
Residence. 111355 undated.
Physical Description: 2-5x7, 4-4x5
Image Number:
66-D
Subject:
Wills, George
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
home interior, copies of old photographs, silhouettes, daguerrotypes

View looking across the Victoria Avenue bridge toward Victoria Hill, Riverside, California. 111354 1900.
Physical Description: 1-3.5x5
Image Number:
67.
Keyword:
Historical Copy

of Walter D. Clark, marriage advisor. 111353 undated.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number:
68
Subject:
Clark, Walter D.
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
Historical Copy

View looking down Mount Rubidoux onto Seventh Street with the road and the first automobile to be driven up the mountain in the foreground, Riverside, California. 111352 1906.
Physical Description: 1-3.5x5
Image Number:
69.
Keyword:
Historical Copy

Mt. Rubidoux dated 1910, view of 7th St.-Mt Rub Dr., view of S. Bern mountains. 111351 01/01/1910.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number:
69-A
Subject:
Mt. Rubidoux
Location:
Riverside
Keyword:
Historical Copy
first car ride up Mt. Rubidoux (1906) also see glass neg. 111350 undated.
  
  Physical Description: 1-4x5
  Image Number: 69-B
  Subject: Mt. Rubidoux
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Historical Copy

Copy. 111349 undated.
  
  Physical Description: 2-5x7
  Image Number: 69-C
  Subject: Holmes, Miss Christine
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: copies of old photographs, ambrotype

View of Victoria Avenue from Victoria Hill with the Roosevelt palm tree visible at the head of the avenue, Riverside, California. 111348 1906.
  
  Physical Description: 1-4x5
  Image Number: 70.
  Keyword: Historical Copy

Group of men watching bonds being burnt with George Front, the company's ex-president, in the foreground holding a burning bond in his hand, Riverside, California. 111347 1/20/1914.
  
  Physical Description: 1-3.5x5
  Image Number: 71.
  Keyword: Historical Copy

Copy. 111346 undated.
  
  Physical Description: 3-5x7
  Image Number: 71-A
  Subject: Frye, F.C.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: copies of photograph, Mr. and Mrs. A.A. Adair
Pioneer Dinner at Mission Inn w/ list of names and date of arrival in Riverside. 111345
04/16/1914.
   Physical Description: 2-4x5
   Image Number:
   72
   Subject:
   Pioneer Dinner
   Location:
   Riverside
   Keyword:
   Historical Copy

Copy. 111344 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10, 6-5x7
   Image Number:
   73
   Subject:
   Gazzalo, Mrs.
   Location:
   unknown
   Keyword:
   copies of old photographs

Portrait. 111343 01/01/1943.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10, 8-5x7
   Image Number:
   74
   Subject:
   Ellis, Mrs.
   Location:
   unknown
   Keyword:
   informal portrait with 2 women, also copies of old photographs and view of room interior

Copy. 111342 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number:
   75
   Subject:
   Hayen, Mrs.
   Location:
   unknown
   Keyword:
   old photograph
Copy. 111341 undated.

Physical Description: 2-5x7
Image Number: 78
Subject: Scott, Miss Janet
Location: unknown
Keyword: copies of old photograph


Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 79
Subject: President Harrison at Temescal Tin Mine
Location: unknown
Keyword: Historical Copy

View of Main Street lined with people and horse-drawn vehicles watching the parade featuring President Benjamin Harrison, Riverside, California. 111339 April 23, 1891.

Physical Description: 1-3.5x5
Image Number: 80.
Keyword: Historical Copy

Copy. 111338 undated.

Physical Description: 15-5x7, 3-4x5
Image Number: 80-A
Subject: Covey, Mr. F.R.
Location: unknown
Keyword: copies of old photographs incl. Addie Thorton Elwell, 1862 Civil war , 8th -Main late 1800's, 1 pr
from Ingersoll's "Century History of S. Bern. Co" could be drawing. 111337 undated.

    Physical Description: 1-4x5
    Image Number: 81
    Subject: Agua Mansa Church
    Location: unknown
    Keyword: Historical Copy

from Ingersoll's "Century Hist of S. Bern Co." dated 1874, C. Jenson noted. 111336 undated.

    Physical Description: 1-4x5
    Image Number: 82
    Subject: San Bernardino Co. Board of Supervisors
    Location: unknown
    Keyword: Historical Copy

Family portrait of the Russell family. 111335 circa 1890.

    Physical Description: 1-3.5x5
    Image Number: 83.
    Keyword: Historical Copy

unknown home. 111334 undated.

    Physical Description: 1-4x2
    Image Number: 84
    Subject: Unknown Residence
    Location: unknown
    Keyword: Historical Copy
Copy. 111333 undated.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number:
84-A
Subject:
Kemp
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
old photograph
dated Apr 14, 1900, Main St. Riverside with booth set up, streetcar, 1 print good.
111332 04/14/1900.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number:
85
Subject:
Merchants Carnival Week
Location:
Riverside
Keyword:
Historical Copy
Copy. 111331 undated.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number:
85-A
Subject:
McConnell, Mrs.
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
old photograph
Captain John Jensen and Emily Jensen on horseback with mountains in the distance.
111330 undated.
Physical Description: 1-3.5x5
Image Number:
86.
Keyword:
Historical Copy
Captain John Jensen (on the left) and his brother seated in a horse-drawn vehicle.
111329 undated.
Physical Description: 1-3.5x5
Image Number:
86-A.
Keyword:
Historical Copy
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image Number</th>
<th>Physical Description</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Keyword</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>111325</td>
<td>undated.</td>
<td>Eaton, Miss</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>old photograph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111326</td>
<td>undated.</td>
<td>Views of Riverside</td>
<td>Riverside</td>
<td>Historical Copy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111327</td>
<td>undated.</td>
<td>Dyer, Mrs.</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>old photograph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111328</td>
<td>undated.</td>
<td>Van de Grift Residence</td>
<td>Riverside</td>
<td>Historical Copy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**dated 1892, exterior view of residence east side of Orange St., people on porch.**

**copies from newspaper dated 1872 and 1883, illustrating 45 years of settlement in Riverside.**
dated 1870, exterior view of residence, first brick house in Riverside. 111324 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 89
Subject: Jensen Residence
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy

Jensen residence, exterior view, with winery on right. 111323 undated.

Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 89-A
Subject: Jensen Residence
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy

Copy. 111322 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 89-B
Subject: Wallace, Willis McDougal
Location: unknown
Keyword: old photograph

exterior view, Riverside Farming & Milling Co., Stalder Bros. 111321 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 90
Subject: Riverside Farming & Milling Company
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy
formal portrait of Mr. and Mrs. Higgins. 111320 undated.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 91
Subject: Higgins, Mr. and Mrs.O.
Location: unknown
Keyword: Historical Copy

store interior, possibly novelties(?). 111319 undated.
Physical Description: 1-2x3
Image Number: 92
Subject: Store Interior
Location: unknown
Keyword: Historical Copy

Copy. 111318 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10, 2-4x5
Image Number: 92-A
Subject: Robinson
Location: unknown
Keyword: old photograph

Stalders Glenwood Garage, 7th St. between Main and Market, Studebaker cars(?). 111317 undated.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 93
Subject: Stalders Glenwood Garage
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy
Mission Inn Companaro Arch 111316 undated.

Physical Description: 1-2x3
Image Number: 93-A
Subject: Mission Inn Companaro Arch
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy

Copy. 111315 undated.

Physical Description: 2-8x10
Image Number: 93-B
Subject: Stevenson
Location: unknown
Keyword: old photograph

Flume for Riv Water Co., across Tequesquite Arroyo, newspaper photo. 111314 undated.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 94
Subject: Flume for Canal Water Riverside Water Company
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy

Copy. 111313 01/01/1925.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 95
Subject: Long, Wes
Location: unknown
Keyword: old photograph, (for Mr. Cook)
Group portrait of adolescents from Grant School on steps in front of the school with Anna R. Bordwell front-center in dark dress, Riverside, California. 111312 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 96.
  Keyword: Historical Copy

Group portrait of a grammar school class from Grant School on steps in front of the school, Riverside, California. 111311 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 96-A.
  Keyword: Historical Copy

Copy. 111310 06/20/1949.
  Physical Description: 5-5x7
  Image Number: 96-B
  Subject: Paschke, Mrs. B.W.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: copies of old photographs, 2 prints good

View of a Palm tree being removed from Main and Eighth Street with the Citizens Bank under construction in the background, Riverside, California. 111309 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-2.5x4
  Image Number: 97.
  Keyword: Historical Copy

Copy. 111308 undated.
  Physical Description: 3-5x7
  Image Number: 97-A
  Subject: Percival, Mrs.
  Location: Pasadena, CA
  Keyword: copies of old photographs, early lumber company in Pasadena
View looking down Eighth Street that includes the Evans building to the left and the Castleman building to the right. 111307 undated.

Physical Description: 1-2.5x4
Image Number: 98.
Keyword: Historical Copy

Family portrait of the Dole family. 111306 undated.

Physical Description: 1-3.5x5
Image Number: 99.
Keyword: Historical Copy

Portrait. 111305 undated.

Physical Description: 2-5x7, 3-4x5
Image Number: 99-A
Subject: Griffith, Evelyn
Location: unknown
Keyword: formal portrait, also copies of old photographs

View of teachers and students standing in front of Highgrove school, Riverside, California. 111304 undated.

Physical Description: 1-3.5x5
Image Number: 100.
Keyword: Historical Copy

Additional views of teachers and students standing in front of Highgrove school, Riverside, California. 111303 undated.

Physical Description: 1-5x7, 1-4x5
Image Number: 100
Keyword: Historical Copy
Copy. 111302 undated.
Physical Description: 1-5x7, 1-4x5
Image Number: 100-A
Subject: Grout, Mrs. Edith
Location: unknown
Keyword: copies of old photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Shugart residence, exterior view of home-parents of Mrs. L. Waites.
111301 undated.
Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 101
Subject: Shugart Residence
Location: unknown
Keyword: Historical Copy

View of teachers and students standing in front of Lincoln school, Riverside, California. 111300 circa 1880.
Physical Description: 1-2.5x5
Image Number: 102.
Keyword: Historical Copy

Additional view of teachers and students standing in front of Lincoln school, Riverside, California. 111299 circa 1880.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 102
Keyword: Historical Copy

View of a grammar school class from Lincoln school on steps in front of a building, Riverside, California. 111298 circa 1880.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 102-A.
Keyword: Historical Copy

Avery E. Field photographs
school group photo taken outside in front of building (Magnolia Ave noted). 111297 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 103
   Subject: Unknown School
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Historical Copy

Copy. 111296 01/01/1917.
   Physical Description: 3-5x7
   Image Number: 103-A
   Subject: Deaves, Lt. Charles
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: old photograph dated Oct 1917
dated 8-24-13, 2 exterior views, may be 2 homes, 1 in ruins (Crosswhite photos). 111295 08/24/1913.
   Physical Description: 3-4x5
   Image Number: 104
   Subject: Rubidoux Residence
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Historical Copy

exterior view of residence. 111294 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 104-A
   Subject: Louis Rubidoux Residence
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Historical Copy
exterior view of adobe home with woman in background. 111293 undated.
    Physical Description: 1-5x7
    Image Number: 104-D
    Subject: Old Rubidoux Adobe Home
    Location: Riverside
    Keyword: Historical Copy

adobe home in ruins, 1 print good. 111292 01/01/1908.
    Physical Description: 1-5x7
    Image Number: 104-E
    Subject: Old Rubidoux Adobe Home
    Location: Riverside
    Keyword: Historical Copy

texture view of house with brick, girl beside house, Mrs. Pittam's photo. 111291 undated.
    Physical Description: 1-4x5
    Image Number: 104-F
    Subject: Rubidoux House
    Location: Riverside
    Keyword: Historical Copy

exterior view of residence. 111290 undated.
    Image Number: 104-P.1
    Subject: Rubidoux House
    Location: Riverside
    Keyword: Historical Copy
good condition, exterior view of residence. 111289 undated.

Image Number:
104-P.2

Subject:
Rubidoux House

Location:
Riverside

Keyword:
Historical Copy

View of an irrigation canal and bridge in White Park surrounded by foliage, Riverside, California. 111288 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5

Image Number:
105.

Keyword:
Historical Copy

View of four cannons at Fort Chittenden on Mount Rubidoux overlooking Riverside, California. 111287 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5

Image Number:
106.

Keyword:
Historical Copy

Additional view of four cannons at Fort Chittenden on Mount Rubidoux overlooking Riverside, California. 111286 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5

Image Number:
106

Keyword:
Historical Copy

Copy. 111285 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10, 6-5x7

Image Number:
106-A

Subject:
Pierce, Miss Edna

Location:
unknown

Keyword:
copies of old photographs
Series 1.109581

Prints and negatives. circa 1880-1960, undated.

**from "The Day the Bank Broke" Klotz, ext view of home on Little Mt. Rub w/Tom(?).**

111284 01/01/1903.

- Physical Description: 1-4x5
- Image Number: 107
- Subject: Hayes Residence
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Historical Copy

**2 on one neg, exterior views of buildings, dated after 1920. 111283 undated.**

- Physical Description: 1-4x5
- Image Number: 108
- Subject: Hellman Bank Riverside Community Hospital
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Historical Copy

**photo from Patterson's "Colony for CA" ext view of home,Vine St.. w/ Mary N. Shephard age 9. 111282 undated.**

- Physical Description: 1-5x7, 1-4x5
- Image Number: 109
- Subject: Judge North Residence
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Historical Copy

**of March Field w/ airplanes and cars dated 1928. 111281 01/01/1928.**

- Physical Description: 1-4x5
- Image Number: 110
- Subject: March Field
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Historical Copy
Copy. 111280 undated.
  Physical Description: 4-5x7
  Image Number: 110-A
  Subject: Stanley, Mrs. Bessie
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: copies of old photographs

Montage containing fifteen images of Riverside, California including people, landscape, and building scenes. 111279 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-4x5
  Image Number: 111.
  Keyword: Historical Copy

Copy. 111278 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 111-A
  Subject: Burt
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: old photograph, 1 print good condition

Residence on 5th and Lime, exterior view with child in front, print fair. 111277 undated.
  Image Number: 111-P.1
  Subject: Unknown Residence-5th and Lime
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Historical Copy
residence on Lime St., unknown people standing in yard, horses-buggies on road. 111276 undated.
   Image Number: 111-P.2
   Subject: Unknown Residence-Lime Street
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Historical Copy

various Riverside, Brockton Flume, Oppenheimer Block, Orange hotel. 111275 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 112
   Subject: Views of Riverside
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Historical Copy

Copy. 111274 undated.
   Physical Description: 2-5x7
   Image Number: 112-A
   Subject: Twining, Mr.
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: old photograph

band wagon with 4 horses. 111273 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-2x5
   Image Number: 113
   Subject: Band Wagon
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Historical Copy
Glenwood Inn, neg located in 30-B. 111272 undated.
   Image Number:
   114-P
   Subject:
   Glenwood Inn
   Location:
   Riverside
   Keyword:
   Historical Copy

Exterior view of Riverside office of Automobile Club. 111271 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number:
   115
   Subject:
   Automobile Club of So. California
   Location:
   Riverside
   Keyword:
   Historical Copy

View of bicyclists in front of the Riverside Bazaar Co. with store advertising on their bicycles, Riverside, California. 111270 circa 1895.
   Physical Description: 1-3.5x5
   Image Number:
   116.
   Keyword:
   Historical Copy

View of the boat house at Lake Evans in Fairmount Park, Riverside, California. 111269 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-3.25x5
   Image Number:
   117.
   Keyword:
   Historical Copy

View of an irrigation canal adjacent to Brockton Avenue with a horse-drawn vehicle in the background, Riverside, California. 111268 circa late 19th century.
   Physical Description: 1-3.75x5
   Image Number:
   118.
   Keyword:
   Historical Copy
Love, Mrs. W.K. 111267 undated.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number:
118-A
Subject:
Love, Mrs. W.K.
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
Historical Copy

exterior view of building. 111266 undated.

Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number:
119
Subject:
Baptist church
Location:
Riverside
Keyword:
Historical Copy


Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number:
120
Subject:
Burnham Residence
Location:
Riverside
Keyword:
Historical Copy

dated May 1885, people on court playing tennis. 111264 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number:
121
Subject:
Casa Blanca Tennis Club
Location:
Riverside
Keyword:
Historical Copy
Copy. 111263 undated.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 121-A
Subject: Copeland, Eugene
Location: unknown
Keyword: old photograph

View of Chinatown looking north from Brockton Avenue, Riverside, California. 111262
1901.

Physical Description: 1-3.5x5
Image Number: 122-A
Keyword: Historical Copy

View of horse-drawn vehicles parked next to buildings in Chinatown, Riverside, California. 111261 circa 1900.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 122-B
Keyword: Historical Copy

Additional view of horse-drawn vehicles parked next to buildings in Chinatown, Riverside, California. 111260 circa 1900.

Physical Description: 1-2x3
Image Number: 122-B
Keyword: Historical Copy

dated 1890's, Collier & Abbott Real Estate on Main St. 111259 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 123
Subject: Collier & Abbott Real Estate
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy
Copy. 111258 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number:
   123-A
   Subject:
   Rogers, Miss
   Location:
   unknown
   Keyword:
   old photograph

dated 1898, Company M, 7th Regiment training for Spanish American War. 111257 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number:
   124
   Subject:
   Company M -7th Regiment
   Location:
   unknown
   Keyword:
   Historical Copy

Copy. 111256 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number:
   124-A
   Subject:
   Hammond, H.A.
   Location:
   unknown
   Keyword:
   old photograph

mill and warehouse on 9th and Santa Fe Railroad,Cook & Langley Fruit Packers. 111255 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number:
   125
   Subject:
   Cook & Langley Fruit Packers
   Location:
   Riverside
   Keyword:
   Historical Copy
Montage containing sixteen images of Marcella Craft in various costumes titled "Marcella Craft: Prima Donna, Royal Opera, Munich.". 111254 circa early 20th century.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 127.
Keyword: Historical Copy

View of Mt. Cucamonga from Glenwood hotel. 111253 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 128
Subject: View of Mt. Cucamonga Glenwood Hotel
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy

View of people in costumes gathered on Seventh and Main Street for the De Anza Days festival, Riverside, California. 111252 circa 1940.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 129.
Keyword: De Anza Days

Drawings. 111251 undated.

Physical Description: 3-5x7, 1-4x5
Image Number: 129-B
Subject: Drawings of Gargoyles
Location: unknown
Keyword: drawings of gargoyles

8th Street, street view of buildings, horses. 111250 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 130
Subject: Eighth Street Riverside
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy
View looking west on Eighth Street from about Orange Street that includes the Daily Enterprise and William L. Peters buildings, Riverside, California. 111249 circa 1895.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 131.
Keyword: Historical Copy

Aerial view of Riverside, California from the vicinity of Eighth and Lemon Street that includes the original First National Bank. 111248 circa 1900.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 132.
Keyword: Historical Copy

Copy. 111247 undated.

Physical Description: 3-8x10, 2-5x7
Image Number: 132-A
Subject: Hancock, Charles
Location: unknown
Keyword: copies of old photographs
dated April 1884, people playing tennis. 111246 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x2
Image Number: 133
Subject: Casa Blanca Tennis Club
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy
dated 1905, 8th and Main Street, looking east, street view of people walking. 111245 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 134
Subject: Eighth Street Riverside
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy
early electric street car, fair. 111244 undated.

Image Number: 135-P
Subject: Early Electric Street Car
Location: unknown
Keyword: Historical Copy

Elm Corners Home, exterior view of residence, Victorian style, landscape. 111243 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 136
Subject: Elm Corners Residence
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy

view of residence and street car Elm Corners. 111242 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 136-A
Subject: Elm Corners Residence
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy

dated 1896, Main Street looking north from 9th St. 111241 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x2
Image Number: 137
Subject: Main Street Riverside
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy
Copy. 111240 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 137-A
  Subject: Reynolds, George N.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: old photograph

Exterior view of building with people standing in front. 111239 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-5x2
  Image Number: 138
  Subject: Riverside Enterprise
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Historical Copy

View looking north down Main Street from Ninth street, Riverside, California. 111238 circa 1900.
  Physical Description: 1-2.5x5
  Image Number: 138-A.
  Keyword: Historical Copy

Dated 1905, main Street view of "The Ark", drawing from Hotel Reynolds, 1 print. 111237 01/01/1905.
  Physical Description: 1-4x5
  Image Number: 138-B
  Subject: Main Street Riverside
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Historical Copy
**Exterior view of Episcopal Church and rectory. 111236 undated.**

- Physical Description: 1-4x5
- Image Number: 139
- Subject: Episcopal Church
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Historical Copy

**Painting. 111235 undated.**

- Physical Description: 1-5x7
- Image Number: 139-A
- Subject: Painting of Asistencia
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: painting of Asistencia in Redlands, view of San Bernardino

**Evans Bldg under construction, ref to Klotz, “the day the Bank Broke”. 111234 undated.**

- Physical Description: 1-4x5
- Image Number: 140
- Subject: Evans Building
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Historical Copy

**Evans Block, 8th and Main, ext view of bldg from Glenwood album. 111233 undated.**

- Physical Description: 1-4x5
- Image Number: 141
- Subject: Evans Block
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Historical Copy
View of people gathered for a Memorial Day ceremony at Evergreen cemetery with the United States flag flying in the foreground and Mount Rubidoux in the background, Riverside, California. 111232 circa 1900.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 142.
Keyword: Historical Copy
dated 1910, upper lake at Fairmount Park, view of 2 bridges. 111231 01/01/1910.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 143
Subject:
Fairmount Park
Location:
Riverside
Keyword:
Historical Copy

Fairmount Park Band Shell, first concert, band on stage. 111230 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 144
Subject:
Fairmount Park Band Shell
Location:
Riverside
Keyword:
Historical Copy

Portrait of Fig Tree John taken in Palm Springs, California. 111229 1920.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 145.
Keyword:
PORTRAIT

Additional portraits of Fig Tree John taken in Palm Springs, California. 111228 1920.

Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 145
Keyword:
PORTRAIT
Portrait of J.F. Caperton, the first baby girl born in Riverside, California. 111227 undated.

Physical Description: 1-3.5x5
Image Number: 146.
Keyword: Historical Copy

View of men posing with their motorcycles on Eighth and Main Street looking west, Riverside, California. 111226 1907.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 147.
Keyword: Historical Copy

First Riverside Church, 6th and Vine, ref to "A Colony for CA" Patterson, 1prt. 111225 undated.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 148
Subject: First Riverside Church
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy

Copy. 111224 undated.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 148-A
Subject: Mason
Location: unknown
Keyword: old photograph

Advertisement for Riverside, view of landscape, dated 1870. 111223 undated.

Image Number: 149-P
Subject: Advertisement for Riverside
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy
interior views of bldg, merchandise on Main St. 111222 undated.
   Physical Description: 4-5x7
   Image Number: 150
   Subject: Franzen Bros Hardware Co.
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Historical Copy

delivery wagon with horse and driver for Frazen Bros hardware Co., 2 prints good. 111221 undated.
   Physical Description: 2-5x7
   Image Number: 151
   Subject: Franzen Bros Delivery Wagon
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Historical Copy

exterior view of bldg w/ people, interior view of merchandise. 111220 01/01/1903.
   Physical Description: 2-5x7
   Image Number: 152
   Subject: Franzen Bros Hardware Co.
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Historical Copy

Frost block Building on the corner of Main & 6th exterior view of bldg. 111219 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 153
   Subject: Frost Block
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Historical Copy
View of men and equipment working at the Gage wells with one large well in the background, Riverside, California. 111218 undated.
Physical Description: 1-3.25x5
Image Number: 154.
Keyword: Historical Copy

View of the Riverside Girls High School building and grounds, Riverside, California. 111217 undated.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 155.
Keyword: Historical Copy

Exterior view of bldg, corner of Main and 10th. 111216 undated.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 156
Subject: Gladden Furniture
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy

Advertisement dated 1882 for Glenwood Cottages. 111215 undated.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 157
Subject: Glenwood Cottage Advertisement
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy

Exterior view of bldg with buggy. 111214 undated.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 158
Subject: Glenwood Inn
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy
View of the Grant School building and grounds (the high school was on the third floor), Riverside, California. 111213 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-4x5
  Image Number:
  159.
  Keyword:
  Historical Copy

exterior view of bldg, 14th and Brockton. 111212 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-4x5
  Image Number:
  159-A
  Subject:
  Grant High School
  Location:
  Riverside
  Keyword:
  Historical Copy

exterior view of building, 7th and Main. 111211 undated.
  Physical Description: 2-4x5
  Image Number:
  160
  Subject:
  Hoyt Building
  Location:
  Riverside
  Keyword:
  Historical Copy

unknown people on horse and buggy, workmen posing in front of bldg, 1 print good. 111210 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-4x5
  Image Number:
  161
  Subject:
  Unknown People
  Location:
  unknown
  Keyword:
  Historical Copy
dated 1883, horse drawn harvester combine on Alessandro. 111209 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 162
Subject: Harvester Combine
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy

drawing dated 1880’s for plan of Hotel Rubidoux, to be built on Mt. Rub, arch-John Pelton. 111208 undated.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 163
Subject: Hotel Rubidoux Drawing
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy

dated Jan 1, 1895 exterior view of bldg, Main and 9th. 111207 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 164
Subject: G.G. Kennard Building
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy

dated 7-4-12, street views of 4th of July Parade. 111206 07/04/1912.

Physical Description: 3-4x5
Image Number: 165
Subject: 4th of July Parade
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy
exterior view of house, people posing. 111205 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 166
Subject: Kirkwood Residence
Location: unknown
Keyword: Historical Copy

dated 1900, Livery Stables, interior, carriages, also listed as Franzen Hardware?. 111204 undated.

Physical Description: 1-5x7, 1-4x5
Image Number: 167
Subject: Livery Stables
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy

Tourist Livery Stables, located on Main St. 111203 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 168
Subject: Tourist Livery Stables
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy

Exterior view of the Loring building, Riverside, California. 111202 undated.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 170.
Keyword: Historical Copy
dated 1900, exterior view of building. 111201 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 170-A
Subject: Loring Building
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy

View of an irrigation canal with a house and bridge in the background. 111200 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 171.
Keyword: Historical Copy

Dates. 111199 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 171-A
Subject: Myers Wonder Date Garden
Location: unknown
Keyword: view of desert landscape, not a date grove

View of the welcome arch and buildings on Main Street, Riverside, California. 111198 1985.

Physical Description: 1-3.5x5
Image Number: 172.
Keyword: Historical Copy

View of the southwest corner of Eighth and Main Street that includes the Lyon Building, Riverside, California. 111197 circa 1890.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 173.
Keyword: Historical Copy
dated 1881, view of building and street, horses and people. 111196 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 174
Subject: Main Street
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy

newspaper article, lot sold on 8th and Main, dated 1881. 111195 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 174-A
Subject: Historical Lot Sale
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy

View of Main Street from the vicinity of Eighth Street that includes the Wilbur Bros. Grocers and the Wells Fargo and Co. buildings, Riverside, California. 111194 1883.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 175.
Keyword: Historical Copy

Additional view of Main Street from the vicinity of Eighth Street that includes the Wilbur Bros. Grocers and the Wells Fargo and Co. buildings, Riverside, California. 111193 1883.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 175
Keyword: Historical Copy

from Glenwood Album, exterior view of bldg on Main and 10th. 111192 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 176
Subject: The Gladden
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy

Avery E. Field photographs
aerial view of March Field. 111191 circa 1920.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 177
Subject: March Field
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy

dedication of Riverside Masonic Temple on 11th St. 111190 12/08/1908.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 178
Subject: Riverside Masonic Temple
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy

drawing from Riv City Directory of Methodist Church. 111189 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 179
Subject: Methodist Church Drawing
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy

unknown people with cow and calf in front of home. 111188 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 180
Subject: Unknown People
Location: unknown
Keyword: Historical Copy
aerial view of Poly High School. 111187 undated.
    Physical Description: 2-4x5
    Image Number:
    181
    Subject:
    Poly High School
    Location:
    Riverside
    Keyword:
    Historical Copy

Luther Tibbetts Residence, home of Parent Naval Orange Tree. 111186 undated.
    Physical Description: 1-4x5
    Image Number:
    182
    Subject:
    Tibbetts Residence
    Location:
    Riverside
    Keyword:
    Historical Copy

residence with Parent Naval Orange Tree. 111185 undated.
    Physical Description: 2-4x5
    Image Number:
    183
    Subject:
    Tibbetts Residence
    Location:
    Riverside
    Keyword:
    Historical Copy

man plowing orange grove trenches. 111184 undated.
    Physical Description: 1-4x5
    Image Number:
    184
    Subject:
    Orange Groves
    Location:
    unknown
    Keyword:
    Historical Copy
interior of building, people typesetting. 111183 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 185
   Subject: Press Enterprise
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Historical Copy

Riverside Business College, White Park. 111182 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 186
   Subject: Riverside Business College
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Historical Copy

Commercial. 111181 01/01/1938.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 187
   Subject: Riverside Drugs
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: exterior view of building on Main and 8th

Indian Huts, also listed Riverside Dry(?). 111180 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 188
   Subject: Indian Huts
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Historical Copy
Riverside Fire Dept with horses and carriages. 111179 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 189
   Subject: Riverside Fire Department
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Historical Copy

View of firefighters in uniform alongside a horse-drawn vehicle decorated with flowers and the United States flag, Riverside, California. 111178 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-3.5x5
   Image Number: 190.
   Keyword: Historical Copy

View of firefighters in uniform alongside a horse-drawn vehicle decorated with flowers and the United States flag, Riverside, California. 111177 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-3.5x5
   Image Number: 190.
   Keyword: Historical Copy

Riverside Humane Society, Riverside Military Band. 111176 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 191
   Subject: Riverside Humane Society Riverside Military Band
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Historical Copy

Riverside Military Band. 111175 1895.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7, 1-4x5
   Image Number: 192
   Subject: Riverside Military Band
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Historical Copy
exterior view of building with horse car, 8th and Lime. 111174 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 
193
Subject:
Riverside Hotel
Location:
Riverside
Keyword:
Historical Copy

View of people standing alongside an irrigation canal and bridge with the caption "Water Co. Irrigating Canal". 111173 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 
194.
Keyword:
Historical Copy

unknown bldg exterior, lush vegetation labeled "Riverside Wet". 111172 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 
195
Subject:
Unknown Building Exterior
Location:
Riverside
Keyword:
Historical Copy

dated May 3, 1903 of pres Roosevelt, formal portrait. 111171 05/03/1903.

Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 
196
Subject:
President Roosevelt
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
Historical Copy
dated May 3, 1903, Pres Roosevelt planting parent naval Orange Tree, 1 print good. 111170 05/03/1903.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 197
Subject: President Roosevelt Planting Orange Tree
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy

Rubidoux Block, s.w. corner, Main and 7th. 111169 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 198
Subject: Rubidoux Block
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy

Rubidoux block, composite of club rooms, Main and 7th. 111168 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 199
Subject: Rubidoux Block
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy

Copy. 111167 undated.

Physical Description: 2-8x10
Image Number: 207-A
Subject: Wigley
Location: unknown
Keyword: copies of old photographs

View looking up at the bell on Mount Rubidoux with the sky in the background, Riverside, California. 111166 circa early 20th century.

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 210-A.
**Painting. 111165 undated.**

Physical Description: 1-5x7  
Image Number: 215-A  
Subject: George Washington Painting Green, Dr. Berryman  
Location: unknown  
Keyword: painting of George Washington, Dr. Berryman Green may be owner (or artist)

**Pampas Grass. 111164 undated.**

Physical Description: 2-8x10  
Image Number: 220  
Subject: Pampas Grass  
Location: unknown  
Keyword: pampas grass

**Copy. 111163 12/30/1931.**

Physical Description: 3-5x7, 3-4x5  
Image Number: 223-A  
Subject: Handy, Miss Elizabeth  
Location: unknown  
Keyword: copies of old photographs

**Copy. 111162 undated.**

Physical Description: 3-5x7  
Image Number: 248  
Subject: O’Brien, Mrs. William  
Location: unknown  
Keyword: copies of old photographs, portrait of mother, father, brother
Laguna Beach. 111161 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10, 1-4x5
Image Number: 291
Subject: Laguna Beach
Location: Laguna Beach, CA
Keyword: view of water breaking

Copy. 111160 undated.
Physical Description: 2-5x7
Image Number: 408
Subject: Lash, Mrs. Eber
Location: unknown
Keyword: copies of old photographs

Copy. 111159 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10, 1-5x7
Image Number: 413
Subject: Hansen, Mrs. Thora
Location: unknown
Keyword: old photograph

Cake. 111158 undated.
Physical Description: 2-8x10
Image Number: 506
Subject: Cake
Location: unknown
Keyword: cake and slices
St. Cecilia Windows. 111157 undated.

Physical Description: 2-5x7
Image Number: 506
Subject: St. Cecilia Windows
Location: Riverside
Keyword: postcard negative of St. Cecilia Stained Glass Windows

Music Room. 111156 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10, 1-5x7
Image Number: 511
Subject: Music Room
Location: Riverside
Keyword: view of Music Room

Adobe Steps. 111155 undated.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 521
Subject: Adobe Steps
Location: Riverside
Keyword: view of adobe steps and garden

Carmel Tower. 111154 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 568
Subject: Carmel Tower
Location: Riverside
Keyword: view of Carmel Tower from Methodist Church, Orange and 6th Streets
View of people holding prayer books gathered at the top of Mount Rubidoux for an Easter service, Riverside, California. 111153 circa 1915.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 580.
Keyword: Historical Copy

Master of the Inn with Birds. 111152 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x8, 2-5x7, 2-4x5
Image Number: 583
Subject: Master of the Inn with Birds
Location: Riverside
Keyword: man holding birds, 7 prints good, dated 1912-1913

Early Mission Inn photograph from postcard(?). 111151 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10, 1-5x7
Image Number: 584
Subject: Glenwood Court
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Historical Copy

Parrots. 111150 undated.

Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 585
Subject: Parrots
Location: unknown
Keyword: parrots named Joseph and Napoleon
**Portrait. 111149 undated.**

Physical Description: 1-3x5

Image Number: 590

Subject: Miller Family

Location: unknown

Keyword: portrait of Miller family under fig tree with parrot

**Father Junipero Serra plaque on Mount Rubidoux, Riverside, California. 111148 circa 1910.**

Physical Description: 1-5x7

Image Number: 651.

**Doors. 111147 undated.**

Physical Description: 25-4x5

Image Number: 666

Subject: Various Doors

Location: Riverside

Keyword: various doors at the Mission Inn

**Easter Card. 111146 04/01/1929.**

Physical Description: 1-5x7

Image Number: 680

Subject: Easter Card from Mr. and Mrs. Frank Miller

Location: Riverside

Keyword: Easter Card from Mr. and Mrs. Frank Miller dated 1929, drawing of Mission Inn w/ view of cross

**Galleria. 111145 undated.**

Physical Description: 1-8x10

Image Number: 693

Subject: Galleria

Location: Riverside

Keyword: view of room and paintings, furnishings
St. Cecilia Chapel. 111144 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 694
   Subject: St. Cecilia Chapel
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: view of back of chapel

Inner Court. 111143 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 695
   Subject: Inner Court Patio
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: view of Inner Court, Dining Room, tables set

Refectory Fire Place. 111142 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 696
   Subject: Refectory Fire Place
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: view of fireplace, chair, stained glass windows in refectory

Buckskin Trunk. 111141 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 697
   Subject: Buckskin Trunk
   Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
   Keyword: buckskin trunk located in catacombs, Mission Inn
Santa Inez Bench. 111140 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 698
  Subject: Ambulatory with Santa Inez Bench
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: view of ambulatory and Santa Inez Bench

Main Dining Room. 111139 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 699
  Subject: Main Dining Room
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: view of Main Dining Room with Easter decorations

Sala del Oriente. 111138 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 700
  Subject: Sala del Oriente
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: view of room with iron gateway located in catacombs

Santa Clara Chapel. 111137 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 701
  Subject: Santa Clara Chapel
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: view of Santa Clara Chapel in catacombs
Music Room. 111136 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 702
Subject: Music Room
Location: Riverside
Keyword: balcony in Music Room

Presidential Suite. 111135 undated.
Physical Description: 2-8x10, 1-5x7
Image Number: 705
Subject: Presidential Suite
Location: Riverside
Keyword: postcard negative, view of Presidential Suite

Alter of the Sacred Heart. 111134 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 706
Subject: Alter of the Sacred Heart
Location: Riverside
Keyword: named listed with question mark,, also listed Shrine in Pontifical Ct.

Santa Ana Chair. 111133 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 707
Subject: Santa Ana Chair
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: Santa Ana Chair
Court of the Birds. 111132 undated.

- Physical Description: 1-8x10
- Image Number: 709
- Subject: Court of the Birds
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: view from balcony of Court of the Birds

Mt. Rubidoux. 111131 undated.

- Physical Description: 5-5x7
- Image Number: 712
- Subject: Mt. Rubidoux Easter Service
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Mt. Rubidoux Easter Service, dated 1920, cars parked, people walking photo of cross

View of the cross on Mount Rubidoux from the steps below with the sky in the background, Riverside, California. 111130 circa early 20th century.

- Physical Description: 1-8x10
- Image Number: 713.

Additional views of the cross on Mount Rubidoux from the steps below with the sky in the background, Riverside, California. 111129 circa early 20th century.

- Physical Description: 2-5x7
- Image Number: 713

Painting. 111128 undated.

- Physical Description: 1-8x10
- Image Number: 714
- Subject: Indian Painting on Wood
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: Indian Painting on wood
Japanese Temple Gong. 111127 undated.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 716
Subject: Japanese Temple Gong
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: Japanese Temple Gong, located at the Mission Inn

St. Francis Chapel. 111126 undated.
Physical Description: 2-5x7
Image Number: 717
Subject: St. Francis Chapel
Location: Riverside
Keyword: St. Francis Chapel

Copy. 111125 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 719
Subject: Court of the Birds
Location: Riverside
Keyword: panorama of the Court of the Birds

Court of the Birds. 111124 undated.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 738
Subject: Court of the Birds
Location: Riverside
Keyword: postcard negative of the Court of the Birds
Garden of the Bells. 111123 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 739
Subject:
Garden of the Bells
Location:
Riverside
Keyword:
view of the Garden of the Bells

Mission Inn Patio. 111122 undated.
Physical Description: 2-8x10
Image Number: 740
Subject:
Mission Inn Patio
Location:
Riverside
Keyword:
listed as Mission Inn Patio, may be Spanish patio, view from balcony

Spanish Patio. 111121 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 741
Subject:
Spanish Patio
Location:
Riverside
Keyword:
view from balcony of Spanish Patio

Spanish Patio. 111120 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 742
Subject:
Spanish Patio
Location:
Riverside
Keyword:
view of Spanish Patio, people around lunch tables, dated 1920's
Court of the Birds. 111119 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10, 1-5x7
Image Number: 743
Subject: Court of the Birds
Location: Riverside
Keyword: view of the Court of the Birds, 1 postcard, good condition

Court of the Birds. 111118 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 744
Subject: Court of the Birds
Location: Riverside
Keyword: view of the Court of the Birds, dated 1920's

Court of the Birds. 111117 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 745
Subject: Court of the Birds
Location: Riverside
Keyword: view of the Court of the Birds

Companaro Stairs. 111116 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 746
Subject: Companaro Stairs
Location: Riverside
Keyword: view of Companaro Stairs, looking toward street
group portrait of Hutchings, also children at Arch Beach. undated.

Physical Description: 8-8x10, 9-4x5
Image Number: 753
Subject: Hutchings
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

view of balconies and inner court. undated.

Physical Description: 2-8x10
Image Number: 754
Subject: Balconies and Inner Court
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Balconies and Inner Court

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Miller. undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 756
Subject: Miller, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Location: unknown
Keyword: Historical Copy

informal portrait taken at the Mission Inn, also written Christmas message. undated.

Physical Description: 13-4x5
Image Number: 757
Subject: Richardson, Mrs. Alice
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT
painting, "Roosevelt's Charge Up San Juan Hill". 111111 undated.
  Physical Description: 2-8x10
  Image Number: 759
  Subject: "Roosevelt's Charge up San Juan Hill" Verestchagin
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Painting

President's Room interior. 111110 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 760
  Subject: President's Room
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: President's Room

view of landscape, Mt. Rubidoux Peace Tower and Cross. 111109 undated.
  Physical Description: 4-5x8
  Image Number: 761
  Subject: Mt. Rubidoux Peace Tower and Cross
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Mt. Rubidoux

postcard negative of Mt. Rubidoux with Peace Tower and legends. 111108 undated.
  Physical Description: 2-5x7
  Image Number: 762
  Subject: Mt. Rubidoux Peace Tower
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Mt. Rubidoux Peace Tower
view of Mt. Rubidoux Tablet for Charles Loring. 111107 undated.

- Physical Description: 1-8x10
- Image Number: 764
- Subject: Mt. Rubidoux Tablet for Charles Loring
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Mt. Rubidoux

close up Loring Tablet on Mt. Rubidoux. 111106 undated.

- Physical Description: 1-8x10
- Image Number: 765
- Subject: Mt. Rubidoux Loring Tablet
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Mt. Rubidoux Loring Tablet

Split view of the Charles M. Loring plaque and shelter on Mount Rubidoux, Riverside, California. 111105 circa early 20th century.

- Physical Description: 1-7.75x9.75
- Image Number: 766

view of tablet to Fr Junipero Serra on Mt. Rubidoux dated Oct 19091 pint good condition. 111104 undated.

- Physical Description: 2-5x7
- Image Number: 767
- Subject: Mt. Rubidoux Tablet to Fr Serra
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Mt. Rubidoux Tablet to Fr Serra

view of Huntington Tablet on Mt. Rubidoux. 111103 undated.

- Physical Description: 1-5x7
- Image Number: 768
- Subject: Mt. Rubidoux Huntington Tablet
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Mt. Rubidoux Huntington Tablet
View of Bishop Thomas James Conaty and a group of people at the cross dedication on Mount Rubidoux, Riverside, California. 111102 4/26/1907.

   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number:
   769.
   Keyword:
   Historical Copy

Saint Francis of Assisi plaque on Mount Rubidoux, Riverside, California. 111101 circa early 20th century.

   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number:
   770.

First Easter Sunday with Jacob Riis on Mt. Rubidoux. 111100 undated.

   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number:
   771.
   Subject:
   Mt. Rubidoux Easter Service Riis, Jacob
   Location:
   Riverside
   Keyword:
   Historical Copy

Louis Rubidoux plaque on Mount Rubidoux, Riverside, California. 111099 undated.

   Physical Description: 1-5x7.75
   Image Number:
   772.

Additional view of the Louis Rubidoux plaque on Mount Rubidoux, Riverside, California. 111098 undated.

   Physical Description: 1-5x7.75
   Image Number:
   772.

View of Mt. Rubidoux with Peace Tower. 111097 undated.

   Physical Description: 10-4x5
   Image Number:
   773.
   Subject:
   Mt. Rubidoux Peace Tower
   Location:
   Riverside
   Keyword:
   Mt. Rubidoux Peace Tower
view of Cross, Flag and Tower on Mt. Rubidoux, listed as composite ?. 111096
undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 774
Subject:
Mt. Rubidoux Cross, Flag and Tower
Location:
Riverside
Keyword:
Mt. Rubidoux

view of Peace Tower Tablet to Frank Miller. 111095 undated.

Physical Description: 2-8x10, 2-5x7
Image Number: 775
Subject:
Mt. Rubidoux Frank Miller Tablet
Location:
Riverside
Keyword:
Mt. Rubidoux Frank Miller Tablet

view of Mt. Rubidoux Peace Tower. 111094 undated.

Physical Description: 2-8x10
Image Number: 776
Subject:
Mt. Rubidoux Peace Tower
Location:
Riverside
Keyword:
Mt. Rubidoux

View of the Peace Tower and surrounding area on Mount Rubidoux, Riverside,
California. 111093 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 777.

Additional view of the Peace Tower and surrounding area on Mount Rubidoux,
Riverside, California. 111092 undated.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 777
view of Mt. Rubidoux with Peace Tower and Flags. 111091 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 778
Subject: Mt. Rubidoux Peace Tower with Flags
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Mt. Rubidoux

View of the Peace Tower and surrounding area on Mount Rubidoux with an inset image of the Frank A. Miller recognition plaque, Riverside, California. 111090 circa early 20th century.

Physical Description: 1-7.75x9.75
Image Number: 779.

view of Mt. Rubidoux and Peace Tower, view of city and San Gorgonio mountains. 111089 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 780
Subject: Mt. Rubidoux Peace Tower
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Mt. Rubidoux

postcard negative of Fuji-kan Japanese Gift Shop, some Chinese merchandise, 4 prints good condition. 111088 undated.

Physical Description: 3-8x10, 1-5x7
Image Number: 781
Subject: Fuji-kan Japanese Gift Shop
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Japanese Gift Shop
**Buddha. 111087 undated.**

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 782
Subject: Buddha
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Buddha

**Postcard negative of oriental Room. 111086 undated.**

Physical Description: 1-8x10, 1-5x7
Image Number: 783
Subject: Oriental Room
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Oriental Room

**View of the road leading up Mount Rubidoux including the cross in the background, Riverside, California. 111085 circa early 20th century.**

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 784.

**Additional views of the road leading up Mount Rubidoux, Riverside, California. 111084 circa early 20th century.**

Physical Description: 2-8x10
Image Number: 784

**Mt. Rubidoux on Easter Sunday 1928. 111083 04/01/1928.**

Physical Description: 3-5x7, 1-4x5
Image Number: 786
Subject: Mt. Rubidoux Easter Sunday
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Mt. Rubidoux Easter Sunday
view of Mt. Rubidoux’s Peace Tower. 111082 undated.

Physical Description: 4-8x10
Image Number: 787
Subject:
Mt. Rubidoux Peace Tower
Location:
Riverside
Keyword:
Mt. Rubidoux

formal portrait, other name listed Brinkman (photographer). 111081 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10, 1-5x7
Image Number: 788
Subject:
Miller, Frank A.
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
PORTRAIT

view of Carrie Jacobs Bond Room, interior. 111080 undated.

Physical Description: 2-8x10, 1-5x7
Image Number: 789
Subject:
Carrie Jacobs Bond Room
Location:
Riverside
Keyword:
Carrie Jacobs Bond Room

informal portrait of Carrie Jacobs Bond seated in room. 111079 undated.

Physical Description: 3-8x10
Image Number: 790
Subject:
Bond, Carrie Jacobs
Location:
Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword:
PORTRAIT
informal portrait of Carrie jacobs Bond standing outside room dedicated to her at Mission Inn. 111078 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 791
   Subject: Bond, Carrie Jacobs
   Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

Wedding Breakfast Table. 111077 undated.
   Physical Description: 2-8x10
   Image Number: 794
   Subject: Wedding Breakfast Table
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Wedding breakfast Table

view of Carmel Tower on 6th and Orange Streets 1920's. 111076 01/01/1920.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 797
   Subject: Carmel Tower
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Carmel Tower

View of the east side facade of the Mission Inn from Orange Street, Riverside, California. 111075 circa early 20th century.
   Physical Description: 1-7.75x9.75
   Image Number: 798.

Additional views of the Mission Inn from Orange Street, Riverside, California. 111074 circa early 20th century.
   Physical Description: 2-8x10
   Image Number: 798
view of Alhambra Court. 111073 undated.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 799
Subject: Alhambra Court
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Alhambra Court

view of Writer's Wing, rooms over Patio. 111072 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 801
Subject: Writer's Wing
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Writer's Wing

View of people gathered in a Japanese inspired banquet room to honor Frank A. Miller. 111071 circa early 20th century.
Physical Description: 1-7.75x9.75
Image Number: 802.

Additional view of people gathered in a Japanese inspired banquet room to honor Frank A. Miller. 111070 circa early 20th century.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 802

Emperor of Japan pinning the Order of the Rising Sun medal on the lapel of Frank A. Miller. 111069 circa early 20th century.
Physical Description: 1-7.75x9.75
Image Number: 803.

Frank A. Miller standing with the Emperor of Japan and a group of men. 111068 circa early 20th century.
Physical Description: 1-7.75x9.75
Image Number: 803.

View of the arches at the Mission Inn from Orange Street, Riverside, California. 111067 circa early 20th century.
Physical Description: 1-7.75x9.75
Image Number: 805.
view of Garden of the Bells. 111066 undated.
    Physical Description: 1-8x10
    Image Number: 806
    Subject: Garden of the Bells
    Location: Riverside
    Keyword: Garden of the Bells

postcard negative of the Spanish Patio with seat and iron lamp. 111065 undated.
    Physical Description: 2-8x10, 1-5x7
    Image Number: 807
    Subject: Spanish Patio
    Location: Riverside
    Keyword: Spanish Patio

View of the clock tower and cross above the courtyard of the Mission Inn, Riverside, California. 111064 circa early 20th century.
    Physical Description: 1-7.75x9.75
    Image Number: 808.

Garden of the Bells and Inner Patio, view from above. 111063 undated.
    Physical Description: 1-8x10
    Image Number: 809
    Subject: Garden of the Bells
    Location: Riverside
    Keyword: Garden of the Bells

Alhambra Court and Carmel Tower. 111062 undated.
    Physical Description: 1-5x7, 1-4x5
    Image Number: 809-A
    Subject: Alhambra Court
    Location: Riverside
    Keyword: Alhambra Court
**view of Inner Patio from 4th floor. 111061 undated.**

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 810
Subject: Inner Patio
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Inner Patio -Mission Inn

**view of Inner Patio. 111060 undated.**

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 811
Subject: Inner Patio
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Inner Patio

**View of people gathered on Mount Rubidoux for Armistice Day with flags from different countries displayed, Riverside, California. 111059 circa 1920.**

Physical Description: 1-7.75x9.75
Image Number: 812
Keyword: Historical Copy

**view of Fountain in front court. 111058 undated.**

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 813
Subject: Fountain in Front Court
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Fountain in Front Court
postcard negative of Rotunda with 3 bells on balustrade. 111057 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10, 1-5x7
Image Number: 816
Subject: Rotunda
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Rotunda

view of Rotunda from entrance. 111056 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 817
Subject: Rotunda
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Rotunda

exterior view of Rotunda exterior, postcard negative with autos. 111055 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10, 1-5x7
Image Number: 822
Subject: Rotunda Wing
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Rotunda

exterior view of Rotunda exterior on Main Street, no autos. 111054 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 823
Subject: Rotunda Wing
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Rotunda

Architectural drawing of the Saint Francis Chapel at the Mission Inn by G. Stanley Wilson, Riverside, California. 111053 8/6/1930.

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 825.
Architectural drawing of the Saint Francis Chapel at the Mission Inn by G. Stanley Wilson, Riverside, California. 111052 5/15/1929.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 825.

Architectural drawing of the Japanese Court at the Mission Inn by G. Stanley Wilson, Riverside, California. 111051 9/26/1929.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 825.

Architectural drawing of the south elevation additions made to the Mission Inn by G. Stanley Wilson, Riverside, California. 111050 9/4/1929.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 825.

View of St. Francis Court during Christmastime, also Rotunda, post-card negative. 111049 undated.
   Physical Description: 2-8x10, 1-5x7
   Image Number: 826
   Subject: St. Francis Court-Christmas
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: St. Francis Court -Christmas

View of 5th Floor and Armistad Dome. 111048 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 828
   Subject: 5th Floor - Armistad Dome
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: 5th Floor - Armistad Dome

View of 5th Floor, near land room (?). 111047 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 829
   Subject: 5th Floor
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: 5th Floor
exterior view of Rotunda wing, new addition. 111046 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 830
  Subject: Rotunda Wing
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Rotunda

exterior view of Rotunda wing from Abbot Building. 111045 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 831
  Subject: Rotunda Wing
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Rotunda

skyline view of Rotunda Building from Abbot Bldg. 111044 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 833
  Subject: Rotunda
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Rotunda

exterior view of Rotunda, north wall. 111043 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 834
  Subject: Rotunda Wing
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Rotunda
view of Rotunda and fire escape. 111042 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 835
   Subject: Rotunda -fire escape
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Rotunda

postcard negative of St. Francis Atrium. 111041 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10, 1-5x7
   Image Number: 836
   Subject: St. Francis Atrium
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: St. Francis Atrium

interior view of alter and chairs in St. Francis Chapel. 111040 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 837
   Subject: St. Francis Chapel
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: St. Francis Chapel

interior view of St. Francis Chapel, alter. 111039 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 838
   Subject: St. Francis Chapel
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: St. Francis Chapel
view of Galleria Room. 1 print good condition. 111038 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7, 1-4x5
   Image Number:
   839
   Subject:
   Galleria Room
   Location:
   Riverside
   Keyword:
   Galleria Room

interior view of alter. 111037 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number:
   840
   Subject:
   St. Francis Chapel
   Location:
   Riverside
   Keyword:
   St. Francis Chapel

interior view of St. francis Chapel from balcony. 111036 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number:
   841
   Subject:
   St. Francis Chapel
   Location:
   Riverside
   Keyword:
   St. Francis Chapel

Exterior view of the Mission Inn with mountains visible in the distance, Riverside, California. 111035 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number:
   842.

exterior view of Rotunda Wing from the south, off Main Street. 111034 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number:
   843
   Subject:
   Rotunda Wing
   Location:
   Riverside
   Keyword:
   Rotunda
view of St. Francis Atrium with Fountain. 111033 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 844
  Subject: St. Francis Atrium with Fountain
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: St. Francis Atrium

view of Rotunda Wing from 6th and Main. 111032 undated.
  Physical Description: 2-8x10
  Image Number: 845
  Subject: Rotunda Wing
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Rotunda

postcard negative of St. Francis Chapel, window and interior. 111031 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10, 1-5x7
  Image Number: 848
  Subject: St. Francis Chapel
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: St. Francis Chapel

view of St. Francis Atrium with Fountain. 111030 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10 -cut
  Image Number: 849
  Subject: St. Francis Atrium
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: St. Francis Atrium
**drawings of St. Francis Chapel and Atrio by G. Stanley Wilson. 111029 08/01/1928.**

- Physical Description: 1-5x7, 1-4x5
- Image Number: 852
- Subject: St. Francis Chapel and Atrium Wilson, G. Stanley
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: DRAWING

**postcard negative of Cloister Music Room with Kilgen Organ. 111028 undated.**

- Physical Description: 1-8x10, 3-5x7
- Image Number: 853
- Subject: Cloister Music Room with Kilgen Organ
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Cloister Music Room

**exterior view of Rotunda Wing with old cars and trolley lines in st. 111027 undated.**

- Physical Description: 1-8x10, 1-5x7
- Image Number: 855
- Subject: Rotunda Wing
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Rotunda

**individual photos of panels on St. Francis Door. 111026 undated.**

- Physical Description: 5-5x7
- Image Number: 856
- Subject: St. Francis Door and Panels
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: St. Francis Door and Panels
south wall of Atrium, view of shrine. 111025 undated.

- Physical Description: 1-8x10
- Image Number: 857
- Subject: St. Francis Shrine
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: St. Francis Shrine

view of tower at sunset. 111024 undated.

- Physical Description: 4-4x5
- Image Number: 859
- Subject: Tower at Sunset
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Tower -Mission Inn

view of Indian rock alter. 111023 undated.

- Physical Description: 1-4x5
- Image Number: 860
- Subject: Indian Rock Alter
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Indian Rock Alter

different scenes and set designs from pageant. 111022 undated.

- Physical Description: 12-5x7
- Image Number: 861
- Subject: Nativity Pageant
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Nativity Pageant
children's procession in St. francis Court, Christmas Carolers, also catacomb nativity scene. 111021 undated.

- Physical Description: 5-5x7
- Image Number: 862
- Subject: St. Francis Court -Children's Procession
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: St. Francis Court

view of Japanese Tea Gardens. 111020 undated.

- Physical Description: 3-8x10, 3-5x7
- Image Number: 863
- Subject: Japanese Tea Gardens
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Japanese Tea Gardens

interior view, 1st floor of Rotunda building. 111019 undated.

- Physical Description: 1-8x10, 1-5x7
- Image Number: 864
- Subject: Rotunda Building
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Rotunda

Madonna sculpture on wall near St. Francis Chapel Doors. 111018 undated.

- Physical Description: 1-5x7
- Image Number: 865
- Subject: Madonna Sculpture on Wall
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Madonna Sculpture on Wall

Exterior view of the Mission Inn's fifth floor, Riverside, California. 111017 undated.

- Physical Description: 1-5x7
- Image Number: 866
entrance to Hall of Gods, view of Buddha, off Oriental Court. 111016 undated.

  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 868
  Subject: Entrance to Hall of Gods
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Hall of Gods

view of Alhambra Mirador and Carmel Tower. 111015 undated.

  Physical Description: 1-5x7, 1-4x5
  Image Number: 869
  Subject: Alhambra Mirador-Carmel Tower
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Alhambra Mirador-Carmel Tower

view of the Court of the orient(or Gods). 111014 undated.

  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 870
  Subject: Court of the Orient
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Court of the Orient

view of St. Francis Atrium Cloister. 111013 undated.

  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 871
  Subject: St. Francis Atrium and Cloister
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: St. Francis Atrium
view of Carillon Tower and Adobe Roof Garden. 111012 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 872
   Subject: Carillon Tower
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Carillon Tower

view of Patio from balcony. 111011 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 873
   Subject: Patio
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Patio -Mission Inn

Buddha temple. 111010 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 874
   Subject: Buddha Temple
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Buddha Temple

view of Main Street Arches. 111009 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 875
   Subject: Main Street Arches
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Main Street Arches
statues and art objects located at the Mission Inn. 111008 undated.

Physical Description: 4-4x5
Image Number: 876
Subject: Oriental Statues
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: Statues

unknown people posing at costume ball at Mission Inn. 111007 03/12/1932.

Physical Description: 6-5x7, 2-4x5
Image Number: 877
Subject: Costume Ball
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Costume Ball

view of Japanese Gardens. 111006 undated.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 878
Subject: Japanese Gardens
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Japanese Gardens

view of Japanese Garden, fountain and wisteria. 111005 undated.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 879
Subject: Japanese Garden
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Japanese Garden
view from above of Court of the Birds with snowcapped mountain in background. 111004 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 880
   Subject: Court of the Birds
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Court of the Birds

view of the Court of the Palms, peach tree in bloom. 111003 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10, 1-5x7
   Image Number: 881
   Subject: Court of the Palms
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Court of the Palms

view of the Court of the Birds. 111002 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 882
   Subject: Court of the Birds
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Court of the Birds

view of Japanese Tea Gardens. 111001 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 883
   Subject: Japanese Tea Gardens
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Japanese Tea Gardens
place cards, various views of Mission Inn, Rotunda, Japanese Gardens, St. Francis atrio/Shrine, Parrot. 111000 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10, 5-small
   Image Number: 884
   Subject:
   Various Views of the Mission Inn
   Location:
   Riverside
   Keyword:
   Various Views of the Mission Inn

interior view of St. Francis Chapel, Menorah. 110999 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 885
   Subject:
   St. Francis Chapel
   Location:
   Riverside
   Keyword:
   St. Francis Chapel

view of Japanese Gardens. 110998 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 886
   Subject:
   Japanese Gardens
   Location:
   Riverside
   Keyword:
   Japanese Gardens

Frank A. Miller and two unidentified men standing in front of the entryway at the Mission Inn's Saint Francis of Assisi chapel, Riverside, California. 110997 circa early 20th century.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 887.

Additional views of Frank A. Miller and two unidentified men standing in front of the entryway at the Mission Inn's Saint Francis of Assisi chapel, Riverside, California. 110996 circa early 20th century.
   Physical Description: 4-5x7
   Image Number: 887
view of the Court of the Birds and bell tower. 110995 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 888
Subject: Court of the Birds
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Court of the Birds

Japanese Doll Show, Girl's Day. 110994 undated.

Physical Description: 2-5x7
Image Number: 890
Subject: Japanese Doll Show - Girl's Day
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: Japanese Doll Show

view of Rotunda, 5th Floor, 2nd Floor interior with flags. 110993 undated.

Physical Description: 2-8x10
Image Number: 891
Subject: Rotunda
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Rotunda

exterior view of St. Francis Atrium from balcony. 110992 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 892
Subject: St. Francis Atrium
Location: Riverside
Keyword: St. Francis Atrium
Hutchings girls in Hall of Dolls, Mission Inn. 110991 undated.

Physical Description: 2-5x7
Image Number: 899
Subject: Hutchings
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT

display of Japanese Dolls. 110990 undated.

Physical Description: 2-5x7
Image Number: 900
Subject: Japanese Dolls
Location: unknown
Keyword: Japanese Dolls

exterior of Rotunda decorated with Japanese Flags. 110989 undated.

Physical Description: 2-8x10
Image Number: 901
Subject: Rotunda
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Rotunda

View of the road leading up Mount Rubidoux with the Peace Tower in the background, Riverside, California. 110988 undated.

Physical Description: 1-5x8
Image Number: 902.

Additional views of the road leading up Mount Rubidoux, Riverside, California. 110987 undated.

Physical Description: 2-5x8
Image Number: 902
display of Japanese Dolls, Boy's Festival. 110986 undated.
Physical Description: 6-5x7
Image Number: 904
Subject: Japanese Dolls
Location: unknown
Keyword: Japanese Dolls, Boy's Festival

Doll corridor, display cases with dolls. 110985 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 905
Subject: Doll Collection
Location: unknown
Keyword: Doll Collection

stone sculpture of St. Francis and Animals, name on stone indicates the Riverside Audubon Society. 110984 undated.
Physical Description: 5-5x7
Image Number: 906
Subject: Tablets of St. Francis and Animals
Location: unknown
Keyword: Stone Sculpture

view of bridge over 6th Street. 110983 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 907
Subject: Bridge over 6th Street
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Bridge over 6th Street
postcard negative of Rotunda, 1st floor. 110982 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 908
  Subject: Rotunda
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Rotunda

exterior of building and rose window detail. 110981 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 909
  Subject: St. Francis Atrium
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: St. Francis Atrium

exterior of building looking into chapel. 110980 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 910
  Subject: St. Francis Atrium
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: St. Francis Atrium

exterior of building. 110979 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 911
  Subject: St. Francis Atrium
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: St. Francis Atrium
exterior view of building from Atrium. 110978 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 912
   Subject: St. Francis Atrium
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: St. Francis Atrium

view of St. Francis Atrium looking east, view onto patio from above. 110977 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 913
   Subject: St. Francis Atrium
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: St. Francis Atrium

exterior view of door to chapel. 110976 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 914
   Subject: St. Francis Atrium
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: St. Francis Atrium

exterior view of St. Francis Atrium. 110975 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 915
   Subject: St. Francis Atrium
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: St. Francis Atrium
exterior view of St. Francis Atrium. 110974 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 916
  Subject: St. Francis Atrium
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: St. Francis Atrium

view of St. Francis Atrium from above. 110973 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 917
  Subject: St. Francis Atrium
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: St. Francis Atrium

view of St. Francis Chapel, looking into doors from patio. 110972 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 918
  Subject: St. Francis Chapel
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: St. Francis Chapel

postcard negative of Della Robbia Shrine with Santa Barbara. 110971 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 920
  Subject: Della Robbia Shrine
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Della Robbia Shrine
exterior view of St. Francis Atrium and Fountain. 110970 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 921
   Subject: St. Francis Atrium with Fountain
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: St. Francis Atrium with Fountain

dependency view of St. Francis Atrium. 110969 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 922
   Subject: St. Francis Atrium
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: St. Francis Atrium

postcard negative of east facade, patio view. 110968 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10, 1-5x7
   Image Number: 923
   Subject: St. Francis Atrium
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: St. Francis Atrium

dependency view of St. Francis Atrium before Flyer's Wall. 110967 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 924
   Subject: St. Francis Atrium
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: St. Francis Atrium
Night Blooming Cereus. 110966 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10, 4-5x7
Image Number: 925
Subject: Night Blooming Cereus
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Night Blooming Cereus

view of Mission Inn from 6th Street side, from bridge looking toward main Street. 110965 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 926
Subject: View of Mission Inn
Location: Riverside
Keyword: View of Mission Inn

St. Francis Shrine with flowers. 110964 undated.
Physical Description: 2-5x7
Image Number: 928
Subject: St. Francis Shrine
Location: Riverside
Keyword: St. Francis Shrine

patio view from above, spotlight on entertainers. 110963 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 929
Subject: Patio View
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Patio View
postcard negative of St. Joseph Patron of the Brides Shrine. 110962 undated.

Physical Description: 2-5x7
Image Number: 930
Subject: St. Joseph Patron of the Brides Shrine
Location: Riverside
Keyword: St. Joseph Patron of Brides Shrine

"Fandango" a Boranda painting, in Banks Drug Store. 110961 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 931
Subject: "Fandango" Boranda
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Painting

interior view of marble stairway in Spanish Art Gallery. 110960 undated.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 933
Subject: Spanish Art Gallery
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Spanish Art Gallery

four views of Court of St. Francis Court. 110959 undated.

Physical Description: 2-5x7
Image Number: 934
Subject: St. Francis Atrium
Location: Riverside
Keyword: St. Francis Atrium
medallion of St. Francis. 110958 undated.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 935
Subject: Medallion of St. Francis
Location: unknown
Keyword: Medallion of St. Francis

St. Francis alter in chapel. 110957 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10, 1-5x7
Image Number: 937
Subject: St. Francis Alter
Location: Riverside
Keyword: St. Francis Alter

St. Francis Doors, Barrelle panels. 110956 undated.
Physical Description: 2-8x10
Image Number: 938
Subject: St. Francis Doors
Location: Riverside
Keyword: St. Francis Doors

drawing of Bridge and Peace Tower, Camino Real, by Shamp. 110955 undated.
Physical Description: 1-5x7, 1-4x5
Image Number: 939
Subject: Bridge and Peace Tower Shamp
Location: unknown
Keyword: DRAWING
patron saint, St. Francis plaque. 110954 undated.
Physical Description: 1-57
Image Number: 940
Subject: St. Francis Plaque
Location: unknown
Keyword: St. Francis Plaque

sculpture of Crowning of the Virgin Mary and Child, Merrorah and Guadalupe Shrine. 110953 undated.
Physical Description: 1-5x7, 1-4x5
Image Number: 942
Subject: Crowning of Virgin Mary and Child
Location: unknown
Keyword: Sculpture

Aerial view of the Mission Inn's buildings and grounds, Riverside, California. 110952 circa 1950.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 943

Doll collection titled Animals of the World, Mission Inn. 110951 undated.
Physical Description: 8-5x7
Image Number: 945
Subject: Animals of the World Doll Collection
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: Doll Collection

Display of Japanese Doll Collection titled japanese Boy's Festival. 110950 01/01/1933.
Physical Description: 2-5x7
Image Number: 947
Subject: Japanese Dolls
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: Japanese Dolls Boy's Festival
collection of crosses for Mrs. Hutchings. 110949 undated.
   Physical Description: 3-5x7, 1-4x5
   Image Number: 948
   Subject: Collection of Crosses Hutchings, Mrs.
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Collection of Crosses

tables set for announcement dinner in balcony area. 110948 undated.
   Physical Description: 2-5x7
   Image Number: 950
   Subject: Tables in Balcony
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Tables in Balcony

view of Patio and towers with awning being pulled across. 110947 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 951
   Subject: Patio and Towers
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Patio and Towers

1st Battalion, Aguinaldo's Flag. 110946 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 952
   Subject: Aguinaldo's Flag
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Aguinaldo's Flag
display of state animals and doll collection. 110945 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10, 1-5x7
  Image Number: 953
  Subject: Doll Collection
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: State Animals and Doll Collection

copies of old photographs. 110944 undated.
  Physical Description: 3-5x7
  Image Number: 954
  Subject: Miller, Mrs. Marion
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Copy

interior view of St. Francis Chapel, alter and shrine. 110943 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 956
  Subject: St. Francis Chapel
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: St. Francis Chapel

human figure bells, also old B of A check. 110942 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 967
  Subject: Human Figure Bells
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Human Figure Bells

View of four people at the Henry E. Huntington plaque on Mount Rubidoux, Riverside, California. 110941 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 970.
Additional view of the Henry E. Huntington plaque on Mount Rubidoux, Riverside, California. 110940 undated.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 970

Japanese Netsuke sculpture, miniatures of animals. 110939 undated.

Physical Description: 2-5x7
Image Number: 972
Subject:
Japanese Netsuke Sculpture
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
Sculpture

tablet given by Riverside Humane Society, unveiled in presence of H.I. H. Prince Tsunenuri Kay. 110938 01/01/1934.

Physical Description: 2-5x7
Image Number: 974
Subject:
Kido, Lt. Col Shunzo
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
Historical Copy

Lincoln Room. 110937 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 975
Subject:
Lincoln Room
Location:
Riverside
Keyword:
Lincoln Room

statues in Galleria. 110936 undated.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 976
Subject:
Galleria Statues
Location:
Riverside
Keyword:
Galleria Statues
visit to Mt. Rubidoux, Mission Inn Banquet, H.J.H. visit to Riverside. 110935 undated.
  Physical Description: 4-8x10,6-5x7,10-4x5,8-odd
  Image Number:
  977
  Subject:
  Prince Kaya and Princess
  Location:
  Riverside
  Keyword:
  PORTRAIT

Cherry Blossom Painting on Silk. 110934 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number:
  981
  Subject:
  Cherry Blossom Painting on Silk
  Location:
  unknown
  Keyword:
  Painting

exhibit of peace workers at institute of World Affairs. 110933 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number:
  983
  Subject:
  Peace Workers
  Location:
  unknown
  Keyword:
  Peace Workers Exhibit

6th Street view of the Mission Inn, corner of Orange Street. 110932 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number:
  984
  Subject:
  View of Mission Inn
  Location:
  Riverside
  Keyword:
  View of Mission Inn
informal portrait of Mr. Session with parents at Mission Inn. 110931 04/03/1935.

- Physical Description: 4-5x7
- Image Number: 985
- Subject: Sessions, Mr.
- Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
- Keyword: PORTRAIT

View of the Peace Tower and surrounding area on Mount Rubidoux, Riverside, California. 110930 1935.

- Physical Description: 1-8x10
- Image Number: 986

View of the stairs leading up to the Henry Van Dyke plaque on Mount Rubidoux with the plaque in the background, Riverside, California. 110929 undated.

- Physical Description: 1-8x10
- Image Number: 987

Additional views of the Henry Van Dyke plaque on Mount Rubidoux, Riverside, California. 110928 undated.

- Physical Description: 3-8x10, 2-5x7
- Image Number: 987

informal portrait of Helen Hutchings with Koala Bear. 110927 undated.

- Physical Description: 2-5x7
- Image Number: 988
- Subject: Hutchings, Helen
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: PORTRAIT

Rev. T. Van Dyke giving speech at Mt. Rubidoux, Easter 1935, over tablet of Henry Van Dyke. 110926 04/01/1935.

- Physical Description: 3-8x10, 3-5x7
- Image Number: 990
- Subject: Van Dyke, Reverend Tertius
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: PORTRAIT
View of Mount Rubidoux with people gathered for an Easter service, Riverside, California. 110925 1935.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 991.

View of cars parked on Mount Rubidoux at Frank A. Miller's memorial service, Riverside, California. 110924 9/22/1935.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 996.

Additional views of cars parked on Mount Rubidoux at Frank A. Miller's memorial service, Riverside, California. 110923 9/22/1935.
   Physical Description: 2-5x7
   Image Number: 996

St. francis Chapel with casket for T.A. Miller. 110922 06/17/1935.
   Physical Description: 2-8x10, 2-4x5
   Image Number: 998
   Subject:
   Funeral Service at St. Francis Chapel
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: St. Francis Chapel

Frank Hutchings at Mission Inn Managers Apartment, informal portrait. 110921 undated.
   Physical Description: 2-5x7
   Image Number: 999
   Subject:
   Hutchings, Frank
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

Avery E. Field photographs
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**view of patio with fountain. 110920 undated.**

- Physical Description: 2-5x7
- Image Number: 1004
- Subject: Patio with Fountain
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Patio with Fountain

**Papal Chamber from Papal Court in St. Louis dated 1904. 110919 01/01/1904.**

- Physical Description: 1-4x5
- Image Number: 1006
- Subject: Pope
- Location: St. Louis, MO
- Keyword: Historical Copy

**Japanese Zodiac figures. 110918 undated.**

- Physical Description: 1-5x7
- Image Number: 1011
- Subject: Japanese Zodiacs Figures
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: Japanese Figures

**interior view looking towards door in St. Francis Chapel. 110917 01/01/1936.**

- Physical Description: 1-8x10
- Image Number: 1013
- Subject: St. Francis Chapel
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: St. Francis Chapel
photograph in St. Francis Chapel of Crystal Shrine. 110916 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 1014
Subject: St. Francis Chapel Crystal Shrine
Location: Riverside
Keyword: St. Francis Chapel

View of the interior of room 224 at the Mission Inn, Riverside, California. 110915 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 1015

View of Patio with people dining. 110914 undated.

Physical Description: 2-8x10
Image Number: 1016
Subject: Patio
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Mission Inn Patio

Bas Relief sculpture titled "The Earth is the Lords" in catacombs or refectorio. 110913 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 1019
Subject: "The Earth is the Lords"
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Sculpture

Postcard negative of Lobby, composite, entrance to patio. 110912 undated.

Physical Description: 2-8x10, 2-5x7, 1-4x5
Image Number: 1021
Subject: Lobby
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Mission Inn Lobby
view of the Court of the Birds from upper story. 110911 01/01/1937.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 1022
Subject: Court of the Birds
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Court of the Birds

view of the 5th floor with unidentified woman, exterior (listed as San Gorgonio). 110910 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 1023
Subject: View of Mission Inn 5th Floor
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Mission Inn 5th Floor

view of the Court of the Birds from upper floor, clouds and snow on mountains. 110909 01/01/1937.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 1024
Subject: Court of the Birds
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Court of the Birds

interior view of Spanish Art Gallery looking toward stairs. 110908 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 1024-A
Subject: Spanish Art Gallery
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Spanish Art Gallery
view of the Court of the Birds. 110907 01/01/1937.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 1025
  Subject: Court of the Birds
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Court of the Birds

view of the Court of the Birds with Tower. 110906 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 1026
  Subject: Court of the Birds and Tower
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Court of the Birds with Tower

Easter Card from/for Mrs. Frank A. (Marion) Miller, Mt. Rubidoux on Easter Sunday, 1 print good. 110905 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7, 3-4x5
  Image Number: 1027
  Subject: Easter Card from Mrs. Frank A. Miller
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Easter Card

Mexican Silver Native offerings. 110904 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 1028
  Subject: Mexican Silver Native Offerings
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Mexican Silver Native Offerings
view of Mission Inn from Citizens Bank Building. 110903 undated.
Physical Description: 2-8x10
Image Number: 1030
Subject: View of Mission Inn
Location: Riverside
Keyword: View of Mission Inn

view of Rotunda Building from Abbott Building. 110902 undated.
Physical Description: 1-5x7, 2-4x5
Image Number: 1031
Subject: Rotunda
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Rotunda

view of Mission Inn from Sears Roebuck Building, 7th Street before Tower fire, photo of chimes. 110901 undated.
Physical Description: 2-8x10, 3-5x7
Image Number: 1033
Subject: View of Mission Inn
Location: Riverside
Keyword: View of Mission Inn

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 1034
Subject: "Dance of the Nations Around the World"
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: Painting
view of Patio with Fountain and set tables. 110899 undated.
  Physical Description: 2-8x10, 1-5x7
  Image Number: 1035
  Subject: Patio with Fountain
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Mission Inn Patio

informal portrait of Dr. Dorothy Smiley at the Mission Inn. 110898 undated.
  Physical Description: 3-4x5
  Image Number: 1036
  Subject: Smiley, Dr. Dorothy
  Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
  Keyword: PORTRAIT

Dining Room set for A.W.W.A. 110897 undated.
  Physical Description: 2-8x10
  Image Number: 1037
  Subject: Dining Room
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Mission Inn Dining Room

view of St. francis Atrium. 110896 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 1038
  Subject: St. Francis Atrium
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: St. Francis Atrium
**postcard negative of Rotunda, interior view looking up. 110895 undated.**

Physical Description: 1-8x10, 1-5x7
Image Number: 1039
Subject: Rotunda
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Rotunda

**the Court of the Birds, machine gun in background. 110894 undated.**

Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 1040
Subject: Court of the Birds
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Court of the Birds

**Christmas Card of St. Francis Atrium with Christmas Tree. 110893 12/01/1938.**

Physical Description: 2-8x10
Image Number: 1042
Subject: St. Francis Atrium with Christmas Tree
Location: Riverside
Keyword: St. Francis Atrium

**Modes of Transportation Doll Collection. 110892 undated.**

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 1043
Subject: Modes of Transportation Doll Collection
Location: unknown
Keyword: Doll Collection
drawing, possible title Spanish Dancer. 110891 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number:
   1044
   Subject:
   Spanish Dancer
   Location:
   unknown
   Keyword:
   DRAWING

St. Francis Statues, also copies of paintings, Giotto included. 110890 undated.
   Physical Description: 3-5x7, 7-4x5
   Image Number:
   1045
   Subject:
   St. Francis Statues
   Location:
   unknown
   Keyword:
   Statues

misc views of Mission Inn, also Tennis Players. 110889 undated.
   Physical Description: 14-4x5
   Image Number:
   1046
   Subject:
   Various Views of Mission Inn
   Location:
   Riverside
   Keyword:
   Various Views of Mission Inn

Court of the Orient, dancing, no negative. 110888 undated.
   Image Number:
   1049
   Subject:
   Court of the Orient
   Location:
   Riverside
   Keyword:
   Court of the Orient
Oriental Dolls, panels, statues, Netsuke. 110887 undated.
Physical Description: 5-5x7
Image Number: 1050
Subject: Oriental Dolls
Location: unknown
Keyword: Oriental Dolls

Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 1052
Subject: Lola Montez -Louis I
Location: unknown
Keyword: DRAWINGS

view of early wall before gate with St. Francis Shrine. 110885 07/31/1939.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 1053
Subject: Flyer's Wall
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Flyer's Wall

of Frank A. Miller. 110884 undated.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 1055
Subject: Miller, Frank A.
Location: unknown
Keyword: Historical Copy
unknown people at St. Francis Chapel. 110883 undated.
  Physical Description: 2-4x5
  Image Number: 1056
  Subject: St. Francis Chapel
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Wedding

entertainers on Patio, patio tour party at tables. 110882 undated.
  Physical Description: 4-4x5
  Image Number: 1057
  Subject: Entertainers on Patio
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Entertainers on Patio

opening of Lea-Lea room, table with entertainers, unknown people. 110881 undated.
  Physical Description: 4-4x5
  Image Number: 1059
  Subject: Lea-Lea Opening
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Lea-Lea Opening

party in Lea-Lea Room, people dancing, entertainers. 110880 undated.
  Physical Description: 5-4x5
  Image Number: 1061
  Subject: Lea-Lea Party
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Lea Lea Room
stained glass window Hospitality Window, St. Martha by Jessie Van Burnt. 110879 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 1062
  Subject: Alice Miller Richardson Window
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Alice Miller Richardson Window

placement of 93rd Squadron Insignia, exterior photograph. 110878 undated.
  Physical Description: 2-4x5
  Image Number: 1064
  Subject: 93rd Squadron Insignia Placing
  Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
  Keyword: 93rd Squadron Insignia Placing

postcard negative of the Kitchen. 110877 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10, 1-5x7
  Image Number: 1066
  Subject: Kitchen
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Mission Inn Kitchen

Spanish Art Gallery, east window, gallery west end. 110876 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 1067
  Subject: Spanish Art Gallery
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Spanish Art Gallery
view of Mission Inn with snow capped mountains, tower. 110875 undated.

Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 1068
Subject: View of Mission Inn
Location: Riverside
Keyword: View of Mission Inn

informal portrait of Archduke at the Mission Inn. 110874 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1070
Subject: Archduke Otto of Austria
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT

advertising titles for the Mission Inn. 110873 undated.

Physical Description: 2-8x10
Image Number: 1071
Subject: Advertising Titles for Mission Inn
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Advertising Titles for Mission Inn

interior Airman Trophies Insignia. 110872 undated.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 1072
Subject: Airman Trophies Insignia
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Airman Trophies Insignia
drawing in El Mundo Room, listed as fresco, but appears to be drawing. 110871 undated.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 1074
Subject: Bride and Groom
Location: Riverside
Keyword: DRAWING

Portrait of Allis Hutchings, daughter of Frank A. Miller, ringing a bell in the Court of Bells at the Mission Inn, Riverside, California. 110870 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1075.

Additional portraits of Allis Hutchings, daughter of Frank A. Miller, at the Mission Inn, Riverside, California. 110869 undated.

Physical Description: 3-4x5
Image Number: 1075

View of DeWitt and Allis Hutchings watching as champagne is poured on a Mission Inn railroad car. 110868 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1075-A.

Additional view of DeWitt and Allis Hutchings watching as champagne is poured on a Mission Inn railroad car. 110867 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1075-A

Patio from kodachrome. 110866 undated.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 1076
Subject: Patio
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Patio
medals of the Liberian Frontier Force of West Africa. 110865 undated.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 1077
Subject: Liberian Frontier Force Military Insignia
Location: unknown
Keyword: Liberian Frontier Force Medals

postcard negative of the Alhambra Suite. 110864 undated.
Physical Description: 2-8x10, 1-5x7
Image Number: 1079
Subject: Alhambra Suite
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Alhambra Suite

Spanish Dining Room set with banquet tables and with individual tables. 110863 01/22/1953.
Physical Description: 1-8x10, 1-4x5
Image Number: 1080
Subject: Spanish Dining Room
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Spanish Dining Room

altar at St. Francis Chapel. 110862 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 1081
Subject: St. Francis Chapel
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Alter at St. Francis Chapel

- Physical Description: 1-4x5
- Image Number: 1081
- Subject: Whitehead, O.J.
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: PORTRAIT

St. Francis Atrium decorated for wedding. 110860 undated.

- Physical Description: 1-8x10, 2-5x7
- Image Number: 1082
- Subject: St. Francis Atrium
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: St. Francis Atrium

palm trees at 7th and Main Streets. 110859 undated.

- Physical Description: 2-4x5
- Image Number: 1083
- Subject: Palm Trees
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Palm Trees at 7th and Main Streets

interior of El Mundo Bar. 110858 undated.

- Physical Description: 1-8x10
- Image Number: 1084
- Subject: El Mundo Bar
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: El Mundo Bar

Portrait of musician Edgar Hays seated at a piano smoking a pipe. 110857 undated.

- Physical Description: 1-4x5
- Image Number: 1088.
salads, 1 print of unknown children, poor condition. 110856 undated.

Physical Description: 3-5x7
Image Number: 1089
Subject: Three Salads
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Three Salads

different views of the Mission Inn. 110855 undated.

Physical Description: 19-2x2
Image Number: 1090
Subject: Views of the Mission Inn
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Views of the Mission Inn

informal portrait taken at the Mission Inn. 110854 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1092
Subject: Leigh, Mr. and Mrs. Randolph
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT

bust of Frank Miller. 110853 undated.

Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 1093
Subject: Frank Miller Bust
Location: unknown
Keyword: Frank Miller Bust
Fashion Show and Bridge Party. 110852 04/18/1942.
   Physical Description: 5-4x5
   Image Number: 1097
   Subject: Fashion Show
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Fashion Show

person diving at Peabody Ranch. 110851 undated.
   Physical Description: 5-4x5
   Image Number: 1098
   Subject: Eisele, Arthur
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

informal portrait taken at house. 110850 undated.
   Physical Description: 2-4x5
   Image Number: 1099
   Subject: McCloud Bigelow, Miss Marsh
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

fashion portrait taken at the Mission Inn. 110849 undated.
   Physical Description: 2-4x5
   Image Number: 1100
   Subject: Bigelow, Florence
   Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
   Keyword: PORTRAIT
informal portrait of Judy Garland taken at the Mission Inn, 1 print good condition. 110848 undated.
Physical Description: 2-5x7
Image Number: 1101
Subject: Garland, Judy
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT

informal portrait of Penrhyn Stanlaws and DeWitt Hutchings in studio. 110847 undated.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1102
Subject: Stanislaus, Renshyn Hutchings
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal wedding photographs, not in chapel (as noted on folder), 1 small print poor condition. 110846 undated.
Physical Description: 3-4x5
Image Number: 1104
Subject: Longnecker
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

View of Miss Palmer stepping out of the cockpit of an airplane. 110845 undated.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1105.

View of women gathered in front of the Famous Fliers Wall at the Mission Inn, Riverside, California. 110844 undated.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1105.
paintings by Penrhyn Stanlaws of Hutchings family, Helen, DeWitt, Isabella Allis, Frank Miller. 110843 undated.

- Physical Description: 6-5x7
- Image Number: 1106
- Subject: Stanislaus
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: Paintings

tiger emblem on warplane. 110842 undated.

- Physical Description: 1-5x7
- Image Number: 1107
- Subject: Tiger Emblem
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: Tiger Emblem

informal portrait of Mrs. Tomlinson and little girl. 110841 undated.

- Physical Description: 2-4x5
- Image Number: 1108
- Subject: Tomlinson, Mrs.
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: PORTRAIT

informal portrait of Canadian Officer and wife at the Mission Inn. 110840 undated.

- Physical Description: 2-4x5
- Image Number: 1109
- Subject: Canadian Officer
- Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
- Keyword: PORTRAIT
informal portrait taken at the Mission Inn, St. Francis Chapel. 110839 undated.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1111
Subject: Litwinoff, Mrs. Hutchings, DeWitt
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT

Portrait of Isabella Hutchings standing behind a collection of national flags at the Mission Inn, Riverside, California. 110838 undated.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1112.

Additional portraits of Isabella Hutchings at the Mission Inn, Riverside, California. 110837 undated.
Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 1112

informal group portrait taken at the Mission Inn. 110836 undated.
Physical Description: 3-4x5
Image Number: 1114
Subject: Sims, Col and Mrs. Lawson, Mrs.
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT

informal portrait taken at the Mission Inn. 110835 undated.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1115
Subject: Tyler, Col. and Patricia
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT
Gremlins for Flyer’s Shrine, Mission Inn. 110834 02/01/1943.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 1116
Subject: Gremlins
Location: unknown
Keyword: DRAWINGS

informal portrait taken in front of the Mission Inn. 110833 undated.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1117
Subject: Baiwin, Col. B.B.
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT

informal portrait. 110832 undated.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1118
Subject: Pagler, Lt. and Mrs.
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

informal portrait on swing with dog. 110831 undated.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1119
Subject: Snow, Major and Mrs.
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT
informal portrait taken at the Mission Inn. 110830 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1120
Subject: Scott, Mrs.
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT

fan, mirror, etc on chair, memorabilia. 110829 undated.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 1122
Subject: Lola Montez Memorabilia
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: Lola Montez Memorabilia

interior of St. Francis Chapel facing alter. 110828 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 1123
Subject: St. Francis Chapel
Location: Riverside
Keyword: St. Francis Chapel

informal portrait of Col and Mrs. with dog. 110827 undated.

Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 1124
Subject: Jones, Col and Mrs.
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT
informal portrait of Mrs. mead with dog. 110826 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1125
Subject: Mead, Mrs.
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

informal portrait of Mrs. Lindgren in front of the Mission Inn. 110825 undated.

Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 1126
Subject: Lindgren, Mrs.
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT

informal portrait taken in front of the Mission Inn. 110824 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1127
Subject: Ivy, Mrs.
Location: Mission inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT

informal portrait taken at the Mission Inn, 4th floor. 110823 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1128
Subject: Scott, Mrs.
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT
postcard negative of the Alhambra Garden. 110822 undated.
Physical Description: 1-5x7, 1-4x5
Image Number:
1129
Subject:
Alhambra Garden
Location:
Riverside
Keyword:
Alhambra Garden

group portrait of Sgt Brown (a noted flyer) wife and unknown woman. 110821 undated.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number:
1130
Subject:
Brown, Sgt and Mrs.
Location:
Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword:
PORTRAIT

portrait of Isabella Hutchings in "Hansel and Gretel" play. 110820 01/01/1943.
Physical Description: 3-4x5
Image Number:
1131
Subject:
Hutchings, Isabella
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
PORTRAIT

informal portrait of Mrs. Havet and baby in front of the Mission Inn. 110819 02/10/1943.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number:
1132
Subject:
Havet, Mrs.
Location:
Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword:
PORTRAIT
group portrait taken in front of the Mission Inn. 110818 02/10/1943.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1133
Subject: Cowley, Col and Mrs. Harding, Mrs.
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT

informal portrait taken in front of the Mission Inn. 110817 undated.

Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 1134
Subject: Waters, Mrs. and son
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT

painting of Bishop Conaty. 110816 undated.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 1135
Subject: Bishop Conaty
Location: unknown
Keyword: Painting

informal portrait taken at the Alhambra Court, Mission Inn. 110815 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1136
Subject: Paterson, Mrs.
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT
informal portrait of Mrs. Kuhn and baby. 110814 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-4x5
  Image Number: 1137
  Subject: Kuhn, Mrs. Fentsi
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: PORTRAIT

informal portrait on swing. 110813 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-4x5
  Image Number: 1138
  Subject: Holiday, Lt. and Mrs.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: PORTRAIT

informal portrait of women and parrot. 110812 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-4x5
  Image Number: 1140
  Subject: Spiller, Margaret Pattison, Sylvia
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: PORTRAIT

informal portrait of Helen Watson or Hutchings and friend taken at the Mission Inn.
110811 undated.
  Physical Description: 2-4x5
  Image Number: 1141
  Subject: Watson, Helen
  Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
  Keyword: PORTRAIT
table and cake, names listed as Newell and Parker. 110810 undated.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 1142
Subject: Newell Parker
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Table and Cake

memorial card for Alice Clark Miller, A. Richardson dressed as Indian. 110809 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10, 4-5x7, 1-4x5
Image Number: 1143
Subject: Richardson, Alice Miller, Alice Clark
Location: unknown
Keyword: Copy


Physical Description: 9-5x7
Image Number: 1144
Subject: Peace Slide Copies
Location: unknown
Keyword: Historical Copy

Hammon Electric organ at the St. Francis Chapel. 110807 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1146
Subject: Hammond Electric Organ
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Hammond Electric Organ
informal group portrait of Hart, Crinnin and Nina. 110806 undated.

- **Physical Description**: 1-4x5
- **Image Number**: 1147
- **Subject**: Hart, Cedrie Crinnin Mrs.
- **Location**: unknown
- **Keyword**: PORTRAIT

informal portrait taken at the Mission Inn. 110805 04/07/1943.

- **Physical Description**: 1-4x5
- **Image Number**: 1148
- **Subject**: Scott, Jeanne
- **Location**: Mission Inn, Riverside
- **Keyword**: PORTRAIT

informal portrait, sitting at a table. 110804 undated.

- **Physical Description**: 1-4x5
- **Image Number**: 1149
- **Subject**: Hutchings, Mr. Atwood, Mr.
- **Location**: unknown
- **Keyword**: PORTRAIT

informal portrait of Mrs. Danrani and baby. 110803 undated.

- **Physical Description**: 1-4x5
- **Image Number**: 1150
- **Subject**: Danrani, Mrs. and baby
- **Location**: unknown
- **Keyword**: PORTRAIT
Mrs. Davidson in the Red Cross Office. 110802 undated.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number:
1152
Subject:
Davidson, Mrs.
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
PORTRAIT

Informal portrait taken at the Mission Inn. 110801 04/02/1943.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number:
1153
Subject:
Tippencat, Miss
Location:
Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword:
PORTRAIT

Airmen emblems, air cargo wings of different countries. 110800 undated.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number:
1155
Subject:
Airmen Emblems
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
Airmen Emblems

Informal portrait taken at the Mission Inn. 110799 undated.
Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number:
1156
Subject:
Payne, Miss
Location:
Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword:
PORTRAIT
informal portrait taken at the Mission Inn. 110798 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1157
Subject: Tinkham, Mr. and Mrs.
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT

informal portrait. 110797 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1158
Subject: Jacob, Miss
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

informal portrait taken with baby. 110796 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1159
Subject: Ryerson, Mrs. A.M. and baby
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

informal portrait taken at the Mission Inn. 110795 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1160
Subject: Hanson, Mrs.
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT
**Series 1.109581 Prints and negatives. circa 1880-1960, undated.**

**Operatic group seated around piano. 110794 undated.**
- Physical Description: 1-4x5
- Image Number: 1161
- Subject: Opera Group at Piano
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Opera Group at Piano

**Informal portraits of women in the military taken at the Mission Inn. 110793 undated.**
- Physical Description: 2-4x5
- Image Number: 1162
- Subject: Ryan, Lt. and friend
- Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
- Keyword: PORTRAIT

**David and His Harp, at the Mission Inn. 110792 undated.**
- Physical Description: 1-5x7
- Image Number: 1163
- Subject: David and His Harp
- Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
- Keyword: Sculpture

**Informal portraits taken at the Mission Inn. 110791 undated.**
- Physical Description: 2-4x5
- Image Number: 1164
- Subject: Mason, Col and Mrs.
- Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
- Keyword: PORTRAIT
informal portrait taken at the Mission Inn. 110790 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 1165
   Subject: Woef, Col and Mrs.
   Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

informal portrait. 110789 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 1166
   Subject: Findley, Lt. and Mrs.
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

informal portrait taken at the Mission Inn. 110788 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 1167
   Subject: Scott, Patricia Herz, Mrs.
   Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

informal portrait taken at the Mission Inn. 110787 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 1168
   Subject: Coates, Mrs. and daughter
   Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

Portrait of Mrs. Bruce seated on the ground with her son and dog standing nearby. 110786 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 1169
**Silva Bell and Bracelet.** 110785 undated.

Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 1171
Subject: Silva Bell and Bracelet
Location: unknown
Keyword: Silva Bell and Bracelet

**informal portrait of Mrs. Fry and baby.** 110784 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1172
Subject: Fry, Mrs. and baby
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

**informal portrait taken at the Mission Inn.** 110783 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1173
Subject: LeBlanc, Miss Towney, Sgt.
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT

**children's birthday party.** 110782 08/11/1943.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1175
Subject: Smith, Madeline
Location: unknown
Keyword: Children's Birthday Party
informal portrait of Mrs. Brett and dog. 110781 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-4x5
  Image Number: 1176
  Subject: Brett, Mrs. John Hall
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: PORTRAIT

dog, owner identified but not in pictured in photo. 110780 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-4x5
  Image Number: 1177
  Subject: Landis, Mrs. Jack
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Dog

Portrait of Mrs. McMullen seated with her child on lap. 110779 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-4x5
  Image Number: 1178.

group of girls at the Mission Inn. 110778 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-4x5
  Image Number: 1181
  Subject: Group of Girls
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Group of Girls at the Mission Inn

informal portrait. 110777 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-4x5
  Image Number: 1182
  Subject: Pugh, Mrs. Robert
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: PORTRAIT
informal portrait of Mrs. Buchanan and dog. 110776 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number:
1183
Subject:
Buchanan, Mrs.
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
PORTRAIT

informal portrait of Mrs. Gilder and dog. 110775 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number:
1184
Subject:
Gilder, Mrs. A.S.
Location:
Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword:
PORTRAIT

informal portrait of Mrs. Astergren and dog. 110774 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number:
1185
Subject:
Astergren, Mrs.
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
PORTRAIT

informal portrait of Mrs. Ness and dog taken at the Mission Inn. 110773 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number:
1185
Subject:
Ness, Mrs. B.N.
Location:
Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword:
PORTRAIT
informal portrait. 110772 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 1187
   Subject: Lewis, Miss Elizabeth
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

Courtesy Window in the Spanish Art Gallery. 110771 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 1188
   Subject: Spanish Art Gallery
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Courtesy Window

pamphlet cover for the Fellowship of the Bellows. 110770 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 1191
   Subject: Fellowship of the Bellows Pamphlet Cover
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Fellowship of the Bellows

postcard negative of the Garden of the Bells, also So. American Air-Corps Insignia. 110769 undated.
   Physical Description: 3-5x7
   Image Number: 1195
   Subject: Garden of the Bells
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Garden of the Bells
Mexican paintings, no titles but Paracution and S. Rodriguez listed. 110768 undated.

Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 1196
Subject: Mexican Paintings
Location: unknown
Keyword: Paintings

unknown people at a War Bond Booth, Mission Inn. 110767 undated.

Physical Description: 2-5x7, 4-4x5
Image Number: 1197
Subject: War Bond Booth
Location: Riverside
Keyword: War Bond Booth

informal portrait of Penrhyn Stanlaws beside paintings. 110766 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1198
Subject: Stanislaus, Penrhyn
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

informal portrait of Col and Mrs. and dog at the Mission Inn. 110765 undated.

Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 1199
Subject: Cureton, Col and Mrs.
Location: Mission Inn
Keyword: PORTRAIT

Group portrait of Admiral Hooper and three other people seated at a table. 110764 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1200.
Additional group portrait of Admiral Hooper and people seated at a table. 110763 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 1200

Hansel Doll. 110762 undated.
   Physical Description: 2-5x7
   Image Number: 1201
   Subject: Hansel Doll
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Hansel Doll

Painting of Lt. Watson by Penrhyn Stanlaws. 110761 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 1203
   Subject: Lt. Watson
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Painting

Presentation of bull to Stitch boy. 110760 undated.
   Physical Description: 4-4x5
   Image Number: 1205
   Subject: 4-H Club Event
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: $-H Club Event

I. Hutchings getting off train, return from New York. 110759 undated.
   Physical Description: 3-4x5
   Image Number: 1206
   Subject: Hutchings, Isabella
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT
**group portrait at the Mission Inn. 110758 undated.**

Physical Description: 1-4x5  
Image Number: 1208  
Subject:  
Walker, Mr. and Mrs. McCullen, Miss  
Location:  
Mission Inn, Riverside  
Keyword:  
PORTRAIT

**informal portrait at the Mission Inn, name also listed, Gardner. 110757 undated.**

Physical Description: 1-4x5  
Image Number: 1209  
Subject:  
Armstrong, Mrs.  
Location:  
Mission Inn, Riverside  
Keyword:  
PORTRAIT

**informal portrait at the Mission Inn. 110756 undated.**

Physical Description: 1-4x5  
Image Number: 1210  
Subject:  
Atwood, Bill Hutchings, Mr.  
Location:  
Mission Inn, Riverside  
Keyword:  
PORTRAIT

**informal portraits at the Mission Inn. 110755 undated.**

Physical Description: 3-4x5  
Image Number: 1211  
Subject:  
Wade, Mrs.  
Location:  
Mission Inn, Riverside  
Keyword:  
PORTRAIT
informal portraits taken at the Mission Inn. 110754 undated.

Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 1212
Subject: Gage, Mrs. Ralph
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT

Portrait of Mrs. Box and her daughter on bicycles at the Mission Inn, Riverside, California. 110753 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1213.

Additional portrait of Mrs. Box and her daughter on bicycles at the Mission Inn, Riverside, California. 110752 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1213

paintings at the Spanish Art Gallery by William Keith dated 1874 and titled "California Alps". 110751 01/01/1920.

Physical Description: 2-8x10
Image Number: 1216
Subject: California Alps Keith, William
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: Painting

informal portrait taken at the Mission Inn. 110750 undated.

Physical Description: 2-5x7
Image Number: 1218
Subject: McCall, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT
informal portraits taken at the Mission Inn. 110749 undated.

Physical Description: 2-5x7
Image Number: 1219
Subject: Samassons, Mr. and Mrs.
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT

Flyer's Wall. 110748 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1220
Subject: Flyer's Wall
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Flyer's Wall

postcard negative of Flyer's Wall, 1 print good condition. 110747 undated.

Physical Description: 1-5x7, 1-4x5
Image Number: 1222
Subject: Flyer's Wall
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Flyer's Wall

painting of Woolford Marcus by Penrhyn Stanlaws. 110746 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1224
Subject: Woolford Marcus
Location: unknown
Keyword: Painting
painting of Mr. and Mrs. Hersch by Penrhyn Stanlaws. 110745 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7, 104x5
   Image Number: 1225
   Subject: Hersch, Mr. and Mrs.
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Painting

painting of Mary Seites by Penrhyn Stanlaws, 1 print good condition. 110744 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 1226
   Subject: Mary Seites
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Painting

bells and sampler of Mary Pritchard dated 1749. 110743 undated.
   Physical Description: 3-5x7
   Image Number: 1228
   Subject: Bells and Sampler
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Mary Pritchard's Bells and Sampler

Mexican paintings on tin. 110742 undated.
   Physical Description: 11-5x7
   Image Number: 1235
   Subject: Mexican Paintings on Tin
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Paintings
fancy boxes and little wall figure. 110741 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7, 1-4x5
   Image Number: 1237
   Subject: Fancy Boxes and Figurine
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Fancy Boxes and Figurine

drawings of Carillon Tower reconstructed after 1944 fire by G. Stanley Wilson. 110740 undated.
   Physical Description: 3-5x7
   Image Number: 1238
   Subject: Carillon Tower
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: DRAWINGS

view from Sears Building of new Chinese Tower after 1944 fire, post-card negative. 110739 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10, 1-5x7, 1-4x5
   Image Number: 1240
   Subject: Chinese Tower
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Chinese Tower

postcard negative of Carillon Tower. 110738 undated.
   Physical Description: 3-4x5
   Image Number: 1241
   Subject: Carillon Tower
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Carillon Tower
glamorous portrait taken outdoors at the Mission Inn. 110737 undated.

Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 1243
Subject: Lehrnon, Mrs.
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT

informal portrait taken at the Mission Inn. 110736 undated.

Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 1244
Subject: Bastriani, Donato
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT

Carillon Tower, photograph from roof, also view of old adobe. 110735 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10, 1-5x7
Image Number: 1245
Subject: Carillon Tower
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Carillon Tower

view of Carillon Tower looking east, also view of the Mission Inn. 110734 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10, 1-5x7
Image Number: 1246
Subject: Carillon Tower
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Carillon Tower
chimes in tower. 110733 undated.
   Physical Description: 2-8x10
   Image Number:
   1247
   Subject:
   Chimes in Tower
   Location:
   Riverside
   Keyword:
   Chimes in Tower

   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number:
   1248
   Subject:
   Hutchings, Mr.
   Location:
   Mission Inn, Riverside
   Keyword:
   PORTRAIT

group portrait of Mr. Hutching and Department heads seated at table, Mission Inn. 110731 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number:
   1249
   Subject:
   Hutchings, Mr.
   Location:
   Mission Inn, Riverside
   Keyword:
   PORTRAIT

site chosen to build opera house, area below Mt. Rubidoux. 110730 undated.
   Physical Description: 8-4x5
   Image Number:
   1250
   Subject:
   Opera House Site
   Location:
   Riverside
   Keyword:
   Opera House Site
informal portrait taken at the Mission Inn. 110729 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number:
   1251
   Subject:
   Warburton, Mrs. Huddleston, Mrs.
   Location:
   Mission Inn, Riverside
   Keyword:
   PORTRAIT

informal group portrait taken at the Mission Inn. 110728 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number:
   1252
   Subject:
   DuBrack, Mr. and Mrs. DuBrack, Sue
   Location:
   Mission Inn, Riverside
   Keyword:
   PORTRAIT

informal portrait. 110727 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number:
   1253
   Subject:
   Smith, Mrs. Harris, Mrs.
   Location:
   unknown
   Keyword:
   PORTRAIT

informal portrait taken at the Mission Inn. 110726 undated.
   Physical Description: 3-4x5
   Image Number:
   1254
   Subject:
   Berret, Mr. and Mrs.
   Location:
   Mission Inn, Riverside
   Keyword:
   PORTRAIT
informal portraits taken of children. 110725 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 1255
   Subject: Miller, Bobbie and Barbara
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

informal portraits. 110724 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 1256
   Subject: Atwood., Bill and William Herbert
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

double Calla Lily. 110723 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 1257
   Subject: Calla Lily
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Calla Lily

bakery and kitchen, also 8x10 proof sheet. 110722 undated.
   Physical Description: 5-4x5
   Image Number: 1258
   Subject: Bakery and Kitchen
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Bakery and Kitchen
informal portrait taken at the Mission Inn, 2 prints poor condition.  **110721 undated.**
Physical Description: 3-4x5
Image Number: 1259
Subject: Minton, Mrs. Minton, Lt.
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT

informal portrait. **110720 undated.**
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1260
Subject: Spiefer, Mr. and Mrs. R.J.
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

Group portrait of Captain Hillman standing with a group of people at the Mission Inn, Riverside, California. **110719 undated.**
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1261.

artist painting Mrs. McBride. **110718 undated.**
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1262
Subject: Stanislaus
Location: unknown
Keyword: Painting

painting of St. Francis Kneeling. **110717 undated.**
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 1263
Subject: St. Francis Kneeling
Location: unknown
Keyword: Painting
St. Francis Medals. 110716 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number:
  1264
  Subject:
  St. Francis Medals
  Location:
  unknown
  Keyword:
  St. Franci Medals

drawing of St. Francis with Children. 110715 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number:
  1265
  Subject:
  St. Francis with Children
  Location:
  unknown
  Keyword:
  DRAWING

new dining room doors. 110714 01/01/1945.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number:
  1266
  Subject:
  Dining Room Doors
  Location:
  Riverside
  Keyword:
  Dining Room Doors

St. Francis Shrine and St. Francis Atrium by Flyer's Wall. 110713 undated.
  Physical Description: 2-5x7
  Image Number:
  1267
  Subject:
  St. Francis Shrine
  Location:
  Riverside
  Keyword:
  St. Francis Shrine
Carillon Tower and patio, postcard negative. 110712 01/19/1948.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10, 1-5x7
  Image Number: 1268
  Subject: Carillon Tower and Patio
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Carillon Tower and Patio

View of Mission Inn from Carillon Tower. 110711 01/27/1953.
  Physical Description: 2-5x7
  Image Number: 1269
  Subject: View of Mission Inn
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: View of Mission Inn

View of Mission Inn from Carillon Tower over Japanese Tea Gardens Ct. 110710 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 1270
  Subject: View of Mission Inn
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: View of Mission Inn

St. Francis Chapel entrance and Flyer's Wall. 110709 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10, 1-4x5
  Image Number: 1271
  Subject: St. Francis Chapel
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: St. Francis Chapel
view of Campanario. 110708 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-4x5
  Image Number: 1272
  Subject: Campanario
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Campanario

Colonial Room, American Colonial style, postcard neg. 110707 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10, 1-5x7
  Image Number: 1274
  Subject: Colonial Room
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Colonial Room

Bette Davis and William Sherry with interlocked arms sharing the first toast at their wedding reception at the Mission Inn, Riverside, California. 110706 11/30/1945.
  Physical Description: 1-4x5
  Image Number: 1275.

Bette Davis and three unidentified individuals at Davis' wedding reception at the Mission Inn, Riverside, California. 110705 11/30/1945.
  Physical Description: 1-4x5
  Image Number: 1275.

Bette Davis and William Sherry standing in front of the entrance to the Saint Francis of Assisi chapel at the Mission Inn, Riverside, California. 110704 11/30/1945.
  Physical Description: 1-4x5
  Image Number: 1275.

Bette Davis and William Sherry cutting the cake at their wedding reception at the Mission Inn, Riverside, California. 110703 11/30/1945.
  Physical Description: 1-4x5
  Image Number: 1275.

Bette Davis and William Sherry standing in front of the entrance to the Saint Francis of Assisi chapel at the Mission Inn, Riverside, California. 110702 11/30/1945.
  Physical Description: 1-4x5
  Image Number: 1275.
Bette Davis and William Sherry with four unidentified individuals at their wedding reception at the Mission Inn, Riverside, California. 110701 11/30/1945.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1275.

young boy pianist. 110700 undated.

Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 1280
Subject: Young Boy Pianist
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

placing of new wings on Flyer's Wall by group. 110699 undated.

Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 1281
Subject: Wing Placement
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Wing Placement

unknown person by door with title of "Manners". 110698 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1282
Subject: Manners
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Mission Inn

Helene T. Arlington seated with her dog, Lampoon, standing next to her at the Mission Inn, Riverside, California. 110697 9/19/1945.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1283.

Additional images of Helene T. Arlington seated with her dog, Lampoon, at the Mission Inn, Riverside, California. 110696 9/19/1945.

Physical Description: 4-4x5
Image Number: 1283.
informal portraits taken with dog, 1 print poor condition. 110695 undated.

Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 1285
Subject: Reid, Col. and Mrs. Allan
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

informal portraits of people, 3 prints poor condition. 110694 undated.

Physical Description: 3-4x5
Image Number: 1287
Subject: Winters, Mr. and Mrs. Spiller, Mrs.
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT

statue of Junipero Serra. 110693 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1289
Subject: Junipero Serra Statue
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Junipero Serra Statue

Group portrait of ten women gathered around a table at a Daughters of the American Revolution breakfast. 110692 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1290.

Additional group portrait of women gathered at a Daughters of the American Revolution breakfast. 110691 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1290
informal portrait taken at the Mission Inn. 110690 undated.

Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 1292
Subject: King, Lt. and Mrs.
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT

group portrait (3 women, 1 unknown). 110689 undated.

Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 1293
Subject: Jomeaux, Miss Dorio Currier, Miss
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT

View of a bride and groom at the entrance of the Saint Francis of Assisi chapel at the Mission Inn, Riverside, California. 110688 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1294.

Additional view of a bride and groom at the entrance of the Saint Francis of Assisi chapel at the Mission Inn, Riverside, California. 110687 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1294

view of kitchen with chef and fancy foods. 110686 undated.

Physical Description: 3-5x7, 1-4x5
Image Number: 1300
Subject: Kitchen
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Kitchen and Chef
drawings of St. Francis and eagles, airplanes. 110685 undated.
   Physical Description: 3-5x7
   Image Number: 1301
   Subject: St. Francis and Airplane Eagles
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: DRAWINGS

Court of the Birds and Tower, postcard negative. 110684 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10, 1-5x7
   Image Number: 1303
   Subject: Court of the Birds
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Court of the Birds

cat statue on Mission Inn roof, taken for Mrs. Winerle. 110683 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 1305
   Subject: Cat Statue
   Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
   Keyword: Cat Statue

Sessions birthday party, also, painting of Hayden. 110682 undated.
   Physical Description: 2-8x10
   Image Number: 1306
   Subject: Session Birthday Party
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Sessions Birthday Party
group portrait taken at the Mission Inn, (1 unknown man). 110681 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1308
Subject: Mangan, Mr. and Mrs.
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT

Peruvians informal group portrait taken at the Mission Inn. 110680 undated.

Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 1309
Subject: Peruvians
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT

Hawaiian Dinner Dance. 110679 01/01/1939.

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 1310
Subject: Hawaiian Dinner Dance
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Hawaiian Dinner Dance

Queen for a Day event. 110678 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1312
Subject: Queen for a Day
Location: unknown
Keyword: Queen for a Day
group portrait taken at a table, Mission Inn names inc, Penrhyn Stanlaws, Spiller, Hoin, Stevens. 110677 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number:
   1313
   Subject:
   Stevens, Miss Hoin, Miss
   Location:
   Mission Inn, Riverside
   Keyword:
   PORTRAIT

informal portrait taken at the Mission Inn, 2 women and 1 child. 110676 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number:
   1314
   Subject:
   Olson, Mrs. Teig, Mrs.
   Location:
   Mission Inn, Riverside
   Keyword:
   PORTRAIT

Mrs. McQueen with Douglas Trophy, copies of autographs, T.E.Lawrence in Jerusalem, 3 good pr. 110675 undated.
   Physical Description: 13-5x7, 1-4x5
   Image Number:
   1315
   Subject:
   McQueen, Mrs. Buckley, Margot
   Location:
   unknown
   Keyword:
   PORTRAIT

old painting, Soledad Mission, Ford. 110674 undated.
   Physical Description: 5-4x5
   Image Number:
   1316
   Subject:
   Nuestra Senora de Soledad
   Location:
   unknown
   Keyword:
   Paintings
photograph on Lassie, owner Mr. Johnson. 110673 undated.
Physical Description: 4-4x5
Image Number: 1317
Subject: Lassie
Location: unknown
Keyword: Lassie

goblet and saucer. 110672 undated.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1318
Subject: Goblet and Saucer
Location: unknown
Keyword: Goblet and Saucer

group portrait, only Smith and Olma are identified, taken at the Mission Inn. 110671 undated.
Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 1321
Subject:
Olma, Mrs. Smith, Mrs.
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT

informal portrait of Phillips, Congressman with woman taken at the Mission Inn. 110670 undated.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1322
Subject: Phillips
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image Number</th>
<th>Physical Description</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Keyword</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1323</td>
<td>6-4x5</td>
<td>Parking Lot Construction</td>
<td>Riverside</td>
<td>Parking Lot Construction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1324</td>
<td>1-8x10</td>
<td>St. Francis Atrium</td>
<td>Riverside</td>
<td>St. Francis Atrium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1325</td>
<td>2-4x5</td>
<td>Ecuadorian Ambassador</td>
<td>Mission Inn, Riverside</td>
<td>PORTRAIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1326</td>
<td>1-4x5</td>
<td>Group portrait of Mr. and Mrs. Gage with a group of people seated at a table</td>
<td>Riverside</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1326</td>
<td>1-4x5</td>
<td>Additional group portrait of Mr. and Mrs. Gage with a group of people seated at a table</td>
<td>Riverside</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
   Physical Description: 2-4x5
   Image Number: 1327
   Subject: Hutchings Von Klinsmid
   Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

informal portraits, McQueen with trophy, also bride and groom. 110663 undated.
   Physical Description: 3-4x5
   Image Number: 1328
   Subject: McQueen, Mrs. Chaihou, Mrs.
   Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

informal portrait of Anthony Quinn and wife, taken at the Mission Inn. 110662 undated.
   Physical Description: 3-4x5
   Image Number: 1329
   Subject: Quinn, Anthony
   Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

postcard negative of Bridal Propeller Register. 110661 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 1330
   Subject: Bridal Propeller Register
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Bridal Propeller Register
informal portrait taken at the Mission Inn, honeymoon. 110660 undated.
  Physical Description: 4-4x5
  Image Number: 1331
  Subject: Lees, Mr. and Mrs.
  Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
  Keyword: PORTRAIT

parking lot at the Mission Inn, refer to #1323. 110659 02/24/1947.
  Physical Description: 2-8x10
  Image Number: 1332
  Subject: Parking Lot
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Parking Lot at the Mission Inn

date queen at the Mission Inn, informal portrait. 110658 undated.
  Physical Description: 4-4x5
  Image Number: 1334
  Subject: Jackson, Janet
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Date Queen

group portrait of General Doyle and party. 110657 undated.
  Physical Description: 2-4x5
  Image Number: 1335
  Subject: Doyle, General
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: PORTRAIT
group portrait taken at the Mission Inn, people I.D. as Mr/Mrs Bar- bury, Mr/Mrs. Ditter, and girls. 110656 undated.
  Physical Description: 4-4x5
  Image Number: 1336
  Subject: Hoag, Bob
  Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
  Keyword: PORTRAIT

double portrait of Admiral and Bishop, names unknown, taken at the Mission Inn. 110655 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-4x5
  Image Number: 1337
  Subject: Admiral and Bishop
  Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
  Keyword: PORTRAIT

group portrait taken at the Mission Inn. 110654 undated.
  Physical Description: 3-4x5
  Image Number: 1338
  Subject: Stoh Fernell
  Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
  Keyword: PORTRAIT

bus parked at Mission Inn, dormitory. 110653 undated.
  Physical Description: 2-4x5
  Image Number: 1339
  Subject: Dormitory
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Dormitory
informal portrait taken at the Mission Inn. 110652 undated.

Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 1340
Subject: Halroyd, Mr. and Mrs.
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT

informal group portrait with Gibsons and guest, taken at the Mission Inn. 110651 undated.

Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 1341
Subject: Gibson, Mr. and Mrs.
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT

informal portrait taken at the Mission Inn. 110650 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1342
Subject: Loyola, Mr. and Mrs.
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT

informal portrait taken at the Mission Inn, in front of Buddha. 110649 undated.

Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 1344
Subject: Dolbear, Mr. and Mrs.
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT
informal portrait. 110648 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number:
   1345
   Subject:
   Clark, Fred
   Location:
   unknown
   Keyword:
   PORTRAIT

buffet on Patio, tables set, people at tables. 110647 undated.
   Physical Description: 5-4x5
   Image Number:
   1346
   Subject:
   Patio Buffet
   Location:
   Riverside
   Keyword:
   Patio Buffet

dancing in the Lea Lea Room, bar photographs. 110646 undated.
   Physical Description: 5-4x5
   Image Number:
   1346-B
   Subject:
   Lea Lea Room
   Location:
   Riverside
   Keyword:
   Lea Lea Room

informal portrait taken at the Mission Inn. 110645 undated.
   Physical Description: 3-4x5
   Image Number:
   1347
   Subject:
   Rose, Mr. and Mrs.
   Location:
   Mission Inn, Riverside
   Keyword:
   PORTRAIT
early bell helicopter landing on the roof of the Mission Inn. 110644 07/03/1947.

Physical Description: 2-8x10, 9-4x5
Image Number: 1348
Subject: Helicopter Landing
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Helicopter Landing

Penrhyn Stanlaws in studio, also Mr. Clark and party at the Mission Inn. 110643 undated.

Physical Description: 6-4x5
Image Number: 1350
Subject: Stanislaus Clark, Mr.
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT

group portrait of Jose Mugveiza and party. 110642 09/04/1947.

Physical Description: 3-4x5
Image Number: 1351
Subject: Mugveiza, Jose
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT

duplicates of ektachrome, room. 110641 04/01/1964.

Physical Description: 11-4x5
Image Number: 1353
Subject: Room #216
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Room #216
informal portrait taken at the Mission Inn, name also listed as Zanzibar. 110640 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1354
Subject: Nutman, Dr. John
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT

informal portrait. 110639 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1355
Subject: Pravensen, Mr. and Mrs.
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT

Portrait of a man and woman standing on a balcony at the Mission Inn, Riverside, California. 110638 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1356.

Additional portrait of a man and woman standing on a balcony at the Mission Inn, Riverside, California. 110637 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1356

bankers at the Mission Inn and Lea Lea Room. 110636 undated.

Physical Description: 2-5x7, 10-4x5
Image Number: 1357
Subject: Lea Lea Room
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Lea Lea Room
informal portrait of Commander Davis. 110635 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-4x5
  Image Number: 1359
  Subject: Davis, Commander
  Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
  Keyword: PORTRAIT

Portrait of the Prince and Princess of Liechstenstein seated at a table. 110634 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-4x5
  Image Number: 1360.

tennis players, unknown. 110633 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-4x5
  Image Number: 1361
  Subject: Tennis Players
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Tennis Players

group women. 110632 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-4x5
  Image Number: 1362
  Subject: Hotel Association of Women
  Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
  Keyword: Hotel Association of Women

party for Junior Aid. 110631 11/01/1947.
  Physical Description: 12-4x5
  Image Number: 1363
  Subject: junior Aid Party
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Riverside Junior Aid Party
informal portrait taken at the Mission Inn. 110630 undated.

Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 1364
Subject: Kimball, Mr. and Mrs.
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT

informal portrait taken at the Mission Inn. 110629 undated.

Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 1365
Subject: Ball, Mr. and Mrs.
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT

informal portrait of Esther Williams & husband taken at the Mission Inn. 110628 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1366
Subject: Williams, Esther
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT

painting of Admiral Hooper, by artist Penrhyn Stanlaws. 110627 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1367
Subject: Admiral Hooper
Location: unknown
Keyword: Painting
Assistance League Dance at the Lea Lea Room. 110626 undated.
Physical Description: 12-4x5
Image Number: 1368
Subject: Assistance League Dance
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Assistance League Dance

Thanksgiving table at the Mission Inn. 110625 01/01/1947.
Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 1369
Subject: Thanksgiving Table
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Thanksgiving Table

Daisy the dog with unknown people. 110624 undated.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1370
Subject: Daisy the Dog
Location: unknown
Keyword: Daisy the Dog

California Dining Room and front courtyard, postcard negatives. 110623 01/01/1948.
Physical Description: 2-5x7, 2-4x5
Image Number: 1371
Subject: California Dining Room
Location: Riverside
Keyword: California Dining Room
New Years Dance, Fashion Show, Music Room, 1 print good condition. 110622 01/01/1948.
  
Physical Description: 17-4x5
Image Number:
1372
Subject:
New Years Dance
Location:
Riverside
Keyword:
New Years Dance

Chinese Nelsuke in Ivory, animals of the Zodiac in Jade. 110621 undated.
  
Physical Description: 2-5x7, 1-4x5
Image Number:
1373
Subject:
Hutchings, Mrs. D.V.
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
Statues

View of Mrs. Pherir removing a golf club from a golf bag as Mr. Pherir looks on. 110620 undated.
  
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number:
1374.

Additional views of Mr. and Mrs. Pherir. 110619 undated.
  
Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number:
1374

swimming pool under construction at the Mission Inn. 110618 undated.
  
Physical Description: 4-4x5
Image Number:
1375
Subject:
Swimming Pool Construction
Location:
Riverside
Keyword:
Swimming Pool Construction
Freedom Train Officers and Tom Gore, patriotic train after WWII. 110617 undated.
   Physical Description: 2-4x5
   Image Number: 1376
   Subject: Freedom Train Officers
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Freedom Train Officers

Freedom Train Girls after WWII. 110616 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 1377
   Subject: Freedom Train Girls
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Freedom Train Girls

Portrait of two women, one standing with an item titled "Queen for a Day" in her hand and one seated, in front of a waterfall. 110615 3/11/1948.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 1378.

   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 1378

Demolition of adobe for swimming pool. 110613 01/16/1948.
   Physical Description: 8-4x5
   Image Number: 1379
   Subject: Swimming Pool Construction
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Swimming Pool Construction
view of gold course, people golfing. 110612 undated.

Physical Description: 7-4x5
Image Number: 1380
Subject: Golf Course Manison, Chuck
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Golf Course

Hutchings Family Party family portrait, commemorative tribute, . 110611 03/13/1948.

Physical Description: 1-5x7, 2-4x5
Image Number: 1381
Subject: Hutchings
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: Hutchings Family Party

View of a man and woman sitting in a horseless carriage en route to Figueroa as part of the Horseless Carriage Club Caravan. 110610 4/17/1948.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1383.

Additional views of people from the Horseless Carriage Club Caravan to Figueroa. 110609 4/17/1948.

Physical Description: 4-4x5
Image Number: 1383

waitress and bus boys. 110608 undated.

Physical Description: 4-4x5
Image Number: 1385
Subject: Mission Inn Dining Room
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Mission Inn Dining Room
swimming pool opening, Hutchings and friends, pool photographs, bathhouse, fashion show, children. 110607 05/27/1948.
   Physical Description: 4-5x7, 22-4x5
   Image Number: 1387
   Subject: Swimming Pool Opening Hutchings
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Swimming Pool Opening

postcard negative of Campanario and Naking Bell. 110606 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 1387-A
   Subject: Campanario and Naking Bell
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Campanario and Naking Bell

postcard negative of swimming pool, postcards of Campanario and Bell. 110605 undated.
   Physical Description: 4-8x10,3-5x7,3-4x5
   Image Number: 1387-B
   Subject: Swimming Pool
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Swimming Pool

aerial view of Mission Inn. 110604 01/01/1949.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10, 2-4x5
   Image Number: 1387-H
   Subject: Aerial View of Mission Inn
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Aerial View of Mission Inn
group Travel Agency Representatives, 4-8x10 prints, good condition. 110603 06/16/1943.
  Physical Description: 9-4x5
  Image Number: 1388
  Subject: Travel Agency Representatives
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Travel Agency Representatives

postcard negative of fountain and entrance, view off 7th Street. 110602 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10, 1-5x7
  Image Number: 1389
  Subject: Entrance and Fountain
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Entrance and Fountain

composite negative of swimming pool. 110601 undated.
  Physical Description: 4-8x10
  Image Number: 1391
  Subject: Swimming Pool
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Swimming Pool

B-17 Bomber "Dry Martini" - The Cocktail Kids, flew 27mission ins WWII. 110600 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 1393
  Subject: B-17 Bomber
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: B-17 Bomber
names listed George Van Selm, Gen. & Mrs. Loom, Jaqulyn Hansen, Wlm Kurasch.
110599 undated.
  Physical Description: 7-4x5
  Image Number: 1394
  Subject: Bennett Luncheon
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Bennett Luncheon

postcard negative for Mission Inn Lobby. 110598 07/17/1948.
  Physical Description: 2-8x10, 1-5x7, 4-4x5
  Image Number: 1395
  Subject: Mission Inn Lobby
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Mission Inn Lobby

retirement of farewell party for Rederson, 2 prints good condition. 110597 undated.
  Physical Description: 3-4x5
  Image Number: 1396
  Subject: Rederson
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: PORTRAIT

Spanish Patio at the Mission Inn. 110596 08/09/1948.
  Physical Description: 3-8x10
  Image Number: 1397
  Subject: Spanish Patio
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Spanish Patio
Buddha on balcony, kitchen(?).  110595 undated.

- Physical Description: 1-4x5
- Image Number: 1398
- Subject: Buddha
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Buddha

St. Francis Atrium entrance of chapel and Flyer's Wall.  110594 undated.

- Physical Description: 1-8x10
- Image Number: 1399
- Subject: St. Francis Atrium and Flyer Wall
- Location: Riverside
-Keyword: St. Francis Atrium and Flyer's Wall

Mr. Hutchings by Swimming Pool.  110593 undated.

- Physical Description: 2-4x5
- Image Number: 1400
- Subject: Swimming Pool Hutchings
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Swimming Pool

Swimming party, people beside pool etc.  110592 09/10/1948.

- Physical Description: 17-4x5
- Image Number: 1401
- Subject: Mrs. Spiller's Pool Party
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Mrs. Spiller's Swimming Pool Party
Zana Gale Room, California writer. 110591 undated.
  Physical Description: 2-8x10, 1-4x5
  Image Number: 1403
  Subject: Zana Gale Room
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Zana Gale Room

swimming pool party. 110590 10/06/1948.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 1404
  Subject: Evans Swimming Pool Party
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Evans Swimming Pool Party

photographs may or may not be wedding, formal. 110589 undated.
  Physical Description: 2-4x5
  Image Number: 1405
  Subject: Rafferty
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Wedding

view of large group near pool from balcony. 110588 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 1406
  Subject: Fertilizer Convention Cocktail Party
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Fertilizer Convention Party
names inc, McBride, Gov. Warren, Mr. and Mrs. Case, Kay Kayser, Mrs. Evans, Anne Conserior. 110587 undated.
  Physical Description: 9-4x5
  Image Number: 1407
  Subject: Spiller Party
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Spiller Party

Brazilians and Shamel at Parent Orange Tree Location. 110586 undated.
  Physical Description: 2-4x5
  Image Number: 1409
  Subject: Parent Orange Tree Location
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Parent Orange Tree Location

Water Carnival at Water Convention, Mission Inn. 110585 undated.
  Physical Description: 4-4x5
  Image Number: 1410
  Subject: Water Convention
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Water Convention

DeWitt Hutchings and bathing beauties at swimming pool, Christmas Card. 110584 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7, 11-4x5
  Image Number: 1411
  Subject: Swimming Pool Party Hutchings, DeWitt
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Swimming Pool Party
Negs labeled A-Z, map of Riverside, various people, Easter Buffet, people by pool, Pendleton Group. 110583 05/08/1949.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7, 26-4x5
  Image Number: 1412
  Subject: Miscellaneous Events
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Miscellaneous Events

People incl, Mr/Mrs Dretz, Mrs.Gill, Mrs. Evans, Mr/Mrs. Gibson, Mr/Mrs Lett, also Gloria Swanson. 110582 03/23/1949.
  Physical Description: 13-4x5
  Image Number: 1414
  Subject: Willamette Debating Team
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Willamette Debating Team

artwork includes, human figure, camel, wrist bell, horseless bell, sleigh bells. 110581 05/04/1949.
  Physical Description: 3-5x7
  Image Number: 1415
  Subject: Various Figures and Bells Hutchingson, Mrs.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Various Figures and Bell

people beside pool include Mrs. Spiller, Mrs. Casey, Mrs. Munford. 110580 undated.
  Physical Description: 3-4x5
  Image Number: 1416
  Subject: Swimming Pool
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Swimming Pool
early Humane Society Group, view of building. 110579 undated.
Physical Description: 4-8x10
Image Number: 1416-A
Subject: Animal Shelter
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Animal Shelter

Crown Prince Saud al Saud and party of Saudi Arabia. 110578 01/31/1947.
Physical Description: 3-4x5
Image Number: 1417
Subject: Saud al Saud
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: Saudi Arabian Prince and Party

swimming pool party, also pictures of roses. 110577 undated.
Physical Description: 3-4x5
Image Number: 1419
Subject: Swimming Pool Party Buchanan, Mrs.
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Swimming Pool Party

exterior view of Tetley Hotel under construction. 110576 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 1420
Subject: Tetley Hotel
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Tetley Hotel
large group of people seated in Music Room. 110575 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 1420-A
Subject: Music Room
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Music Room

annual swim meet, addition date 9-9-50. 110574 08/29/1940.

Physical Description: 19-4x5
Image Number: 1421
Subject: Annual Swim Meet
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Annual Swim Meet

swimming pool also photos of Wheelock Park football team. 110573 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10, 4-4x5
Image Number: 1422
Subject: Swimming Pool
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Swimming Pool

Railroad group by St. Francis Chapel entrance. 110572 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 1424
Subject: Railroad Group
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Railroad Group
**postcard negative of Crucifix on 6th Street.** 110571 un dated.

- Physical Description: 2-5x7
- Image Number: 1427
- Subject: View of Mission Inn Crucifix
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: View of Mission Inn Crucifix

**painting titles Immaculate Conception by Murrillo.** 110570 un dated.

- Physical Description: 2-5x7
- Image Number: 1428
- Subject: "Immaculate Conception"
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: Paintings

**postcard negative of cannon at entrance.** 110569 un dated.

- Physical Description: 1-5x7, 2-4x5
- Image Number: 1429
- Subject: Cannon at Entrance
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Cannon at Entrance

**Freedom Bell Ceremony, Hutchings and Buchanan attending, 1 captioned negative.** 110568 un dated.

- Physical Description: 10-4x5
- Image Number: 1430
- Subject: Freedom Bell Ceremony Hutchings
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Freedom Bell Ceremony
**postcard negative of Los Amigos Bar and Grill. 110567 undated.**

Physical Description: 2-8x10, 1-5x7
Image Number: 1431
Subject: Los Amigos Bar and Grill
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Los Amigos Bar and Grill

**Painting "Miracle of San Diego". 110566 undated.**

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 1433
Subject: "Miracle of San Diego"
Location: unknown
Keyword: Painting

**Lea Lea Room. 110565 undated.**

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 1434
Subject: Lea-Lea Room
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Lea-Lea Room

**Lea-Lea Room. 110564 04/01/1951.**

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 1434-A
Subject: Lea-Lea Room
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Lea-Lea Room
**Dining Room. 110563 04/01/1951.**

- Physical Description: 1-8x10
- Image Number: 1435
- Subject: Dining Room
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Dining Room

**Mr. and Mrs. Hutchings and staff in bar. 110562 11/20/1950.**

- Physical Description: 6-4x5
- Image Number: 1436
- Subject: Los Amigos Bar and Grill Hutchings and staff
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Los Amigos Bar and Grill

**Clock Tower. 110561 undated.**

- Physical Description: 1-8x10
- Image Number: 1438
- Subject: Clock Tower
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Clock Tower

**Readi party on patio, also figure less clock and monkey fountain. 110560 undated.**

- Physical Description: 1-8x10
- Image Number: 1440
- Subject: Readi Party
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Readi Party
Freedom Bell, postcard negative. 110559 undated.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number:
1441
Subject:
Freedom Bell
Location:
Riverside
Keyword:
Freedom Bell

Mr. and Mrs. Hutchings at Mission Inn Party. 110558 undated.
Physical Description: 1-5x7, 6-4x5
Image Number:
1442
Subject:
Mission Inn Party Hutchings, Mr. and Mrs.
Location:
Riverside
Keyword:
Mission Inn Party

Swimming pool party, also tower. 110557 undated.
Physical Description: 3-4x5
Image Number:
1443
Subject:
Swimming Pool Party
Location:
Riverside
Keyword:
Swimming Pool Party

Spanish Patio, Mrs. James Spiller, 4 small prints good condition. 110556 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number:
1444
Subject:
Spanish Patio
Location:
Riverside
Keyword:
Spanish Patio
lease signing with key, people incl, Mr. and Mrs. Hutchings, Mr. and Mrs. Buchanan.
110555 07/01/1951.
  Physical Description: 5-4x5
  Image Number: 1445
  Subject: Lease Signing Hutchings
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Lease Signing

Campanario and Tower. 110554 undated.
  Physical Description: 2-4x5
  Image Number: 1447
  Subject: Campanario and Tower
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Campanario and Tower

4th Annual Swimming and Diving Contest, People incl, Hutchings, Jerome Klutz.
110553 09/09/1951.
  Physical Description: 10-4x5
  Image Number: 1448
  Subject: Swimming and Diving Contest
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Swimming and Diving Contest

El Mundo Room. 110552 01/01/1950.
  Physical Description: 2-8x10, 1-4x5
  Image Number: 1449
  Subject: El Mundo Room
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: El Mundo Room
New York Representatives at the Mission Inn. 110551 undated.

- Physical Description: 1-4x5
- Image Number: 1450
- Subject: New York Representatives
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: New York Representatives

Cherry tree planting at/near Mt. Rubidoux. 110550 12/01/1931.

- Physical Description: 2-8x10, 5-4x5
- Image Number: 1451
- Subject: Cherry Tree Planting
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Cherry Tree Planting

Different views of statues from the Mission Inn Clock. 110549 undated.

- Physical Description: 7-4x5
- Image Number: 1452
- Subject: Statues from Mission Inn Clock
- Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
- Keyword: Statues from Mission Inn Clock

Swimming pool. 110548 08/30/1952.

- Physical Description: 7-4x5
- Image Number: 1453
- Subject: Swimming Pool
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Swimming Pool
Flyer's Wall. 110547 undated.

Physical Description: 3-4x5
Image Number: 1454
Subject: Flyer's Wall
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Flyer's Wall

Exterior view of Telephone Company Building. 110546 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 1454-A
Subject: Telephone Company Building
Location: unknown
Keyword: Telephone Company Building

Formal portrait, 1 print good condition. 110545 undated.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 1455
Subject: Kimball, Mrs. Mary J.
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

Dinner party for American Express Education Tour at the Mission Inn. 110544 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1456
Subject: American Express Education Tour
Location: Riverside
Keyword: American Express Education Tour
two events at the Mission inn, Fashion Show and S.E.A. Convention. 110543
10/17/1952.
  Physical Description: 2-4x5
  Image Number: 1457
  Subject: Fashion Show-S.E.A. Convention
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Fashion Show-S.E.A. Convention

Campanario Fountain. 110542 undated.
  Physical Description: 2-4x5
  Image Number: 1458
  Subject: Campanario Fountain
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Campanario Fountain

buffet table in the Spanish Dining Room. 110541 undated.
  Physical Description: 2-4x5
  Image Number: 1459
  Subject: Spanish Dining Room
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Spanish Dining Room

informal portrait, exterior setting. 110540 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-4x5
  Image Number: 1460
  Subject: Buchanan, Mr. Davis, Mr. Frank
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: PORTRAIT
dinner and party by Mission Inn swimming pool. 110539 05/12/1949.
Physical Description: 13-4x5
Image Number: 1461
Subject: Porter
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Swimming Pool Party

Physical Description: 5-4x5
Image Number: 1462
Subject: Sinclair Valentine Company Party
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Saint Francis Atrium

prune tree with fruit. 110537 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 1463
Subject: Prune Tree
Location: unknown
Keyword: Prune Tree

chief in kitchen at Mission Inn. 110536 undated.
Physical Description: 2-5x7
Image Number: 1463-A
Subject: Kitchen
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Kitchen
stairway from cantina to restroom. 110535 undated.
Physical Description: 5-4x5
Image Number:
1464
Subject:
Stairway
Location:
Riverside
Keyword:
Stairway

group portrait, 5 prints good condition address:4316 5th St. 110534 undated.
Physical Description: 5-5x7
Image Number:
1464-A
Subject:
Wood, A.W.
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
PORTRAIT

swimming pool party, no people identified. 110533 undated.
Physical Description: 4-4x5
Image Number:
1465
Subject:
Swimming Pool Party
Location:
Riverside
Keyword:
Swimming Pool Party

Spanish Patio at the Mission Inn. 110532 undated.
Physical Description: 3-4x5
Image Number:
1467
Subject:
Spanish Patio
Location:
Riverside
Keyword:
Spanish Patio
pictures of Angora Goats. 110531 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 1467-A
Subject: Angora Goats
Location: unknown
Keyword: Angora Goats

entertainers at the Mission Inn, "Lus Simpaticos". 110530 undated.

Physical Description: 7-5x7, 16-4x5
Image Number: 1468
Subject: Arias Entertainers
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Mission Inn Entertainers

Portrait of five men wearing suits at a Chamber of Commerce meeting. 110529 11/08/1957.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1469.

Multiple portraits of unidentified men at a Chamber of Commerce meeting. 110528 11/08/1957.

Physical Description: 6-4x5
Image Number: 1469

birthday party, people outside. 110527 01/01/1957.

Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 1470
Subject: Steve's Birthday Party
Location: unknown
Keyword: Steve's Birthday Party
baby portraits, painting in eves of interior room, fresco? 110526 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10, 4-5x7
Image Number: 1471
Subject: Allman, Richard
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

St. Francis Atrium and Flyer's Wall. 110525 01/01/1950.

Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 1471-A
Subject: St. Francis Atrium and Flyer's Wall
Location: Riverside
Keyword: St. Francis Atrium and Flyer's Wall

people sitting at tables. 110524 03/06/1960.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1472
Subject: Squire Arms
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Squire Arms Room

arches. 110523 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 1472-A
Subject: Arches
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Arches
**baby portraits.** 110522 01/01/1944.
Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 1473
Subject: Wetzel
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

**flower show in the Spanish patio.** 110521 undated.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1474
Subject: Spanish Patio
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Spanish Patio

**room interior.** 110520 01/01/1960.
Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 1475
Subject: Cloister Wing Room #510
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Cloister Wing Room #510

**room interiors.** 110519 undated.
Physical Description: 6-4x5
Image Number: 1476
Subject: Hotel Room Interiors
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Hotel Room Interiors
swimming pool. 110518 undated.
Physical Description: 1-5x7, 7-4x5
Image Number: 1477
Subject: Swimming Pool
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Swimming Pool

entrance of the Mission Inn Orange St. side. 110517 undated.
Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 1478
Subject: Entrance-Mission Inn
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Entrance-Mission Inn

interiors of meeting room, aviation room, patio room. 110516 undated.
Physical Description: 3-4x5
Image Number: 1479
Subject: Meeting Rooms
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Meeting Rooms

interiors of California Room, Dining Room. 110515 undated.
Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 1480
Subject: California Room
Location: Riverside
Keyword: California Room
interior of the Music Room. 110514 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 1481
   Subject: Music Room
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Music Room

family portrait, exterior of home, old photograph. 110513 01/09/1932.
   Physical Description: 5-8x10, 1-5x7
   Image Number: 1482
   Subject: Jameson, Jay
   Location: Corona, CA
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

exterior of Glenwood Tavern, old english pub. 110512 02/15/1971.
   Physical Description: 11-4x5
   Image Number: 1483
   Subject: Glenwood Tavern
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Glenwood Tavern

alfalfa fields in Perris. 110511 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 1483-A
   Subject: Fasgate & Reece
   Location: Perris, CA
   Keyword: Alfalfa Fields
exterior view of Rotunda, 6th Street corner and mall. 110510 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1484
Subject: Rotunda
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Rotunda

interior view of Galleria, Bev Swing years (formerly #1482). 110509 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1485
Subject: Galleria
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Galleria

Companario Arch and building. 110508 undated.

Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 1486
Subject: Companario Arch
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Companario Arch

interior view of Presidential Lounge. 110507 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10, 2-4x5
Image Number: 1487
Subject: Presidential Lounge
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Presidential Lounge
swimming pool parties, names incl Lett, Gore, Naeckel. 110506 05/27/1950.

Physical Description: 9-4x5
Image Number: 1492
Subject: Swimming Pool
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Swimming Pool Party

Plaque indicating Mr. and Mrs. Nixon were married at the Mission Inn on 6-21-40. 110505 05/21/1969.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1498
Subject: Nixon Plaque
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Nixon Plaque

Old photograph, no name of customer. 110504 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1510
Subject: Unknown
Location: unknown
Keyword: Copy

[Empty envelope] 110503 undated.

Image Number: 1557
Subject: Johnson Ranch
Location: Indio, CA
Keyword: Johnson Ranch
date blossoms, male and female. 110502 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10, 1-5x7
   Image Number: 1559
   Subject: Dates
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Dates

Date Palms/Groves. 110501 undated.
   Physical Description: 10-4x5
   Image Number: 1559-A
   Subject: U. S. Date Gardens
   Location: Indio, CA
   Keyword: various views of dates and date groves

Date Palms/Groves. 110500 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 1559-A.1
   Subject: U.S. Date Gardens
   Location: Indio, CA
   Keyword: Date Palms

Dates. 110499 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 1559-A.2
   Subject: United Date Growers
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: large bunch of dates
**Dates. 110498 undated.**
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 1559-B
Subject: Date Palm
Location: unknown
Keyword: Date Palm laden with fruit

**Dates. 110497 undated.**
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 1559-C
Subject: Date Palm
Location: unknown
Keyword: date palm with fruit

**Dates. 110496 undated.**
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 1559-D
Subject: Date Grove
Location: unknown
Keyword: Date grove with house

**Dates. 110495 undated.**
Physical Description: 2-4x10
Image Number: 1559-E
Subject: Coachella Valley Date Association
Location: Coachella Valley, CA
Keyword: titles for brochure or postcard for Coachella Date Association
Date Palms/Groves. 110494 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 1559-F
Subject: Date Palm
Location: unknown
Keyword: date palm and grove

Dates. 110493 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 1559-G
Subject: Dates
Location: unknown
Keyword: dates, halved, varieties

Date Palms/Groves. 110492 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 1559-H
Subject: Date Palms
Location: unknown
Keyword: Date Palms

Date Palms/Groves. 110491 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 1559-I
Subject: Date Grove
Location: unknown
Keyword: date grove with house
**Date Palms/Groves. 110490 undated.**

- Physical Description: 1-4x5
- Image Number: 1560
- Subject: Date Grove
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: view of date grove

**Date Palms/Groves. 110489 undated.**

- Physical Description: 1-4x5
- Image Number: 1561
- Subject: Date Palms
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: date palms, noted as date palm starts

**Date Palms/Groves. 110488 undated.**

- Physical Description: 1-8x10
- Image Number: 1561-A
- Subject: Tropical Date Company
- Location: Thermal, CA
- Keyword: date palm

**Dates. 110487 undated.**

- Physical Description: 1-5x7
- Image Number: 1562
- Subject: Date Sorting
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: people sorting dates in warehouse
artwork. 110486 undated.
Physical Description: 4-5x7
Image Number: 1570
Subject: Delvaille, Mrs.
Location: unknown
Keyword: DRAWINGS

formal portrait, 1 print fair condition. 110485 02/02/1932.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 1572
Subject: Townsend, Kelley
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

cross on Mt. Rubidoux, Riverside panorama in background. 110484 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 1573
Subject: Mt. Rubidoux
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Mt. Rubidoux

Various old photographs. 110483 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10, 1-5x7, 2-4x5
Image Number: 1583
Subject: Danield, Jas. F.
Location: unknown
Keyword: Copy
cows in Temecula. 110482 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x6
   Image Number:
   1597
   Subject:
   Cows
   Location:
   Temecula, CA
   Keyword:
   Cows

formal portrait, 1 print fair condition. 110481 01/29/1932.
   Physical Description: 8-5x7, 1-4x5
   Image Number:
   1598
   Subject:
   Neblett, Dr. J.W.
   Location:
   unknown
   Keyword:
   PORTRAIT

Dates. 110480 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number:
   1600
   Subject:
   Date Dryer
   Location:
   unknown
   Keyword:
   view of date dryer inside warehouse

formal portraits, 1 print poor condition. 110479 undated.
   Physical Description: 4-5x7, 1-4x5
   Image Number:
   1602
   Subject:
   Anderson, Mrs. R.P.
   Location:
   unknown
   Keyword:
   PORTRAIT
**meeting at the Mission Inn, group portrait.** 110478 01/01/1938.
- Physical Description: 2-8x10
- Image Number: 1615
- Subject: State Board of Education
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: State Board of Education

**entertainers.** 110477 undated.
- Physical Description: 1-5x7, 2-4x5
- Image Number: 1616
- Subject: Jose Arias and Troubadours
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Mission Inn Entertainers

**formal portraits, copies of artwork, painting.** 110476 undated.
- Physical Description: 4-5x7, 2-4x5
- Image Number: 1617
- Subject: Levesousky, Adolph
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: PORTRAIT

**potato digging in Nuevo.** 110475 undated.
- Physical Description: 1-8x10, 1-4x5
- Image Number: 1684
- Subject: Potato Digging
- Location: Nuevo, CA
- Keyword: Potato Digging
exterior of home with family portrait. 110474 undated.

Physical Description: 2-8x10
Image Number: 1691
Subject: Allen, Carl
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

family group portrait address: 3655 Mulberry. 110473 01/01/1936.

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 1694
Subject: Flam
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal portrait. 110472 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 1704
Subject: Hyde, E.L.
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

Copy. 110471 undated.

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1707-A
Subject: Date Pruning
Location: unknown
Keyword: pruning photograph
Dates. 110470 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 1707-A.1
   Subject: Date Pruning
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: cutting off date shoots

Dates. 110469 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 1707-B
   Subject: Date Pollenization
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: close up of date blooms, pollenization

Dates. 110468 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 1707-B.1
   Subject: Date Pruning
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: date palm pruning or planting

Dates. 110467 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 1707-C
   Subject: Date Blossom
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: date blossom, male and female
Copy. 110466 undated.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 1707-D
Subject: Date Pollenization
Location: unknown
Keyword: close-up of date bloom

Copy. 110465 undated.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 1707-E
Subject: Date Pollenization
Location: unknown
Keyword: close-up of bloom, pollenization

Dates. 110464 undated.
Image Number: 1707-P
Subject: Date Pruning
Location: unknown
Keyword: print only of date pruning unknown

Dates. 110463 undated.
Image Number: 1707-P.1
Subject: Date Pollenization
Location: unknown
Keyword: print only of date pollenization
**formal wedding photographs. 110462 undated.**
Physical Description: 11-8x10, 1-5x7
Image Number: 1712
Subject: Brown, Charlotte
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

**group portrait taken outside. 110461 undated.**
Physical Description: 4-8x10, 2-4x5
Image Number: 1713
Subject: Beny, J.M.
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

**formal portrait address:9225 Magnolia. 110460 02/09/1932.**
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 1732
Subject: Ashbrook, Miss Mary
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

**formal portraits. 110459 undated.**
Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 1735
Subject: Kelley, Dr. and Mrs. W.P.
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT
building exterior of hospital. 110458 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 1751
   Subject:
   Community Hospital
   Location:
   Riverside
   Keyword:
   Commercial Building

View of students and staff at Lincoln School watching the United States and California flags being raised, Riverside, California. 110457 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 1752.

Additional views of students and staff at Lincoln School watching the United States and California flags being raised, Riverside, California. 110456 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10, 1-5x7
   Image Number: 1752

Exterior view of Polytechnic High School, Riverside, California. 110455 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-7.75x9.75
   Image Number: 1756.

View of students in a typing class at Polytechnic High School, Riverside, California. 110454 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-7.75x9.75
   Image Number: 1756.

Additional views of Polytechnic High School, Riverside, California. 110453 undated.
   Physical Description: 2-7.75x9.75
   Image Number: 1756.

Formal portrait, 2 prints fair condition. 110452 undated.
   Physical Description: 4-5x7
   Image Number: 1757
   Subject:
   Downs, J.R.
   Location:
   unknown
   Keyword:
   PORTRAIT
Exterior view of the Santa Fe train depot including parked automobiles, San Bernardino, California. 110451 circa early 20th century.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 1759.

formal portrait. 110450 undated.
Physical Description: 1-5x7, 2-4x5
Image Number: 1764
Subject: Titus, J.W.E.
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

interior and exterior of building. 110449 undated.
Physical Description: 5-8x10, 1-5x7, 1-4x5
Image Number: 1777
Subject: Soboba Theater
Location: San Jacinto, CA
Keyword: Commercial

formal bride only at the Mission Inn. 110448 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 1778
Subject: McClelland
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: Wedding

Portrait of Miss Hatty De Lescailles as a child holding a doll. 110447 undated.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 1781.

Multiple portraits of Miss Hatty De Lescailles as a child. 110446 undated.
Physical Description: 4-5x7, 2-4x5
Image Number: 1781
Group portrait of the wedding party at the Brown wedding, Riverside, California. 110445 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number:
   1786.

Multiple group portrait of the wedding party at the Brown wedding, Riverside, California. 110444 undated.
   Physical Description: 2-8x10
   Image Number:
   1786

formal portrait. 110443 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number:
   1790
   Subject:
   Smale, F.R.
   Location:
   unknown
   Keyword:
   PORTRAIT

formal wedding bride only. 110442 undated.
   Physical Description: 5-8x10
   Image Number:
   1797
   Subject:
   Thomas, Mrs. Win
   Location:
   Mission Inn, Riverside
   Keyword:
   Wedding

group portrait of men in uniform. 110441 01/01/1928.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number:
   1798
   Subject:
   Sea Scouts
   Location:
   unknown
   Keyword:
   Sea Scouts
formal wedding photographs. 110440 undated.
  Physical Description: 4-8x10
  Image Number: 1799
  Subject: McMahon Barnum
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs taken at the Mission Inn. 110439 undated.
  Physical Description: 2-8x10
  Image Number: 1805
  Subject: Webber
  Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
  Keyword: Wedding

Group portrait of the wedding party at the West-Wright wedding. 110438 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 1808.

Additional group portrait of the wedding party at the West-Wright wedding. 110437 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 1808

formal portrait of mrs. Geith, Robert in band uniform, also 1943 date is noted. 110436 01/01/1937.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7, 6-4x5, 4-3x4
  Image Number: 1809
  Subject: Geith, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: PORTRAIT
flowers, amayllis lilies. 110435 undated.
   Physical Description: 2-5x7
   Image Number: 1826
   Subject: Amayllis Lilies
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Amayllis Lilies

formal wedding photographs. 110434 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 1831
   Subject: Elliot Peterson
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Wedding

onions in field. 110433 undated.
   Physical Description: 2-8x10, 5-4x5
   Image Number: 1832
   Subject: Onions
   Location: Coachella Valley, CA
   Keyword: Onions

coxcombs for Mr. King. 110432 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 1833
   Subject: Coxcombs
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Coxcombs

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 1834
Subject: Lockhart, Claire
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

**Date Palms/Groves. 110430 undated.**

Physical Description: 3-5x7
Image Number: 1835
Subject: Coachella Valley Date Garden
Location: Coachella Valley, CA
Keyword: postcard negatives for San Diego Fair dated 1939-1940, entitled, "Little Bit of Heaven"

**Dates. 110429 undated.**

Image Number: 1835-P
Subject: Date Grove
Location: unknown
Keyword: dated 1939-1940, 3 prints of date picture on postcards entitled "Little Bit of Heaven"

**Date Palms/Groves. 110428 undated.**

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 1836
Subject: Holmes Garden
Location: unknown
Keyword: view of date grove
formal wedding photographs. 110427 undated.
Physical Description: 4-8x10
Image Number: 1853
Subject: Rossi Bertalli
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs. 110426 undated.
Physical Description: 5-8x10
Image Number: 1854
Subject: Bordwell Reed
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

dedication of parent navel orange tree by Governor Ralph of Calif. 110425 01/01/1933.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 1855
Subject: Governor Ralph
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Dedication of Parent Navel Tree

Portrait of Mrs. Matthew Gage seated in a chair. 110424 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 1863.

Multiple portraits of Mrs. Matthew Gage seated in a chair. 110423 undated.
Physical Description: 2-8x10
Image Number: 1863.
formal portrait. 110422 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number:
  1864
  Subject:
  Derby, Mrs.
  Location:
  unknown
  Keyword:
  PORTRAIT

formal wedding photographs. 110421 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number:
  1874
  Subject:
  Taleaferro, Mr. and Mrs.
  Location:
  unknown
  Keyword:
  Wedding

Cotton field at Indio. 110420 undated.
  Physical Description: 2-8x10, 2-5x7
  Image Number:
  1875
  Subject:
  U.S. Agricultural Station
  Location:
  Indio, CA
  Keyword:
  U.S. Agricultural Station

Formal portrait also artwork. 110419 undated.
  Physical Description: 2-5x7
  Image Number:
  1878
  Subject:
  MacQuanine, Rev. D.L.
  Location:
  unknown
  Keyword:
  PORTRAIT

Exterior view of Magnolia Avenue Presbyterian Church, Riverside, California. 110418 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number:
  1879.
View of Riverside, California from Mount Rubidoux with the cross in the foreground. 110417 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-7.75x9.75
   Image Number: 1886.

Additional view of Riverside, California from Mount Rubidoux with the cross in the foreground. 110416 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-7.75x9.75
   Image Number: 1886.

View of Mount Rubidoux from the Santa Ana bridge. 110415 circa 1925.
   Physical Description: 1-7.75x9.75
   Image Number: 1891.

Additional view of Mount Rubidoux from the Santa Ana bridge. 110414 circa 1925.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 1891.

Exterior of house. 110413 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10, 2-4x10, 1-5x7
   Image Number: 1892
   Subject: Copeland
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Residence

Exterior view of the Press Printing and Binding House designed by architect Henry Jekel, Riverside, California. 110412 circa 1925.
   Physical Description: 1-7.75x9.75
   Image Number: 1898.

Funeral photographs, copies of artwork, portraits 3 prints fair condition. 110411 undated.
   Physical Description: 3-8x10, 18-5x7, 2-4x5
   Image Number: 1911
   Subject: Breckman
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Funeral
View of the city reservoir located on Linden Street, Riverside, California. 110410 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-7.75x9.75
  Image Number: 1914.

Additional view of the city reservoir located on Linden Street, Riverside, California. 110409 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-7.75x9.75
  Image Number: 1914

View of Victoria Bridge with houses in the background, Riverside, California. 110408 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 1921.

Additional view of Victoria Bridge, Riverside, California. 110407 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 1921

interior and exterior views of building. 110406 undated.
  Physical Description: 2-8x10, 1-5x7
  Image Number: 1923
  Subject: Sherman Institute Protestant Chapel
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Sherman Institute Protestant Chapel

panorama of Riverside from Mt. Rubidoux, photo of Peace tower and cross. 110405 undated.
  Physical Description: 3-8x10
  Image Number: 1924
  Subject: Mt. Rubidoux
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Mt. Rubidoux
Date Palms/Groves. 110404 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number:
1925
Subject:
Date Groves
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
view of looking up at bunches of dates in trees

Date Palms/Groves. 110403 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number:
1925-A
Subject:
Date Grove
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
view of date grove

panorama of Riverside. 110402 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number:
1930
Subject:
Mt. Rubidoux
Location:
Riverside
Keyword:
Mt. Rubidoux

panorama view of Mt. Rubidoux. 110401 undated.
Physical Description: 4-8x10
Image Number:
1932
Subject:
Mt. Rubidoux
Location:
Riverside
Keyword:
Mt. Rubidoux
copies of photographs, some may be portraits. 110400 undated.
Physical Description: 2-5x7, 2-4x5
Image Number: 1933
Subject: Grant, H.F.
Location: unknown
Keyword: Copy

chrysanthemums. 110399 undated.
Physical Description: 3-8x10
Image Number: 1934
Subject: Flower Show
Location: unknown
Keyword: Flower Show

informal portraits, poem. 110398 01/01/1926.
Physical Description: 2-8x10, 3-5x7, 2-4x5
Image Number: 1944
Subject: Railback, Miss Monica
Location: unknown
Keyword: Residence

exterior view of building. 110397 undated.
Physical Description: 3-4x5
Image Number: 1952
Subject: Frazer, W.G.
Location: unknown
Keyword: Residence
exterior view of building. 110396 01/01/1928.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 1961
   Subject: Palm Avenue School
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Palm Avenue School

exterior view of building. 110395 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10, 2-5x7, 2-3x5
   Image Number: 1964
   Subject: Boque, Mr. and Mrs. C.D.
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Residence

informal portraits, old photograph, address: 4625 Rubidoux Blvd. 110394 undated.
   Physical Description: 2-8x10, 1-4x5
   Image Number: 1978
   Subject: Bigelow, George T.
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Residence

Exterior view of West Riverside School, Riverside, California. 110393 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 1980.

interior views of Bridges Hall of Music. 110392 undated.
   Physical Description: 4-8x10
   Image Number: 1988
   Subject: Pomona College
   Location: Claremont, CA
   Keyword: Bridges Hall of Music
Group portrait of the Field family. 110391 7/22/1927.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number:
  2007.

Additional group portrait of the Field family. 110390 7/22/1927.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number:
  2007

Dates. 110389 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-4x5
  Image Number:
  2007-A
  Subject:
  Woman with Date Lunch
  Location:
  unknown
  Keyword:
  woman with date lunch

exterior view of building, Poly High School listed as possibility. 110388 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number:
  2019
  Subject:
  Manual Arts Building
  Location:
  Riverside
  Keyword:
  Manual Arts Building

formal wedding photographs. 110387 09/19/1931.
  Physical Description: 4-8x10
  Image Number:
  2023
  Subject:
  Taylor Warrington, Pierce
  Location:
  unknown
  Keyword:
  Wedding
Vail Ranch, photos of alfalfa field, 1 print poor condition. 110386 undated.
   Physical Description: 4-8x10
   Image Number: 2026
   Subject: Rausa Ranch
   Location: Temecula, CA
   Keyword: Rausa Ranch

Exterior view of Casa Blanca School, Riverside, California. 110385 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 2027.

View overlooking Victoria Golf Course from the porch of a building, Riverside, California. 110384 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 2030.

Additional views overlooking Victoria Golf Course, Riverside, California. 110383 undated.
   Physical Description: 7-4x5
   Image Number: 2030.

Exterior views of building, also informal portraits address: 3088 Pine St. 110382 undated.
   Physical Description: 2-8x10, 2-4x5
   Image Number: 2039
   Subject: Fredo
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Residence

View of Mockingbird Lake, Riverside, California. 110381 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 2044.
Date Palms/Groves. 110380 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 2048
Subject: Date Grove
Location: unknown
Keyword: view of newly planted date grove and farmer

View of men playing lawn bowls at Fairmount Park, Riverside, California. 110379 undated.
Physical Description: 1-4x6
Image Number: 2049.

Additional views of men playing lawn bowls at Fairmount Park, Riverside, California. 110378 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10, 7-4x5
Image Number: 2049.

Date Palms/Groves. 110377 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 2049-A
Subject: Date Grove
Location: unknown
Keyword: view of date palm and grove

View of an unidentified man on a stage holding a microphone. A megaphone containing the text "Frank Lieginger Official Starter" is next to the stage. 110376 undated.
Physical Description: 1-4x5.25
Image Number: 2054.

Portrait of an unidentified man in a military uniform. 110375 undated.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 2054.
informal portraits, views of house exterior, address: 4230 orange St. undated.

Physical Description: 2-8x10, 2-5x7, 5-4x5
Image Number: 2055
Subject: Gill
Location: Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal portrait address: 9225 Magnolia. undated.

Physical Description: 3-5x7
Image Number: 2062
Subject: Ashbrook, Miss Margaret
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

interior and exterior views of residence, architect-Johnson. undated.

Physical Description: 4-5x7
Image Number: 2067
Subject: Thompson
Location: unknown
Keyword: Residence

poultry-chickens. undated.

Physical Description: 1-5x7, 1-4x5, 1-3x4
Image Number: 2070
Subject: California Hotel Farms Company
Location: unknown
Keyword: California Hotel Farms Company
**Date Palms/Groves. 110370 undated.**

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 2095
Subject: Date Palm
Location: unknown
Keyword: view of date palm with shoot

**Date Palms/Groves. 110369 undated.**

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 2096
Subject: Date Palm
Location: unknown
Keyword: date palm maintenance

**view from hotel looking at water. 110368 01/01/1927.**

Image Number: 2096-P
Subject: Norconian Hotel
Location: Norco, CA
Keyword: Norconian Hotel

**Date Palms/Groves. 110367 undated.**

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 2097
Subject: Date Planting
Location: unknown
Keyword: view of date palms and planting
**Date Palms/Groves. 110366 undated.**
- Physical Description: 4-8x10
- Image Number: 2100
- Subject: Date Palms
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: view of date palms trees, 1-7 years old

**Date Palms/Groves. 110365 undated.**
- Physical Description: 1-8x10
- Image Number: 2104
- Subject: Date Grove
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: view of date grove

**Date Palms/Groves. 110364 undated.**
- Physical Description: 2-8x10
- Image Number: 2105
- Subject: United Date Growers
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: view of artesian well in date grove

**formal wedding photographs. 110363 undated.**
- Physical Description: 4-5x7
- Image Number: 2106
- Subject: Underwood Walker
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: Wedding
Date Palms/Groves. 110362 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 2106-A
   Subject: Date Palm Pollenized
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: view of date palm pollenized

copies of old photographs. 110361 06/24/1932.
   Physical Description: 2-5x7, 3-4x5
   Image Number: 2107
   Subject: Robertson, Mrs. Jodella
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Copy

Date Palms/Groves. 110360 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 2107-A
   Subject: Date Palm with Fruit
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: view of date palm with fruit

Dates. 110359 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 2108
   Subject: Date Bunches
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: view of pollinated date bunches
Dates. 110358 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 2109
   Subject: Date Harvesting
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: view of date harvesting

Dates. 110357 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 2110
   Subject: Date Harvesting
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: view of date harvesting, platforms under trees

Dates. 110356 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 2110-A
   Subject: Date Pollenization
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: man on platform

Date Palms/Groves. 110355 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 2111
   Subject: Date Spraying
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: view of date grove being sprayed
copies of old photographs. 110354 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 2112
  Subject: Evans, Mrs. P.J.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Copy

Date Palms/Groves. 110353 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 2112-A
  Subject: Date Spraying
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: spraying of date trees

Date Growers Building. 110352 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 2113
  Subject: Deglet Noor Office and Packing House
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: exterior view of office and packing house, early 1930's late 1920's

Date Growers Building. 110351 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 2114
  Subject: Date Salesroom
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: salesroom and car
**Date Growers Building. 110350 undated.**

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 2115
Subject: Date Growers Packing House
Location: unknown
Keyword: view of packing house machinery, washing dates

**Dates. 110349 undated.**

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 2116
Subject: Date Sorting and Drying
Location: unknown
Keyword: view of people drying and sorting dates

**Date Growers Building. 110348 undated.**

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 2117
Subject: Date Growers Packing House
Location: unknown
Keyword: view of date packing house interior

**Dates. 110347 undated.**

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 2118
Subject: Date Dryer
Location: unknown
Keyword: view of date dryer interior
**Dates.** 110346 undated.
- Physical Description: 1-8x10
- Image Number: 2119
- Subject: Date Drying
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: view of dates drying

**Dates.** 110345 undated.
- Physical Description: 1-8x10
- Image Number: 2120
- Subject: Dates Drying
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: view of dates drying

**formal wedding bride only.** 110344 08/02/1932.
- Physical Description: 4-5x7
- Image Number: 2121
- Subject: Clack Post
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: Wedding

**Date Growers Building.** 110343 undated.
- Physical Description: 1-8x10
- Image Number: 2121-A
- Subject: Date Packing House
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: interior view of date packing house
formal portrait. 110342 08/10/1932.
  Physical Description: 2-5x7
  Image Number:
  2122
  Subject:
  Pallock, Miss Virginia
  Location:
  unknown
  Keyword:
  PORTRAIT

Dates. 110341 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number:
  2122-A
  Subject:
  Date Packing
  Location:
  unknown
  Keyword:
  people packing dates

formal portraits. 110340 08/10/1932.
  Physical Description: 3-5x7
  Image Number:
  2123
  Subject:
  Johnson, Miss Margaret
  Location:
  unknown
  Keyword:
  PORTRAIT

Dates. 110339 01/01/1930.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number:
  2123-A
  Subject:
  Mrs. Casts Packing House
  Location:
  unknown
  Keyword:
  people sorting dates
formal wedding, bride only. 110338 07/16/1932.
  Physical Description: 3-5x7
  Image Number:
  2124
  Subject:
  Evans Carpenter
  Location:
  unknown
  Keyword:
  Wedding

Date Growers Building. 110337 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number:
  2124-A
  Subject:
  Date Packing House
  Location:
  unknown
  Keyword:
  interior view of date packing house

formal wedding photographs. 110336 undated.
  Physical Description: 8-5x7
  Image Number:
  2125
  Subject:
  Branston, Mr. and Mrs. George Dronjton
  Location:
  unknown
  Keyword:
  Wedding

Date Growers Building. 110335 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number:
  2125-A
  Subject:
  Date Growers Building
  Location:
  unknown
  Keyword:
  woman standing outside building
Date Palms/Groves. 110334 undated.
   Physical Description: 2-8x10
   Image Number: 2126
   Subject: Narbonne Ranch
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: view of date groves

painting. 110333 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 2128
   Subject: Brecher, Mrs.
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Painting

Date Palms/Groves. 110332 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 2128-A
   Subject: Artesian Well on Date Grove
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: view of artesian well on date grove

Date Palms/Groves. 110331 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 2129
   Subject: Date Grove Irrigation
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: irrigation of date grove
**Date Palms/Groves. 110330 undated.**
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 2130
Subject: Date Grove Irrigation
Location: unknown
Keyword: view of date grove irrigation

**Date Palms/Groves. 110329 undated.**
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 2131
Subject: Shields Date Gardens
Location: Indio, CA
Keyword: view of date groves

**Date Palms/Groves. 110328 undated.**
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 2132
Subject: Date Grove Irrigation
Location: unknown
Keyword: irrigation of date groves

**Date Palms/Groves. 110327 undated.**
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 2133
Subject: Date Grove Irrigation
Location: unknown
Keyword: view of irrigation of date groves

**Date Palms/Groves. 110326 undated.**
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 2134
Subject: Date Grove
Location: unknown
Keyword: view of date grove and house

**Date Palms/Groves. 110325 undated.**
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 2135
Subject: Date Palm with Fruit
Location: unknown
Keyword: view of date palm with fruit

**Date Plams/Groves. 110324 undated.**
Physical Description: 2-5x7
Image Number: 2135-38
Subject: Shields Date Garden
Location: Indio, CA
Keyword: view of grove and ladder against tree, Shields Date Garden

**Dates. 110323 undated.**
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 2135-38-A
Subject: Label for Shields Date Garden
Location: Indio, CA
Keyword: clear overlay for Shields Date Garden postcard
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date Palms/Groves. 110322 undated.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1-5x7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image Number:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2135-38-B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shields Date Garden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indio, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyword:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>view of grove with grower</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date Palms/Groves. 110321 undated.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1-5x7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image Number:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2135-38-C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shields Date Garden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indio, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyword:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>palm with dates and Mr. Shields (?)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date Palms/Groves. 110320 undated.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 2-5x7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image Number:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2135-38-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shields Date Gardens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indio, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyword:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>new plantings at Shields Date Garden</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date Palms/Groves. 110319 undated.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1-5x7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image Number:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shields Date Garden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indio, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyword:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>view of date grove</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Dates. 110318 undated.**

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 2136-A
Subject: Date Bunches on Palms
Location: unknown
Keyword: date bunches on palms

**Date Palms/Groves. 110317 undated.**

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 2136
Subject: Shields Date Garden
Location: Indio, CA
Keyword: view of date grove

**Dates. 110316 01/01/1941.**

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 2139
Subject: Gardens of the Setting Sun
Location: Mecca, CA
Keyword: postcard negative of date palms

**pictures and plans of rose growing farm in Hemet. 110315 undated.**

Physical Description: 5-8x10, 1-5x7
Image Number: 2140
Subject: Flower Ranch
Location: Hemet, CA
Keyword: Flower Ranch
formal wedding photographs. 110314 undated.
Physical Description: 5-8x10
Image Number: 2167
Subject: McEwen Bowyer
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

exterior view of library and extension. 110313 05/01/1929.
Physical Description: 4-8x10
Image Number: 2170
Subject: Riverside Carnegie Library
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Riverside Carnegie Library

exterior views of library. 110312 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 2170-A
Subject: Riverside Carnegie Library
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Riverside Carnegie Library

informal portraits, copies of old photographs, photos of jewelry. 110311 undated.
Physical Description: 6-5x7, 3-4x5
Image Number: 2201
Subject: Patterson, Mrs. Bailey & dog
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT
interior view of building, some with students, groups, also noted is the domestic science building. 110310 undated.

   Physical Description: 5-8x10, 2-5x7, 3-4x5
   Image Number: 2216
   Subject: Corona High School
   Location: Corona, CA
   Keyword: Corona High School

formal portraits. 110309 undated.

   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 2217
   Subject: Schneider, Gus and Esther
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal wedding photographs. 110308 undated.

   Physical Description: 5-5x7
   Image Number: 2218
   Subject: Fenton, Harry A.
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Wedding

Hutchings posing in costumes at the Mission Inn. 110307 undated.

   Physical Description: 7-5x7, 5-4x5
   Image Number: 2221
   Subject: Hutchings, Mr. and Mrs. George
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Mission Inn Entertainers
formal portraits. 110306 undated.
  Physical Description: 2-5x7
  Image Number: 2224
  Subject: Burns, Claude J.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal portraits. 110305 03/01/1932.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7, 2-4x5
  Image Number: 2225
  Subject: Allen, Jas. H.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: PORTRAIT

group portrait taken outdoors. 110304 12/05/1931.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 2253
  Subject: Stuart, Mrs. W.H.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: PORTRAIT

dexterior view of hardwood floor company. 110303 undated.
  Physical Description: 2-8x10
  Image Number: 2254
  Subject: Smith-Grubbs Company
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Smith-Grubbs Company
group portraits taken indoors, also vacation photos in Uganda, Yukon. 110302 12/12/1945.

Physical Description: 10-8x10, 9-5x7, 14-4x5
Image Number: 2256
Subject: Willits, R.L.
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

View of the L.A. Frasher family standing outside their residence on 4440 Sixth Street, Riverside, California. 110301 circa early 20th century.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 2260.

Additional views of the L.A. Frasher family standing outside their residence on 4440 Sixth Street, Riverside, California. 110300 circa early 20th century.

Physical Description: 2-5x7, 4-4x5
Image Number: 2260

Portrait of Dr. Leon D. Batchelor. 110299 12/09/1931.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 2262.

formal portraits of bride only. 110298 undated.

Physical Description: 2-8x10, 1-5x7
Image Number: 2262
Subject: Mortenson, Mr. and Mrs. Jose
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

formal portraits address: 3511 Rubidoux Blvd. 110297 undated.

Physical Description: 3-5x7
Image Number: 2263
Subject: Hampson, Mrs. Richard
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT
Group portrait of J.K. Washburn and her children. 110296 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10, 4-5x7, 2-4x5
Image Number: 2264.

Additional group portraits of J.K. Washburn and her children. 110295 undated.

Physical Description: 4-5x7, 2-4x5
Image Number: 2264.

formal wedding photographs. 110294 undated.

Physical Description: 2-8x10
Image Number: 2265
Subject: Capezzo
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

formal portraits dated 1931-1932-1938. 110293 01/01/1931.

Physical Description: 4-5x7, 2-4x5
Image Number: 2266
Subject: Flaherty, Mrs. T.J.
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal portraits. 110292 undated.

Physical Description: 4-5x7
Image Number: 2268
Subject: Latzenhiser, Mr. and Mrs. Lewet
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT
formal portraits, also informal portraits taken outside. 110291 undated.

Physical Description: 4-6x4, 2-4x5
Image Number: 2271
Subject: Walker, U.G.
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal portraits, house exterior and garden views, 1 print good condition-stuck to neg/see notes. 110290 undated.

Physical Description: 2-8x10, 8-5x7, 2-4x5
Image Number: 2277
Subject: Calincy, Mr. and Mrs. W.B.
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

Conservation Actions
In July 2018 it was found that the negatives had fused together and a chemical reaction was taking place (nitrate film mixed with acetate film) producing a sticky residue. A scan was made of one salvagable 8x10 image and all physical materials were discarded. The digital image is available on Calisphere.

formal portrait, sleeve indicates Keyes is an artist, 5x7 neg for Christmas card. 110289 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10, 1-5x7
Image Number: 2284
Subject: Keyes, Vera
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

Christmas celebration on stage live, 2 small prints good condition. 110288 undated.

Physical Description: 9-8x10, 42-5x7, 55-4x5
Image Number: 2288
Subject: Christmas Nativity Play
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: Christmas Nativity Play
formal portraits of bride only. 110287 undated.
  Physical Description: 2-8x10, 8-5x7
  Image Number: 2292
  Subject: Crocker, Mrs. Francis
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs. 110286 undated.
  Physical Description: 2-8x10
  Image Number: 2293
  Subject: Yelton
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Wedding

formal portrait. 110285 03/25/1932.
  Physical Description: 2-5x7
  Image Number: 2301
  Subject: Manis, Mrs. Ilene Morris
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal portraits address:4587 Mulberry. 110284 undated.
  Physical Description: 4-5x7
  Image Number: 2303
  Subject: Kaylow, Nina
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: PORTRAIT
old photograph. 110283 undated.
- Physical Description: 1-5x7
- Image Number: 2309
- Subject: Nichals, Miss Zelda
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: Copy

choir in colonial costume, photo of organ case. 110282 01/01/1940.
- Physical Description: 1-8x10, 1-5x7, 1-4x5
- Image Number: 2310
- Subject: First Methodist Church Choir
- Location: Riverside, CA
- Keyword: First Methodist Church Choir

formal portrait, noted on sleeve: Coachella. 110281 04/04/1932.
- Physical Description: 1-5x7
- Image Number: 2314
- Subject: Chamberlin, F.T.
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal wedding photographs. 110280 undated.
- Physical Description: 4-5x7
- Image Number: 2317
- Subject: Martin Nelson
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: Wedding

View of the Santa Ana bridge with automobiles driving across it, Riverside, California. 110279 4/10/1932.
- Physical Description: 1-8x10
- Image Number: 2319.
Additional views of the Santa Ana bridge, Riverside, California. 110278 4/10/1932.
   Physical Description: 5-8x10, 1-5x7
   Image Number: 2319

Garden scene. 110277 01/01/1931.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10, 6-5x7
   Image Number: 2326
   Subject:
   Flower Show
   Location:
   unknown
   Keyword:
   Flower Show

Formal portrait, with harp. 110276 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 2328
   Subject:
   Thompson, Mrs.
   Location:
   unknown
   Keyword:
   PORTRAIT

Formal portrait. 110275 04/29/1932.
   Physical Description: 2-5x7, 1-4x5
   Image Number: 2333
   Subject:
   Potter, Frances
   Location:
   unknown
   Keyword:
   PORTRAIT

Formal portrait. 110274 04/28/1932.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 2334
   Subject:
   Crowell, Mrs. Gilbert
   Location:
   unknown
   Keyword:
   PORTRAIT
formal portrait. 110273 04/28/1932.

   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 2334
   Subject: Crowell, Mrs. Gilbert
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

copies of old photos and inventions. 110272 undated.

   Physical Description: 1-5x7, 4-4x5
   Image Number: 2338
   Subject: Franklin, Benjamin
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Copy

formal portrait taken, military decoration- Prussian Medal, Knights of Malta, photo,. 110271 05/05/1932.

   Physical Description: 5-5x7, 1-4x5
   Image Number: 2340
   Subject: Allison, Thomas J.
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal portraits, plus old photograph. 110270 05/05/1948.

   Physical Description: 15-5x7, 6-4x5
   Image Number: 2348
   Subject: Garat, Mrs. J.
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT
baby portraits plus copies of old photographs. 110269 05/20/1932.

Physical Description: 6-5x7, 11-4x5
Image Number: 2351
Subject: Garat, Mr. and Mrs.
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal wedding photographs taken at the Mission Inn. 110268 06/01/1932.

Physical Description: 5-8x10
Image Number: 2357
Subject: Brayton Ritter
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding bride only. 110267 undated.

Physical Description: 3-5x7
Image Number: 2361
Subject: Gardner, Charlotte
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs. 110266 08/13/1932.

Physical Description: 5-5x7
Image Number: 2363
Subject: Hughes Allbright
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding
formal wedding photographs, also baby pictures dated 11-21-34. 110265 07/27/1932.
   Physical Description: 5-5x7, 8-4x5
   Image Number: 2367
   Subject: Searles, Lt. Ashford
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs. 110264 06/30/1932.
   Physical Description: 5-5x7
   Image Number: 2370
   Subject: Schmidt Walfale
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs, address:1845 S. Atlantic Alhambra, CA taken at the Mission Inn. 110263 09/01/1932.
   Physical Description: 9-5x7
   Image Number: 2371
   Subject: Murphy, Mr. and Mrs. Frank D.
   Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
   Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding bride only. 110262 08/27/1932.
   Physical Description: 2-5x7
   Image Number: 2373
   Subject: Bailey
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Wedding
formal wedding photographs address: 3815 Rum Sr. Culver City, CA. 110261 undated.

   Physical Description: 6-5x7
   Image Number: 2374
   Subject: Bell, A.T.
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs. 110260 09/03/1932.

   Physical Description: 2-5x7
   Image Number: 2375
   Subject: Kepler
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs. 110259 08/20/1932.

   Physical Description: 7-8x10
   Image Number: 2382
   Subject: Hutchinson Brown
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Wedding

formal portraits, 1 print fair condition. 110258 undated.

   Physical Description: 5-5x7
   Image Number: 2384
   Subject: Herrman, Mr. and Mrs. A.
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT
formal portraits plus copies of old daguerreotypes, address: 1775 Pennsylvania. 110257 undated.
- Physical Description: 9-5x7
- Image Number: 2388
- Subject: Feanders, S.S.
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal portrait address: 4405 12th St. 110256 undated.
- Physical Description: 1-5x7
- Image Number: 2389
- Subject: Backstrand, Clarence
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: PORTRAIT

Exterior view of the First National Bank, Riverside, California. 110255 10/19/1932.
- Physical Description: 1-8x10
- Image Number: 2393.

Exterior view of the First National Bank, Riverside, California. 110254 10/19/1932.
- Physical Description: 1-8x10
- Image Number: 2393.

Additional views of the First National Bank, Riverside, California. 110253 10/19/1932.
- Physical Description: 3-8x10
- Image Number: 2393.

formal portraits, also old photograph, Negs also dated 1941, 1945. 110252 10/25/1932.
- Physical Description: 1-5x7, 13-4x5
- Image Number: 2395
- Subject: Ellis, Mrs. Francis
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: PORTRAIT
formal portrait in military uniform. 110251 10/13/1932.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 2398
  Subject: Hutchinson, J.P.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal portrait plus copies of old photographs address: 3868 Lime- wood. 110250 10/31/1932.
  Physical Description: 2-5x7, 1-4x5
  Image Number: 2402
  Subject: Neufelt, William
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: PORTRAIT

copies of old photographs address:6762 Hawarden Dr. 110249 11/02/1932.
  Physical Description: 2-5x7
  Image Number: 2404
  Subject: Carson, Mrs. A.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Copy

formal portraits address:4425 12th St. 110248 11/07/1932.
  Physical Description: 7-5x7
  Image Number: 2407
  Subject: Reed, Mrs. Howard S.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: PORTRAIT
formal wedding photographs. 110247 10/01/1932.
  Physical Description: 4-5x7
  Image Number: 2413
  Subject: Stearns
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Wedding

formal portraits, plus old photograph. 110246 11/17/1932.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7, 1-4x5
  Image Number: 2414
  Subject: Hammond, Gene
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal wedding photographs. 110245 undated.
  Physical Description: 4-5x7
  Image Number: 2416
  Subject: Mader, Eugene
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Wedding

formal portraits, one informal portrait on horse. 110244 11/17/1932.
  Physical Description: 3-5x7
  Image Number: 2418
  Subject: Purrier, Mrs. Evelyn A.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: PORTRAIT
group portrait with 2 boys taken at the Mission Inn. 110243 undated.

Physical Description: 4-5x7
Image Number: 2429
Subject: Snavely, Alberta Mrs. and boys
Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal portraits, copies of artwork-composite, aerial view of orangegrove/ or painting(?). 110242 12/02/1932.

Physical Description: 1-8x10, 4-5x7, 3-4x5
Image Number: 2431
Subject: Fleming, Pat
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal portraits, single and w/ baby, old photograph, painting. 110241 12/03/1932.

Physical Description: 5-5x7, 5-4x5
Image Number: 2432
Subject: Keith, J.H.
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

portrait of ballet dancer, portrait of child, portrait of man in uniform address:6236 Palm Ave. 110240 12/05/1932.

Physical Description: 6-5x7, 1-4x5
Image Number: 2435
Subject: Foster, Jane Patricia
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Physical Description</th>
<th>Image Number</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Keyword</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>formal portraits, one</td>
<td>11/30/1932</td>
<td>3-4x5</td>
<td>2448</td>
<td>Warren, J.W.H.</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>PORTRAIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>copies of old photographs</td>
<td>07/01/1932</td>
<td>2-5x7</td>
<td>2450</td>
<td>Ford, Mrs. Robert Leitnel</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>Copy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>formal portrait</td>
<td>12/10/1932</td>
<td>3-5x7</td>
<td>2451</td>
<td>Trims, ane A.</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>PORTRAIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>formal portraits address:4466 Eighth St.</td>
<td>12/14/1932</td>
<td>2-5x7</td>
<td>2455</td>
<td>Barnum, Mrs. Norton H.</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>PORTRAIT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
old photograph. 110235 12/12/1932.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 2456
   Subject: Baker, Mrs. Catherine
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Copy

portrait, old photo, document from Dpt of Agriculture for service (1947), 3-print/poor. 110234 11/01/1932.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10, 3-5x7, 4-4x5
   Image Number: 2464
   Subject: Eubanks
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal portrait address: 127 E. 4th St. Ontario. 110233 12/20/1932.
   Physical Description: 2-5x7
   Image Number: 2465
   Subject: Palmer, Mrs. W.S.
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal portraits, also copies of old photographs, address: Beatty Dr. 110232 12/17/1932.
   Physical Description: 2-5x7, 14-4x5
   Image Number: 2466
   Subject: Shrimp, Dorothy and Wayne
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Image Description</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Keyword</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12/20/1932</td>
<td>Formal wedding photographs</td>
<td>5-5x7</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>Wedding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/15/1932</td>
<td>Copies of old photographs address: Box 206 Riverside</td>
<td>3-5x7</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>Copy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undated</td>
<td>Palm trees</td>
<td>9-8x10, 1-5x7</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>Palm Trees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/08/1933</td>
<td>Exterior view of building</td>
<td>1-5x7</td>
<td>Riverside</td>
<td>Commercial Building</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
formal wedding photographs. 110227 11/01/1932.
   Physical Description: 3-5x7
   Image Number: 2490
   Subject: Paulie
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Wedding

formal portraits, address: 127 E. Fourth St. Ontario. 110226 12/20/1932.
   Physical Description: 2-5x7, 1-4x5
   Image Number: 2491
   Subject: Fredrickson, Mrs. H.W.
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

Portrait of Mrs. Gaylor Rouse. 110225 1/19/1932.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 2492.

Additional portraits of Mrs. Gaylor Rouse. 110224 1/19/1932.
   Physical Description: 2-5x7
   Image Number: 2492.

group portrait, baby pictures. 110223 01/18/1932.
   Physical Description: 9-5x7, 14-4x5
   Image Number: 2493
   Subject: Strater, L.B.
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT
formal portraits, address: 516 Anderson Bldg San Bernardino. 110222 01/19/1933.

- Physical Description: 1-5x7
- Image Number: 2494
- Subject: Tyler, Emery
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal portrait, addresses listed: 3167 8th St. 4310 Beatty. 110221 01/19/1933.

- Physical Description: 1-5x7
- Image Number: 2497
- Subject: Bandvsky, T.M.
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: PORTRAIT

Dates. 110220 undated.

- Physical Description: 1-4x5
- Image Number: 2500
- Subject: Date Picking
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: date picking, men putting dates into crates

Dates. 110219 undated.

- Physical Description: 1-4x5
- Image Number: 2501
- Subject: Packing Dates
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: people packing dates
**Dates. 110218 undated.**
- Physical Description: 1-4x5
- Image Number: 2502
- Subject: Packing Dates
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: people packing dates

**Dates. 110217 undated.**
- Physical Description: 1-4x5
- Image Number: 2503
- Subject: Date Pollenization
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: view of men on ladder by date palm tree

**Dates. 110216 undated.**
- Physical Description: 1-4x5
- Image Number: 2506
- Subject: Date Pollenization
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: view of men climbing date palm tree

**Dates. 110215 undated.**
- Physical Description: 1-4x5
- Image Number: 2508
- Subject: Picking Dates
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: view of people picking dates
Dates. 110214 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number:
  2509
  Subject:
  Date Packing House
  Location: unknown
  Keyword:
  view of date packing house interior

Dates. 110213 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number:
  2510
  Subject:
  Date Picking
  Location: unknown
  Keyword:
  date picking

Date palms/Groves. 110212 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number:
  2510-A
  Subject:
  Date Groves
  Location: unknown
  Keyword:
  view of date groves with citrus trees

Dates. 110211 10/01/1937.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10, 3-5x7
  Image Number:
  2511
  Subject:
  Garden of the Setting Sun
  Location: Mecca, CA
  Keyword:
  date exhibit, overlays for postcard
water colors, 3 prints good condition. 110210 02/08/1933.

Physical Description: 20-5x7, 1-4x5
Image Number: 2512
Subject: Pomeroy, Mrs. E.
Location: unknown
Keyword: Paintings

Dates. 110209 undated.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 2512-A
Subject: Garden of the Setting Sun Cast, Mrs. P.C.
Location: Mecca, CA
Keyword: postcard negative of date groves, Mrs. P.C. Cast, Mecca, CA

Date palms/Groves. 110208 01/01/1930.

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 2512-A.1
Subject: United Date Growers
Location: unknown
Keyword: view of mature date grove with car

Dates. 110207 undated.

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 2513
Subject: Packing Dates
Location: unknown
Keyword: grading and packing dates, packing house interior
Parent Orange Tree - Placing Marker, Magnolia and Arlington Aves. 110206 February 17, 1933.

Physical Description: 2-5x7, 1-8x10
Image Number: 2514
Subject: Oranges
Location: Riverside
Keyword: parent navel orange tree

formal portraits, Negs dated 1936, 1940 3 prints poor condition. 110205 01/16/1932.

Physical Description: 2-5x7, 8-4x5
Image Number: 2515
Subject: Seymour, Joseph
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

Dates. 110204 10/01/1937.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 2515-A
Subject: Date Pollenization
Location: unknown
Keyword: view of date bloom

Dates. 110203 undated.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 2516
Subject: Date Pollenization
Location: unknown
Keyword: view of date bloom, shaking pollen (?)
Dates. 110202 undated.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 2517
Subject: Date Pollenization
Location: unknown
Keyword: checking date pollenization

formal portrait address: 6700 Victoria Ave. 110201 02/25/1933.
Physical Description: 5-5x7
Image Number: 2518
Subject: Danis, E.W.
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

Dates. 110200 undated.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 2518-A
Subject: Date Blossoms
Location: unknown
Keyword: view of date blossoms

Dates. 110199 10/05/1944.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 2520
Subject: Mrs. Cast's Packing House
Location: Mecca, CA
Keyword: women in packing house interior, sorting and packing dates
**Date Palms/Groves. 110198 01/01/1937.**
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 2521
Subject: Date Grove
Location: unknown
Keyword: view of date grove, pollenized

**Baby portraits. 110197 02/02/1933.**
Physical Description: 1-5x7, 2-4x5
Image Number: 2523
Subject: Croustau, W.W.
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

**Date Palms/Groves. 110196 09/10/1941.**
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 2523-A
Subject: Date Grove
Location: unknown
Keyword: view of date grove

**Date Palms/Groves. 110195 undated.**
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 2524
Subject: Date Grove
Location: unknown
Keyword: view of date grove
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date Palms/Groves. 110194 09/10/1941.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1-4x5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image Number:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Grove</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyword:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>view of date grove</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dates. 110193 09/10/1941.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1-4x5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image Number:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Pollenization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyword:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>date pollenization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date Palms/Groves. 110192 09/10/1941.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1-4x5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image Number:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Grove</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyword:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>view of date grove</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1-5x7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image Number:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2528</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dates. 110190 undated.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 3-4x5, 2-2x7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image Number:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2528-A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garden of the Setting Sun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mecca, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyword:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>view of date picking, postcard negative, also I picture</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dates. 110189 undated.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 2528-A
Subject: Mrs. C.E. Cast Date Packs
Location: Mecca, CA
Keyword: view of date boxes, packed for Mrs. C. E. Cast

Copy. 110188 undated.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 2528-B
Subject: Date Grove
Location: unknown
Keyword: date grove

Date Palms/Groves. 110187 undated.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 2528-C
Subject: Date Grove
Location: unknown
Keyword: view of date grove

Date Palms/Groves. 110186 undated.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 2528-D
Subject: Date Grove
Location: unknown
Keyword: view of date grove
**Date Palms/Groves. 110185 undated.**

Physical Description: 1-5x7  
Image Number: 2528-E  
Subject: Date Palm  
Location: unknown  
Keyword: view of date palm

**Date Palms/Groves. 110184 undated.**

Physical Description: 1-5x7  
Image Number: 2528-F  
Subject: Garden of the Setting Sun  
Location: Mecca, CA  
Keyword: composite negative with 4 pictures of date palms (on 1 neg)

**Date Growers Building. 110183 01/01/1937.**

Physical Description: 1-4x5  
Image Number: 2528-G  
Subject: Sungold Date Gardens  
Location: unknown  
Keyword: drawing of date sales building exterior

**Dates. 110182 undated.**

Physical Description: 1-5x7  
Image Number: 2528-H  
Subject: Date Pollenization  
Location: unknown  
Keyword: date pollenization, blooms
Dates. 110181 10/01/1937.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 2529
   Subject: United Date Growers
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: view of men loading dates for shipping into railroad cars

formal portrait City National Bank. 110180 03/16/1933.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 2530
   Subject: Sarov, George A.
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

Dates. 110179 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 2530-A
   Subject: Packing House
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: view of women in packing house

Copy. 110178 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 2531
   Subject: Mrs. Cast's Packing House
   Location: Mecca, CA
   Keyword: grading and sorting dates, Garden of the Setting Sun, photo
**Dates.** 110177 \textit{10/01/1945}.

- Physical Description: 5-5x7
- Image Number: 2532
- Subject: Dates
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: view of date packs, close-up

**Date Palms/Groves.** 110176 undated.

- Physical Description: 1-4x5
- Image Number: 2532-A.1
- Subject: Date Grove
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: view of date grove, pollination

**Dates.** 110175 undated.

- Physical Description: 2-4x5
- Image Number: 2532-A.2
- Subject: United Date Growers Association
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: loading dates into storage, sorting

**Dates.** 110174 undated.

- Physical Description: 1-4x5
- Image Number: 2532-B
- Subject: United Date Growers Association
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: dates
Dates. 110173 undated.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 2532-C
Subject: Packing House
Location: unknown
Keyword: packing house interior and machinery

Dates. 110172 undated.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 2532-D
Subject: Date Picking
Location: unknown
Keyword: view of date picking

Dates. 110171 undated.
Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 2532-E
Subject: United Date Growers Association
Location: unknown
Keyword: display of packaged dates ready for sale

Date Palms/Groves. 110170 undated.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 2532-F
Subject: Date Palm
Location: unknown
Keyword: view of date palm

**Dates. 110169 undated.**
- Physical Description: 1-4x5
- Image Number: 2532-G
- Subject: Date Packing House
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: view of interior of packing house, machinery

**Dates. 110168 10/01/1937.**
- Physical Description: 1-4x5
- Image Number: 2532-H
- Subject: Date Packing House
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: view of packing house interior, women sorting dates

**Dates. 110167 undated.**
- Physical Description: 1-4x5
- Image Number: 2532-I
- Subject: Date Packing House
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: women packing dates, sorting dates, packing house interior

**Dates. 110166 undated.**
- Physical Description: 1-4x5
- Image Number: 2532-J
- Subject: Date Packing House
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: women sorting dates, packing house interior
**Date Palms/Groves. 110165 undated.**

Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 2532-X
Subject: Date Grove
Location: unknown
Keyword: view of date grove, pollenization, heavy equipment under trees, men on scaffolding

**Dates. 110164 10/01/1941.**

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 2533
Subject: Date Packing House
Location: unknown
Keyword: view of packing house interior with crates of dates

**Dates. 110163 undated.**

Physical Description: 1-10x4
Image Number: 2535
Subject: Date Packing House
Location: unknown
Keyword: view of interior of date packing house

**formal portrait. 110162 03/09/1933.**

Physical Description: 3-5x7
Image Number: 2536
Subject: Sargent, Mrs.
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT
Dates. 110161 undated.
Physical Description: 2-8x10
Image Number:
2536-A
Subject: Date packing
Location: unknown
Keyword: composite neg for Mrs. Cast, date growing and packing, with caption

formal portrait of couple, address: 1221 S. Chapel Alhambra. 110160 03/26/1933.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number:
2537
Subject: Andrews, L.N. and Mary
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

Dates. 110159 01/01/1942.
Physical Description: 2-5x7
Image Number:
2537-A
Subject: Date Packs
Location: unknown
Keyword: display of date group packs, dated 1942

copies of old photographs, address: 3724 Jefferson. 110158 03/29/1933.
Physical Description: 1-5x7, 1-4x5
Image Number:
2538
Subject: McArthur, E.
Location: unknown
Keyword: Copy
formal wedding photographs address: 3662 Market. 110157 04/08/1933.

- Physical Description: 3-5x7
- Image Number: 2541
- Subject: Gassett, Mr. and Mrs. Byron E.
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: Wedding

Wistaria plant on building. 110156 undated.

- Physical Description: 1-5x7
- Image Number: 2545
- Subject: Wistaria Plant
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: Wistaria Plant

formal wedding photographs, address: 648 W. 34th St. Los Angeles. 110155 05/04/1933.

- Physical Description: 2-5x7
- Image Number: 2564
- Subject: Tongko, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: Wedding

formal portraits, copies of old photographs, photos of genealogical items: clothes, letter. 110154 06/11/1938.

- Physical Description: 10-5x7, 8-4x5
- Image Number: 2567
- Subject: Bull, Lydia M.
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: PORTRAIT
copies of old photographs. 110153 05/12/1933.
   Physical Description: 2-5x7
   Image Number: 2569
   Subject: Remmington, Mrs. Stella
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Copy

Group portrait of the Sherman Indian Institute police, Riverside, California. 110152 5/6/1933.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 2571

Additional group portrait of the Sherman Indian Institute police, Riverside, California. 110151 5/6/1933.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 2571

old photographs address:5774 Magnolia. 110150 05/15/1932.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 2578
   Subject: Wilson, Miss Melba
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Copy

View of the Knights of Templar parade in downtown with portions of the Mission Inn in the background, Riverside, California. 110149 4/20/1933.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 2591

Additional views of the Knights of Templar parade in downtown, Riverside, California. 110148 4/20/1933.
   Physical Description: 5-8x10, 10-5x7, 7-4x5
   Image Number: 2591
old photograph. 110147 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 2593
  Subject: Rattif, Dr.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Copy

copies of old photographs and collections, inc. 1 W.J.Bryanson Main St. Riv dated 10-07-12. 110146 undated.
  Physical Description: 17-5x7, 2-4x5
  Image Number: 2594
  Subject: Hargrave, Mrs. Grace Bryan
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Copy

formal wedding photographs, address:4562 Maplewood, Santa Ana. 110145 05/24/1933.
  Physical Description: 4-5x7
  Image Number: 2596
  Subject: Crafts, Mr. and Mrs. J.S.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Wedding

old photograph address:4121 7th St. Riverside. 110144 05/31/1933.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 2598
  Subject: Jennings, Stella B.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Copy
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Physical Description</th>
<th>Image Number</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Keyword</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>informal portrait taken in Las Encinas Sanitarium Pasadena. 110143 05/29/1933.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>5-5x7, 2-4x5</td>
<td>2599</td>
<td>Pasadena, CA</td>
<td>Harshfiled, Mrs. M.</td>
<td>PORTRAIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Palms/Groves. 110142 undated.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>1-4x5</td>
<td>2600</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>Date Palm</td>
<td>dates in tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Palms/Groves. 110141 undated.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>1-8x10</td>
<td>2601</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>Date Palm</td>
<td>view of date palm and measuring stick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dates. 110140 undated.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>1-4x5</td>
<td>2602</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>Desert Gold Date Pack</td>
<td>date pack</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
exterior view of building. 110139 06/03/1933.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 2603
  Subject: Rubidoux Laboratory
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Commercial Building

Date Palms/Groves. 110138 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 2603-A
  Subject: Date Palm
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: view of date palms with ladders

Date Palms/Groves. 110137 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 2603-A.1
  Subject: Date Palm
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: view of date palm with ladder on rail (showing pavilion?)

Date Palms/Groves. 110136 01/01/1947.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 2603-A.2
  Subject: Date Palm
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: view of date palm and tarp to catch dates
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date Palms/Groves. 110135 undated.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1-5x7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image Number: 2603-B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject: Date Palm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location: unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyword: view of date tree base with rail and ladder</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date Palms/Groves. 110134 undated.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1-5x7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image Number: 2603-B.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject: Date Palm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location: unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyword: view of date palm with ladder on rail (showing application?)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date Palms/Groves. 110133 undated.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1-4x5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image Number: 2603-C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject: Date Palm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location: unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyword: view of date palm, fence and swimming pool (see 8x10 print 2603-P)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date Palms/Groves. 110132 undated.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Image Number: 2603-P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject: Date Palm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location: unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyword: date palm, fence and swimming pool</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
formal wedding photographs. 110131 undated.
Physical Description: 3-5x7
Image Number: 2610
Subject: Turner
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs, address: 8319 Magnolia. 110130 06/17/1933.
Physical Description: 2-5x7
Image Number: 2611
Subject: McKinnie, Charles T. Brown, Rosalyn
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs, plus family group photograph. 110129 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10, 2-5x7
Image Number: 2612
Subject: Dunn
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

Exterior view of the buildings that comprise the Riverside Water Company, Riverside, California. 110128 6/28/1933.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 2616.

Additional exterior views of the buildings that comprise the Riverside Water Company, Riverside, California. 110127 6/28/1933.
Physical Description: 2-5x7, 6-4x5
Image Number: 2616
**formal portraits, assorted prints found in good condition. 110126 07/05/1933.**

Physical Description: 5-5x7, 17-4x5

Image Number: 2618

Subject: Steere, Charles

Location: unknown

Keyword: PORTRAIT

---

**formal wedding photographs address: 4344 Garthwaite Ave. Los Angeles. 110125 06/22/1933.**

Physical Description: 6-5x7

Image Number: 2619

Subject: Virtue, Mr. and Mrs. Phillip

Location: unknown

Keyword: Wedding

---

**formal wedding photographs, address: 1319 N. Broadway Santa Ana. 110124 07/15/1933.**

Physical Description: 3-5x7

Image Number: 2625

Subject: Zaiser, Donald M.

Location: unknown

Keyword: Wedding

---

**informal portrait on Mission Inn balcony. 110123 07/10/1933.**

Physical Description: 1-5x7

Image Number: 2628

Subject: Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. Marney

Location: Mission Inn, Riverside

Keyword: PORTRAIT
portrait of unknown man, notation on envelope, probably a judge or politician,  
1-print good. 110122 06/24/1933.
  Physical Description: 2-5x7, 1-4x5
  Image Number: 2634
  Subject: Unknown
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: PORTRAIT

of daughter, broken glass neg placed w/ others. 110121 undated.
  Image Number: 2637
  Subject: Loy, Mrs. H.C.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Copy

formal portrait, Goodyear Service Inc. noted on folder. 110120 08/22/1933.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 2638
  Subject: Stuckey, H.A.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: PORTRAIT

Hurd, Theodore 110119 08/01/1933.
  Physical Description: 3-5x7, 5-4x5
  Image Number: 2643
  Subject: Hurd, Theodore
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Copy copies of old photographs
of person in Japanese costume. 110118 09/11/1933.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 2647
   Subject: Inanba, Hideo
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Copy

formal wedding photographs address: 410 W. 4th St. Santa Ana. 110117 09/20/1933.
   Physical Description: 3-5x7
   Image Number: 2651
   Subject: Budlung, Mrs. Howard
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Wedding

formal portrait address: 4250 Cover. 110116 09/21/1933.
   Physical Description: 2-5x7
   Image Number: 2654
   Subject: Kisser, Mrs. A.G.
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

dinner at Spanish Art Gallery, office ct house, address: 3720 Terra-cina. 110115 10/04/1933.
   Physical Description: 2-8x10, 1-5x7
   Image Number: 2656
   Subject: Morton, Judge O.K.
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Spanish Art Gallery
formal wedding photographs address: 1206 Alta Loma Rd. W. Hollywood. 110114 08/24/1933.
   Physical Description: 8-5x7
   Image Number: 2671
   Subject: Davis, C.T.
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Wedding

formal portraits address: 4465 9th st. 110113 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7, 2-4x5
   Image Number: 2673
   Subject: Patterson, Mr. and Mrs. C.T.
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

family group portrait, taken outside. 110112 10/08/1933.
   Physical Description: 3-8x10
   Image Number: 2674
   Subject: Thomas, George W.
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

portraits, views exterior home, copies of old photographs, photos of oil paintings Redwood Dr. 110111 12/28/1933.
   Physical Description: 9-8x10, 3-5x7, 4-4x5
   Image Number: 2678
   Subject: Kelley, W.P.
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: PORTRAIT
formal wedding photographs, address: 4374 Arcadia Dr. San Diego. 110110
10/29/1933.
  Physical Description: 6-5x7
  Image Number: 2682
  Subject: Stakesbury, D.T. Burton, Harriet
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Wedding

informal man planting tree in front of crowd. 110109 11/13/1933.
  Physical Description: 3-8x10
  Image Number: 2691
  Subject: Edwin
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: PORTRAIT

notation of Casa de Anza. 110108 11/15/1933.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 2696
  Subject: Bronson, Mrs. Ed
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Copy

copies of old photographs. 110107 undated.
  Physical Description: 2-5x7, 1-4x5
  Image Number: 2697
  Subject: Wright, Harrison
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Copy
bri
de only. 110106 09/18/1933.
   Physical Description: 4-5x7
   Image Number:
   2705
   Subject:
   Widman Calloday
   Location:
   unknown
   Keyword:
   Wedding

formal portrait, Mrs. Wells dressed in costume, address Route 2, Chino. 110105
11/22/1933.
   Physical Description: 8-5x7
   Image Number:
   2706
   Subject:
   Wells, Mrs. L.W.
   Location:
   unknown
   Keyword:
   PORTRAIT

formal wedding photographs. 110104 12/02/1933.
   Physical Description: 4-5x7
   Image Number:
   2713
   Subject:
   Cole, Mr. and Mrs. Henry C.
   Location:
   unknown
   Keyword:
   Wedding

formal portraits and copies of old photographs. 110103 undated.
   Physical Description: 3-5x7, 5-4x5
   Image Number:
   2714
   Subject:
   Doyle, Mrs. E.M.
   Location:
   unknown
   Keyword:
   PORTRAIT
formal portraits, also dated 1935 and 1937, Christmas Card Photos. 110102 12/04/1933.
  Physical Description: 3-5x7, 16-4x5
  Image Number:
  2716
  Subject:
  Fullerton, Mrs. Donald and Alexa
  Location:
  unknown
  Keyword:
  PORTRAIT

formal portraits, Waite-early citizen of Riverside, 1st Lawyer, 1st Justice of Peace, 1 print-good. 110101 11/03/1933.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number:
  2719
  Subject:
  Waite, L.C.
  Location:
  Riverside
  Keyword:
  PORTRAIT

copies of old photographs, address listed as 2608 Carlton Pl. 110100 12/01/1933.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7, 1-4x5
  Image Number:
  2720
  Subject:
  Robbins, Mrs. Harwood
  Location:
  unknown
  Keyword:
  Copy

copies of old photographs, address listed as 328 1/2 N. Cornell Burbank. 110099 12/09/1933.
  Physical Description: 2-5x7
  Image Number:
  2729
  Subject:
  Blackeslee, Mrs. T.L.
  Location:
  unknown
  Keyword:
  Copy
**formal portraits address:** 3623 Chestnut St. 110098 12/14/1933.
- Physical Description: 1-5x7, 4-4x5
- Image Number: 2745
- Subject: Heacock, Lt. L.E.
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: PORTRAIT

**group portrait, taken outside, 1-8x10 print good condition.** 110097 12/25/1933.
- Physical Description: 2-8x10
- Image Number: 2759
- Subject: Collins, A.N.
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: PORTRAIT

**formal portrait and old photograph.** 110096 07/18/1933.
- Physical Description: 1-8x10, 1-5x7
- Image Number: 2762
- Subject: Howes, Mr.
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: PORTRAIT

**formal double portrait, could be wedding address:** 218 Covina Blvd Baldwin Park. 110095 11/30/1933.
- Physical Description: 1-5x7
- Image Number: 2765
- Subject: Proud, Mr. and Mrs. D.
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: PORTRAIT
abstract paintings. 110094 12/30/1933.
   Physical Description: 5-8x10, 3-5x7
   Image Number: 2767
   Subject: Relton, Agnes
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Paintings

Group portrait of the Roy and Estes Ashbrook wedding party. 110093 1/6/1934.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 2770

Additional group portraits of the Roy and Estes Ashbrook wedding party. 110092
1/6/1934.
   Physical Description: 2-5x7
   Image Number: 2770

photographs taken on Palos Verdes estate, double portraits. 110091 01/15/1934.
   Physical Description: 5-5x7
   Image Number: 2776
   Subject: Brightman, Mr. and Mrs. L.H.
   Location: Palos Verdes, CA
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

110090 01/21/1934.
   Physical Description: 11-8x10, 1-5x7, 12-4x5
   Image Number: 2782
   Subject: Episcopal Choir
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Religious Congregation
formal portraits also copies of old photographs, 3 prints good condition. 110089 09/01/1949.
   Physical Description: 3-5x7, 7-4x5
   Image Number: 2787
   Subject: Fawcett, Mr. and Mrs. H.S.
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

group portrait taken at Mission Inn. 110088 undated.
   Physical Description: 3-5x7
   Image Number: 2788
   Subject: Gray
   Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

Group portrait of Taft Laredo and Garland Hamlin with an unidentified group of people. 110087 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 2794.

Additional group portraits of Taft Laredo and Garland Hamlin with an unidentified group of people. 110086 undated.
   Physical Description: 2-5x7, 2-4x5
   Image Number: 2794

old photograph address:272 9th St. San Bernardino. 110085 02/10/1934.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 2795
   Subject: Raul, Mrs. Max
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Copy
anniversary portraits, portraits with grandchild(?). 110084 02/17/1934.
- Physical Description: 2-8x10, 5-5x7
- Image Number: 2823
- Subject: Backstrand, Mr. and Mrs. J.T.
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: Golden Wedding Anniversary

alter boy looking at stained glass, address: 4394 11th Street, location Mission Inn?. 110083 03/20/1934.
- Physical Description: 1-5x7
- Image Number: 2836
- Subject: Maulton, Robert
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal wedding in St. Francis Ct, address: Pacific Colony, Spocha, CA. 110082 03/17/1934.
- Physical Description: 2-8x10, 5-5x7
- Image Number: 2846
- Subject: Lowell, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Sabichi, Mrs. George Carlas
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Wedding

formal portrait and copies of old photographs. 110081 04/05/1934.
- Physical Description: 8-5x7, 3-4x5
- Image Number: 2854
- Subject: Irving, W.G.
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: PORTRAIT
**Fisher, Mrs.** 110080 12/09/1937.

- Physical Description: 1-5x7
- Image Number: 2859
- Subject: Fisher, Mrs.
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: Copy

**exterior of residence, Victoria Hill.** 110079 04/18/1934.

- Physical Description: 2-8x10
- Image Number: 2864
- Subject: Krinard, F.W.
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Residence

**formal wedding, in chapel address: 510 Eastside St. Santa Ana.** 110078 05/04/1934.

- Physical Description: 4-5x7
- Image Number: 2870
- Subject: Comito, Mr. and Mrs. William
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Wedding

**formal wedding photographs.** 110077 04/27/1934.

- Physical Description: 3-5x7
- Image Number: 2878
- Subject: Adams Raschke
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: Wedding
group portrait, one old photograph. 110076 04/12/1934.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7, 1-4x5
  Image Number: 2880
  Subject: Proveneal, J.A.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: PORTRAIT

old photograph, 2 prints good condition. 110075 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 2881
  Subject: Halsted, Miss Eva
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Copy

also Ann Arnold's grave site below Mr. Rubidoux reference to City Hall, tapestry.
110074 02/16/1934.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10, 2-5x7
  Image Number: 2895
  Subject: Arnold, Ann
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Copy

formal wedding photographs, Redlands, Ca listed. 110073 04/27/1934.
  Physical Description: 4-5x7
  Image Number: 2897
  Subject: Landall Kingsbury
  Location: Redlands, CA
  Keyword: Wedding
formal wedding photographs. 110072 05/06/1934.
  Physical Description: 4-5x7
  Image Number: 2905
  Subject: Cooper Turner
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs, address: 6080 Del Rey. 110071 06/16/1934.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10, 1-5x7
  Image Number: 2910
  Subject: Pawsland, J.C.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs, address: 513 So. Adams, Glendale. 110070 06/23/1934.
  Physical Description: 4-5x7
  Image Number: 2914
  Subject: Stohl, Mr. and mrs. Jack
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Wedding

formal portraits, Army Red Cross Nurse, also of army nurse, dated 12-15-41. 110069 05/26/1934.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7, 2-4x5
  Image Number: 2915
  Subject: McFarland, Miss Mary
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: PORTRAIT
formal wedding photographs, address: 4471 W. 4th Street. 110068 06/16/1934.
Physical Description: 3-5x7
Image Number:
2919
Subject:
Robertson Barber
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
Wedding

formal wedding photographs. 110067 06/14/1934.
Physical Description: 4-8x10, 3-5x7
Image Number:
2921
Subject:
McDonald Leinau
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
Wedding

formal bride only. 110066 07/25/1934.
Physical Description: 2-5x7
Image Number:
2941
Subject:
Cecil, Mrs. Leo
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
Wedding

copies of old photographs. 110065 08/15/1934.
Physical Description: 1-5x7, 2-4x5
Image Number:
2949
Subject:
Hess, Mrs. Julius
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
Copy
Sanders, G.C. 110064 08/10/1934.
    Physical Description: 1-5x7
    Image Number: 2950
    Subject: Sanders, G.C.
    Location: unknown
    Keyword: Copy

Group portrait of family. 110063 08/17/1934.
    Physical Description: 1-5x7
    Image Number: 2951
    Subject: Smith, Fred
    Location: unknown
    Keyword: PORTRAIT

Exterior of home, also old photograph. 110062 08/21/1934.
    Physical Description: 4-8x10, 1-5x7, 1-4x5
    Image Number: 2952
    Subject: Thuresson, Dr. Raul T.
    Location: unknown
    Keyword: Residence

Formal wedding photographs, address: 3045 Leaward, Los Angeles. 110061 07/16/1934.
    Physical Description: 2-5x7
    Image Number: 2954
    Subject: Faust, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
    Location: unknown
    Keyword: Wedding
old photograph. 110060 08/20/1934.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 2957
   Subject: Raby, Henry
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Copy

formal wedding photographs. 110059 09/01/1934.
   Physical Description: 4-5x7
   Image Number: 2967
   Subject: Rutten, W.E. Sim
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Wedding

old photograph. 110058 01/01/1934.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 2972
   Subject: Banks, Gwendalyn
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Copy

formal wedding photographs, other date listed 6-26-43. 110057 09/09/1934.
   Physical Description: 4-5x7
   Image Number: 2978
   Subject: Kattenbach, M.V. Shirgler
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Wedding
formal wedding photographs. 110056 09/16/1934.
    Physical Description: 5-5x7
    Image Number: 2980
    Subject: Robbins, F.W. and Hanna Madge
    Location: unknown
    Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs. 110055 09/04/1934.
    Physical Description: 1-5x7
    Image Number: 2983
    Subject: Hedges, Mr. and Mrs. Charlotte S.
    Location: unknown
    Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs, also family portraits. 110054 undated.
    Physical Description: 6-5x7
    Image Number: 2988
    Subject: Valmer
    Location: unknown
    Keyword: Wedding

copies of old photographs. 110053 09/20/1934.
    Physical Description: 2-5x7
    Image Number: 2992
    Subject: Marshall, J.J.
    Location: unknown
    Keyword: Copy
formal wedding photographs. 110052 10/09/1934.
Physical Description: 6-5x7
Image Number: 2994
Subject: Wilson, William Wayne Arnerich, Marie
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

dance, queen and court, displays (#1948), committees. 110051 09/01/1934.
Physical Description: 7-8x10, 11-5x7, 3-4x5
Image Number: 2997
Subject: Harvest Festival
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Harvest Festival

formal wedding photographs. 110050 09/10/1934.
Physical Description: 4-5x7
Image Number: 2998
Subject: Sherwood Turomley
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

Date Palms/Groves. 110049 10/01/1945.
Physical Description: 3-4x5
Image Number: 3000
Subject: Dates
Location: unknown
Keyword: view of date groves
Dates. 110048 10/01/1945.
Physical Description: 4-4x5
Image Number:
3000-A
Subject:
Date Packing
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
view of women packing dates in warehouse

Dates. 110047 undated.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number:
3000-B.1
Subject:
Date Pollenization
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
date pollenization, platform and date blooms

Dates. 110046 undated.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number:
3000-C.1
Subject:
Date Pollenization
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
view of platform under date palm tree, pollenization

Dates. 110045 undated.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number:
3000-E.1
Subject:
Date Picking
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
view of men picking dates on platforms
formal portraits. 110044 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 3001
   Subject: Caldrew, Virginia and Dorale
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal wedding photographs. 110043 undated.
   Physical Description: 3-8x10
   Image Number: 3003
   Subject: Mayer
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Wedding

formal portraits. 110042 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10, 2-5x7
   Image Number: 3004
   Subject: Mills, Burt and mother
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal wedding photographs. 110041 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10, 1-5x7
   Image Number: 3006
   Subject: Bauman Burros
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Wedding

   Portrait of Kathleen Mylne, in her wedding dress holding flowers, from the Mylne and Hoxie wedding. 110040 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 3011.
Additional portraits from the Mylne and Hoxie wedding. 110039 undated.
Physical Description: 2-8x10, 3-5x7
Image Number:
3011

formal portrait. 110038 undated.
Physical Description: 2-5x7
Image Number:
3013
Subject:
Yelton, Mrs.V.C.
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
PORTRAIT

old photograph, S.S.P. Co.(?) lady. 110037 undated.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number:
3017
Subject:
Scott, Mrs.
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
Copy

formal wedding photographs at the Mission Inn. 110036 undated.
Physical Description: 4-8x10
Image Number:
3019
Subject:
Stewart Curtis
Location:
Riverside
Keyword:
Wedding

formal portraits. 110035 01/01/1931.
Physical Description: 2-5x7, 8-4x5
Image Number:
3021
Subject:
Freeland, Mrs. J.E.
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
PORTRAIT
formal portraits of brother and sister. 110034 undated.
Physical Description: 5-8x10
Image Number: 3023
Subject: Walker, Dr.
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal portrait. 110033 undated.
Physical Description: 3-5x7
Image Number: 3025
Subject: Sundecor, Elwin
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

group portrait of family. 110032 undated.
Physical Description: 2-8x10
Image Number: 3026
Subject: Gobwegge
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

portraits of various dates 1931, 1939, 1947, 1 print good condition. 110031 undated.
Physical Description: 4-5x7, 4-4x5
Image Number: 3035
Subject: Hunter, Joseph
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT
baby portrait. 110030 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 3045
   Subject: Stone, Miss Jane
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

portrait of Sheriff Rayburn, 2 prints poor condition. 110029 06/15/1942.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7, 4-4x5
   Image Number: 3055
   Subject: Rayburn, Carl
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

portraits and copies of old photographs. 110028 undated.
   Physical Description: 2-5x7, 2-4x5
   Image Number: 3056
   Subject: Wells, J.M. and mother
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

informal portrait in front of building. 110027 undated.
   Physical Description: 2-5x7
   Image Number: 3057
   Subject: Latterwhite, Mr.
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT
informal portraits. 110026 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7, 2-4x5
  Image Number: 3060
  Subject: Boardman, Dr. H.L.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: PORTRAIT

group portrait, seated at table, Mission Inn. 110025 11/14/1937.
  Physical Description: 2-8x10
  Image Number: 3704
  Subject: Caraco, T.J.
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal wedding photographs. 110024 11/21/1937.
  Physical Description: 2-8x10
  Image Number: 3705
  Subject: Cabison, Luis
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs. 110023 08/28/1937.
  Physical Description: 3-5x7
  Image Number: 3709
  Subject: Ford, Mr. and Mrs. C.E.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Wedding
formal wedding photographs. 110022 undated.

Physical Description: 6-5x7
Image Number: 3710
Subject: Evans, Mr. and Mrs. Osmond
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

old photograph. 110021 12/01/1937.

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 3711
Subject: Baimgarter, W.
Location: unknown
Keyword: Copy

copies of old photographs, genealogical copies. 110020 12/01/1937.

Physical Description: 1-8x10, 2-5x7, 3-4x5
Image Number: 3713
Subject: Sykes, Mrs. Norman
Location: unknown
Keyword: Copy

Christmas Card photos. 110019 12/14/1937.

Physical Description: 2-5x7, 2-4x5
Image Number: 3716
Subject: Burr, Mrs. Arla
Location: unknown
Keyword: portrait
formal wedding photographs. 110018 12/15/1937.
   Physical Description: 4-5x7
   Image Number:
   3718
   Subject:
   Dart, Herrin
   Location:
   unknown
   Keyword:
   Wedding

group portrait, also copies of old photographs. 110017 12/16/1937.
   Physical Description: 2-5x7, 3-4x5
   Image Number:
   3719
   Subject:
   Hauschalder, T.J.
   Location:
   unknown
   Keyword:
   PORTRAIT

double portrait, formal. 110016 12/16/1937.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7, 1-4x5
   Image Number:
   3721
   Subject:
   Kinyie, Mr. and Mrs.
   Location:
   unknown
   Keyword:
   PORTRAIT

formal wedding photographs. 110015 12/24/1937.
   Physical Description: 2-5x7
   Image Number:
   3725
   Subject:
   Struthers, R.J.
   Location:
   unknown
   Keyword:
   Wedding
double and single portraits, formal. 110014 12/23/1937.

Physical Description: 2-5x7
Image Number: 3726
Subject: Negus, Mr. and Mrs. G.H.
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

old photograph. 110013 12/23/1937.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 3727
Subject: Murray
Location: unknown
Keyword: Copy

group portrait of 3 boys, one old photograph. 110012 12/26/1937.

Physical Description: 2-5x7, 1-4x5
Image Number: 3729
Subject: Stark
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

group portraits and individuals, in home family portrait. 110011 12/25/1937.

Physical Description: 2-5x7, 5-4x5
Image Number: 3730
Subject: Johnson, J.M.
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT
formal wedding photographs, notation that mom is early air corps Lt. 110010
12/29/1937.

Physical Description: 3-5x7, 1-4x5
Image Number: 3733
Subject: Grass, Lt. and Mrs. William
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

formal portrait. 110009 01/05/1938.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 3735
Subject: Lest, Mrs. C.D.
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

Montage of individual member portraits from Riverside Lodge No. 635. 110008
4/20/1938.

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 3738.

formal wedding photographs. 110007 undated.

Physical Description: 4-5x7
Image Number: 3743
Subject: Crasbie, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

baby portraits. 110006 02/14/1938.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 3747
Subject: Patocki
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT
old photograph. 110005 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 3748
  Subject: Nielson, Mrs. Helen S.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Copy

portrait of man, may be old photograph. 110004 02/23/1938.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 3756
  Subject: Giddings, Mrs. Hazel
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: PORTRAIT

exhibit in reading room, posters on wall. 110003 02/21/1938.
  Physical Description: 3-5x7
  Image Number: 3757
  Subject: Christian Science Monitor Exhibit
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Exhibit

Exterior view of the Bank of America building on Ninth and Main Street, Riverside, California. 110002 2/25/1938.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 3758.

Interior view of the Bank of America building including employees and customers, Riverside, California. 110001 2/25/1938.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 3758.

Additional views of the Bank of America building including employees and customers, Riverside, California. 110000 2/25/1938.
  Physical Description: 4-8x10
  Image Number: 3758
old photograph. 109999 12/19/1938.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 3759
   Subject: Travers, E.
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Copy

formal portraits also copies of old photographs. 109998 03/15/1938.
   Physical Description: 2-5x7, 4-4x5
   Image Number: 3764
   Subject: Clay, Thomas, L.
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

elegant dining at the Mission Inn. 109997 03/21/1938.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10]
   Image Number: 3765
   Subject: Gore, V.M.
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Dining

Harsley, Inez 109996 03/25/1938.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 3766
   Subject: Harsley, Inez
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Copy
group portrait, family at dinner table, 1 print good condition. 109995 03/29/1938.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 3770
  Subject: Crosby, Linwood
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: PORTRAIT

group portrait, exterior photograph taken at the Mission Inn, also 1 print fair condition. 109994 04/01/1938.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 3772
  Subject: California State Board of Education
  Location: Mission Inn, Riverside
  Keyword: Government-State Board of Education

copies of old photographs. 109993 04/06/1938.
  Physical Description: 3-5x7
  Image Number: 3775
  Subject: Smith, Mrs.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Copy

formal wedding photographs. 109992 04/09/1938.
  Physical Description: 3-5x7
  Image Number: 3776
  Subject: Heaslett, Fernan
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Wedding
window, notation W.C.T.U. 109991 04/12/1938.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 3777
Subject: Willard, Frances
Location: unknown
Keyword: Stained Glass Window

formal wedding photographs. 109990 04/14/1938.

Physical Description: 4-5x7
Image Number: 3779
Subject: Schaley, Richard, H.
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

view of exterior of home, also 1 old photograph. 109989 04/19/1938.

Physical Description: 2-8x10, 1-5x7, 1-4x5
Image Number: 3784
Subject: Powell, Percy
Location: unknown
Keyword: Residence

diamond ring. 109988 04/27/1938.

Physical Description: 1-5x7, 1-4x5
Image Number: 3786
Subject: Griffin, Mrs. M.
Location: unknown
Keyword: Copy
Cox, Raymond 109987 05/02/1938.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 3787
Subject: Cox, Raymond
Location: unknown
Keyword: Copy

formal wedding photographs in chapel. 109986 undated.
Physical Description: 2-5x7
Image Number: 3788
Subject: Comimi, Mr. and Mrs. Marco Antonio
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

copies of old photographs also 2 portraits dated 12-9-36. 109985 02/01/1938.
Physical Description: 4-5x7, 4-4x5
Image Number: 3788-A
Subject: Scott
Location: unknown
Keyword: Copy

5th -6th grade display, displays of basketwork and drawings. 109984 04/28/1938.
Physical Description: 1-8x10, 7-5x7, 2-4x5
Image Number: 3789
Subject: Elfers, Nellie
Location: unknown
Keyword: Display
formal wedding photographs. 109983 05/01/1938.

Physical Description: 4-5x7
Image Number: 3791
Subject: Carlson, Mrs. and Mrs. C.A.
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

Interior view of a Sears, Roebuck and Company store, Riverside, California. 109982 5/21/1938.

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 3797.

Additional views of a Sears, Roebuck and Company store, Riverside, California. 109981 5/21/1938.

Physical Description: 11-8x10, 3-4x5
Image Number: 3797.

Group portrait of students from Central Junior High School standing on-stage in front of a United States flag, Riverside, California. 109980 circa 1940.

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 3798.

Exterior view of Central Junior High School, Riverside, California. 109979 circa 1940.

Physical Description: 1-4x10
Image Number: 3798.

Group portrait of the student body from Central Junior High School, Riverside, California. 109978 circa 1940.

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 3798.

Additional views of Central Junior High School's building and student body, Riverside, California. 109977 circa 1940.

Physical Description: 4-8x10,1-4x10,1-5x7,7-4x5
Image Number: 3798.
### formal portrait. 109976 05/26/1938.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 3799
Subject: Yuguchi, Sho
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

### group portrait with 16 grandchildren 4 prints good condition. 109975 undated.
Physical Description: 3-5x7
Image Number: 3800
Subject: Waggoner, Mrs. and grandchildren
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

### formal wedding photographs, 2 prints poor condition. 109974 undated.
Physical Description: 2-5x7
Image Number: 3803
Subject: Sittle, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

### formal wedding photographs, letter attached. 109973 undated.
Physical Description: 8-5x7
Image Number: 3804
Subject: Anderson, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Jr.
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding
formal wedding photographs. 109972 06/07/1938.
   Physical Description: 9-5x7
   Image Number: 3807
   Subject: Morgan, Arthur, Charles and Mrs.
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs, 7 prints good condition. 109971 undated.
   Physical Description: 7-5x7
   Image Number: 3808
   Subject: Smith McGowan
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs. 109970 06/19/1938.
   Physical Description: 7-5x7
   Image Number: 3809
   Subject: Conrad Lueber
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Wedding

daughter. 109969 undated.
   Physical Description: 5-5x7
   Image Number: 3810
   Subject: Thomas, Mrs. Ray
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Copy

Avery E. Field photographs
baby portrait, 4 prints poor condition. 109968 undated.

Physical Description: 7-5x7
Image Number: 3812
Subject: Kobeyashi
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

old photograph. 109967 06/23/1938.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 3813
Subject: Hall, Mrs. O.H.
Location: unknown
Keyword: Copy

formal wedding photographs. 109966 06/26/1938.

Physical Description: 7-5x7
Image Number: 3814
Subject: Atterson LeSelle
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photograph. 109965 07/02/1938.

Physical Description: 10-5x7
Image Number: 3816
Subject: Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding
group portrait, large family group, 4 prints good condition dated 6-6-41. 109964 07/03/1938.
Physical Description: 4-8x10
Image Number: 3819
Subject: Wverthner, Julius, J.
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

group portrait, scrubbed, standing, mounted]. 109963 05/15/1938.
Physical Description: 7-8x10
Image Number: 3821
Subject: Sherrif Force
Location: unknown
Keyword: Rodeo

formal wedding photographs. 109962 07/09/1938.
Physical Description: 6-5x7
Image Number: 3827
Subject: Haynes Slaughter
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs. 109961 07/23/1938.
Physical Description: 7-5x7
Image Number: 3831
Subject: Stiles, Jack and Evelyn Vaught, Evelyn
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

Interior view of the Banks Drug Company store, Riverside, California. 109960 8/8/1938.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 3832.
Additional view of the Banks Drug Company store, Riverside, California. 109959 8/8/1938.

  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 3832

Interior and opening day, view from Main St. also listed Mission Inn Drug Store(?). Donnells Flowers. 109958 06/14/1938.

  Physical Description: 3-8x10, 504x5
  Image Number: 3832-A
  Subject: Banks Drug Store
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Commercial Building

Formal wedding photographs. 109957 07/16/1938.

  Physical Description: 4-5x7
  Image Number: 3836
  Subject: Phillips, Mr. and Mrs. Thoma
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Wedding

Photo of house, also 2 copies of old photographs. 109956 08/24/1938.

  Physical Description: 1-8x10, 1-5x7, 1-4x5
  Image Number: 3838
  Subject: Reed, H.O.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Residence
formal portrait. 109955 08/29/1938.
Physical Description: 1-5x7, 1-4x5
Image Number: 3839
Subject: Boakstauer, Marjorie
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal portraits. 109954 08/29/1938.
Physical Description: 2-5x7
Image Number: 3840
Subject: Ruh, Lt.R.J.
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal wedding photographs. 109953 08/28/1938.
Physical Description: 3-5x7
Image Number: 3841
Subject: Cantoni, Dr. A.J.
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs. 109952 09/03/1938.
Physical Description: 4-5x7
Image Number: 3843
Subject: Buler Himyblce
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding
formal portraits 109951 1938-1943
  Physical Description: 1-5x7, 8-4x5
  Image Number: 3845
  Subject: Jordon, Mrs. R.C.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: PORTRAIT

baby portraits. 109950 05/21/1938.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7, 3-5x2
  Image Number: 3846
  Subject: Lovelace, Leta
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Copy

panorama view of West Riverside, view from Mt. Rubidoux. 109949 07/25/1938.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 3847
  Subject: Mt. Rubidoux
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Landscape

formal wedding photographs. 109948 07/01/1938.
  Physical Description: 7-5x7
  Image Number: 3848
  Subject: Ennis Braucher
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Wedding
formal portraits 109947 09/10/1938.
Physical Description: 2-5x7, 3-4x5
Image Number: 3850
Subject: Bayless, Mrs. George
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

baby portraits 109946 02/18/1939.
Physical Description: 6-5x7, 10-4x5
Image Number: 3853
Subject: Birmore, Marjory
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal wedding photographs 109945 09/17/1938.
Physical Description: 4-5x7
Image Number: 3855
Subject: Tussell, Kenneth Stansell
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs. 109944 11/04/1938.
Physical Description: 5-5x7
Image Number: 3856
Subject: Rearce, Ryan
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding
old photograph. 109943 09/29/1938.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 3859
  Subject: Hudson, Mrs. Isabella
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Copy

group portrait and double portrait. 109942 10/16/1938.
  Physical Description: 2-8x10
  Image Number: 3862
  Subject: Moore, Q.R.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: PORTRAIT

old photograph. 109941 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 3864
  Subject: Smith, Col. C.C.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Copy

old photograph. 109940 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 3867
  Subject: Marks, Mrs. E.J.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Copy
formal double portrait. 109939 08/04/1938.
Physical Description: 1-5x7, 1-4x5
Image Number: 3868
Subject:
Watson, Mr. and Mrs.
Location:
unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

reception by Rotary Club, Bill Atwood with vehicle at the Mission Inn. 109938 01/18/1932.
Physical Description: 1-5x7, 8-4x5
Image Number: 3877
Subject:
Atwood, William
Location:
Riverside
Keyword: Rotary Club Reception

informal portrait taken outdoors by cactus garden, formal portraits dated 1949, 1-print poor condition. 109937 11/03/1938.
Physical Description: 2-5x7, 2-4x5
Image Number: 3882
Subject:
Banker, Mr. and Mrs. G.F. and son
Location:
unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

Physical Description: 6-5x7
Image Number: 3888
Subject:
Seagars, Malcom Mellellan, Marion
Location:
unknown
Keyword: Wedding
formal wedding photographs. 109935 11/18/1938.
Physical Description: 5-5x7
Image Number: 3890
Subject: Wachtel, W.M. M Keifer
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

copies of old photographs. 109934 11/30/1938.
Physical Description: 1-5x7, 1-4x5
Image Number: 3892
Subject: Brown, Mrs. Melvin
Location: unknown
Keyword: Copy

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 3893.

Additional group portraits of the Citrus Belt Council at the Perris Valley Lions Club, Perris, California. 109932 10/4/1938.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number: 3893

formal wedding photographs. 109931 undated.
Physical Description: 3-5x7
Image Number: 3895
Subject: Schafer, Mr. and Mrs. Anton Jr.
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding
group portrait. 109930 12/02/1938.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 3896
Subject: Grigsby, Charles and family
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

family group portrait, formal. 109929 12/03/1938.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 3898
Subject: Lane, J.A. and family
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

old photograph. 109928 12/08/1938.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 3899
Subject: McCarty, Mrs.
Location: unknown
Keyword: Copy

family group portrait, taken in home. 109927 12/13/1938.

Physical Description: 2-5x7
Image Number: 3903
Subject: Sims
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT
old photograph. 109926 12/12/1938.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 3905
Subject: Powers, Gene
Location: unknown
Keyword: Copy

one group portrait, one child portrait, one old photograph. 109925 12/15/1938.
Physical Description: 1-5x7, 2-4x5
Image Number: 3907
Subject: Osborn, Milton and family
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal wedding photographs. 109924 10/24/1938.
Physical Description: 1-8x10, 3-5x7
Image Number: 3908
Subject: Tramfa, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

old photograph. 109923 12/18/1938.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 3911
Subject: Hadley, Herbert
Location: unknown
Keyword: Copy
oath, appears old. 109922 12/23/1938.
    Physical Description: 1-5x7
    Image Number: 3912
    Subject:
    Oath of Hippocrates
    Location:
    unknown
    Keyword:
    Historical Copy

family group portrait, taken indoors, 2-8x10 prints good condition. 109921
12/26/1938.
    Physical Description: 2-8x10
    Image Number: 3914
    Subject:
    Hoyt, R.C.
    Location:
    unknown
    Keyword:
    PORTRAIT

Interior view of the Jones Drug Store, Riverside, California. 109920 12/15/1938.
    Physical Description: 1-8x10
    Image Number: 3915.

formal portraits, also old photograph. 109919 12/17/1938.
    Physical Description: 2-5x7, 2-4x5
    Image Number: 3916
    Subject:
    Ringle, Marjory
    Location:
    unknown
    Keyword:
    PORTRAIT

formal wedding photographs, Malma also listed. 109918 11/19/1938.
    Physical Description: 3-5x7
    Image Number: 3917
    Subject:
    Tucker, Mr. and Mrs. George
    Location:
    unknown
    Keyword:
    Wedding
formal wedding photographs. 109917 10/15/1938.
  Physical Description: 2-5x7
  Image Number: 3918
  Subject: O'Brien, Mr. and Mrs. N.L.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs. 109916 01/07/1939.
  Physical Description: 3-5x7
  Image Number: 3923
  Subject: Peterson, Lt. Tulmar
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Wedding

members, building on Main Street, 1 print good condition. 109915 01/25/1939.
  Physical Description: 3-8x10, 8-5x7, 26-4x5
  Image Number: 3926
  Subject: Elks Club Banquet
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Elks Club Banquet

formal wedding photographs. 109914 02/04/1939.
  Physical Description: 4-5x7
  Image Number: 3929
  Subject: Hobbs, Mr. and Mrs. William
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Wedding
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formal Portraits</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Physical Description</th>
<th>Image Number</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Keyword</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>109913</td>
<td>02/14/1939</td>
<td>1-5x7</td>
<td>3932</td>
<td>Washburn, Mr. and Mrs.</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>PORTRAIT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formal Wedding Photographs</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Physical Description</th>
<th>Image Number</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Keyword</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>109912</td>
<td>02/18/1939</td>
<td>2-5x7</td>
<td>3933</td>
<td>Connell, Kent</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>Wedding</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formal Wedding Photographs</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Physical Description</th>
<th>Image Number</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Keyword</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>109911</td>
<td>03/12/1939</td>
<td>6-5x7</td>
<td>3938</td>
<td>Brownell, Mr. and Mrs. A.</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>Wedding</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formal Wedding Photographs</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Physical Description</th>
<th>Image Number</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Keyword</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>109910</td>
<td>03/29/1939</td>
<td>4-5x7</td>
<td>3942</td>
<td>Happe, Mr. and Mrs. Chas</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>Wedding</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
old photograph. 109909 04/04/1939.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 3947
   Subject: Wright, Mrs. T.B.
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Copy

old photograph. 109908 04/05/1939.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 3948
   Subject: Pastlewaite, H.W.
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Copy

backyard and garden, 2 prints good condition (8x10). 109907 04/12/1939.
   Physical Description: 3-8x10
   Image Number: 3955
   Subject: Narsworthy N.O.
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Backyard and Garden

Exterior view of the United States Post Office, Riverside, California. 109906 circa 1939.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 3960.

Additional views of the United States Post Office, Riverside, California. 109905 circa 1939.
   Physical Description: 3-8x10, 5-4x5
   Image Number: 3960.
wife 109904 04/12/1939.
   Physical Description: 2-5x7
   Image Number: 3962
   Subject: Henderson, Edward
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Copy

May, Henry 109903 05/02/1939.
   Physical Description: 2-5x7
   Image Number: 3964
   Subject: May, Henry
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Copy

group portrait. 109902 05/09/1939.
   Physical Description: 2-5x7
   Image Number: 3965
   Subject: Neneth, M.
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

baby portraits, individual portraits of people, also double portraits. 109901
05/10/1939.
   Physical Description: 7-5x7, 2-4x5
   Image Number: 3966
   Subject: Morgan
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT
Younglove, Mrs. 109900 05/15/1939.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 3968
Subject: Younglove, Mrs.
Location: unknown
Keyword: Copy

formal wedding photographs. 109899 06/03/1939.
Physical Description: 9-5x7
Image Number: 3972
Subject: Marsau, Mr. and Mrs. B.J.
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs. 109898 06/17/1939.
Physical Description: 7-5x7
Image Number: 3980
Subject: Layne, Jas. G.
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

paintings, 9 portraits listed as D. Sides dated 1944. 109897 06/20/1939.
Physical Description: 9-8x10, 9-4x5
Image Number: 3981
Subject: Sides, Dorothy
Keyword: DRAWINGS
**formal wedding photographs. 109896 06/17/1939.**

Physical Description: 5-5x7  
Image Number: 3982  
Subject: Geddes, Mr. and Mrs. Terrence  
Location: unknown  
Keyword: Wedding

**Sprecher, Frank 109895 undated.**

Physical Description: 1-5x7  
Image Number: 3983  
Subject: Sprecher, Frank  
Location: unknown  
Keyword: Copy

**selection of dates from Garden of the Setting Sun, Mecca, CA. 109894 07/15/1948.**

Physical Description: 3-8x10, 15-5x7  
Image Number: 3984  
Subject: Cast, C. & E.  
Location: Mecca, CA  
Keyword: Dates

**formal wedding photographs. 109893 06/23/1939.**

Physical Description: 6-5x7  
Image Number: 3985  
Subject: Stromberger, Thelma  
Location: unknown  
Keyword: Wedding
formal wedding photographs. 109892 06/24/1939.
Physical Description: 6-5x7
Image Number: 3986
Subject: Segerblom, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs. 109891 06/24/1939.
Physical Description: 10-5x7, 2-4x5
Image Number: 3988
Subject: Dawson, Clive H. Hucklebridge, Betty
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

portrait of man in nights of Templar uniform, 1 print poor condition. 109890 06/29/1939.
Physical Description: 4-5x7
Image Number: 3989
Subject: Kuster, F.W.
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

portrait of man in nights of Templar uniform, 1 print poor condition. 109889 06/29/1939.
Physical Description: 4-5x7
Image Number: 3989
Subject: Kuster, F.W.
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT
portrait of man in nights of Templar uniform, 1 print poor condition. 06/29/1939.

Physical Description: 4-5x7
Image Number: 3989
Subject: Kuster, F.W.
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal wedding photographs. 109887 undated.

Physical Description: 10-5x7
Image Number: 3991
Subject: Garren, Mr. and Mrs. Lee V.
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs, 1 print (8x10) good condition. 07/01/1939.

Physical Description: 8-5x7
Image Number: 3992
Subject: Sanderson Thompson
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

formal group portrait. 07/02/1939.

Physical Description: 7-5x7
Image Number: 3993
Subject: Lipis, Rose
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT
Ronamey 109884 07/07/1939.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 3994
Subject: Ronamey
Location: unknown
Keyword: Copy

formal wedding photographs 109883 07/08/1939.
Physical Description: 11-5x7, 6-4x5
Image Number: 3997
Subject: Nordby, M.
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs. 109882 07/08/1939.
Physical Description: 2-5x7
Image Number: 3998
Subject: Moen, Mr. and Mrs. A.S.
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

formal portrait. 109881 undated.
Physical Description: 2-4x5
Image Number: 4008
Subject: Titus, Miss Kathleen
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT
**exterior of hotel. 109880 undated.**
- Physical Description: 1-8x10
- Image Number: 4010
- Subject: Barbara Worth Hotel
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Commercial Building

**parrot on Christmas tree. 109879 undated.**
- Physical Description: 1-5x7
- Image Number: 4011
- Subject: Allen, Miss
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: Copy

**formal and informal portraits at the Mission inn. 109878 undated.**
- Physical Description: 5-5x7
- Image Number: 4014
- Subject: Walker, Miss Angelina
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: PORTRAIT

**formal portraits, other name listed Anna K. also Washington D.C.(?). 109877 undated.**
- Physical Description: 2-5x7
- Image Number: 4015
- Subject: Wood, Mrs. Herbert S.
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: PORTRAIT
**formal wedding photographs, also portraits. 109876 undated.**
- Physical Description: 4-5x7, 2-4x5
- Image Number: 4016
- Subject: Frost, Miss Julia
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: Wedding

**formal wedding photographs. 109875 02/18/1932.**
- Physical Description: 6-5x7
- Image Number: 4017
- Subject: Burleigh
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: Wedding

**formal portraits. 109874 01/01/1932.**
- Physical Description: 2-5x7
- Image Number: 4018
- Subject: Cage, Albert
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: PORTRAIT

**water pumps. 109873 05/04/1937.**
- Physical Description: 11-8x10, 2-5x7, 2-4x5
- Image Number: 4033
- Subject: Layne & Bowler
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: Machinery
water pumps and pipes 109872 01/01/1937.
  Physical Description: 17-8x10, 1-5x7, 3-4x5
  Image Number: 4033-A
  Subject: Layne & Bowler
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Machinery

copies of old photographs. 109871 07/17/1939.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7, 2-4x5
  Image Number: 4035
  Subject: Bartholomew, E.G.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Copy

formal wedding photographs. 109870 07/15/1939.
  Physical Description: 11-5x7
  Image Number: 4036
  Subject: Pratt, W. Spencer Pollack
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Wedding

old photograph. 109869 07/20/1939.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 4039
  Subject: Wiseman, Mrs.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Copy
machinery. 109868 01/01/1934.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 4040
Subject: Etiwanda Water Company
Location: unknown
Keyword: Machinery

formal wedding photographs. 109867 07/21/1939.
Physical Description: 6-5x7
Image Number: 4041
Subject: Phillips, Mr. and Mrs. D.J.
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

poem photographed called "The Place of Many Trees". 109866 07/27/1939.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 4043
Subject: Dabryample, Mrs. C.
Location: unknown
Keyword: Poem

formal wedding photographs 9 prints poor condition. 109865 07/27/1939.
Physical Description: 10-5x7
Image Number: 4044
Subject: Olsen, Kenneth
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding
group portrait of granddaughters 8 prints poor condition. 109864 07/31/1939.
   Physical Description: 8-5x7
   Image Number:
   4045
   Subject: Mercer, Mrs. Erma
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

California Colonial diorama at Mission Inn, miniature. 109863 07/01/1939.
   Physical Description: 8-5x7, 2-4x5
   Image Number:
   4046
   Subject: Bwecker, Fred
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Miniature Diorama

formal portraits, one old photograph, 8 prints poor -some Negs listed 3-29-46. 109862
08/04/1939.
   Physical Description: 7-5x7, 13-4x5
   Image Number:
   4047
   Subject: Hutchings, DeWitt
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal wedding photographs. 109861 08/05/1939.
   Physical Description: 10-5x7
   Image Number:
   4048
   Subject: Mummphor, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Wedding
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Image Details</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Keyword</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08/06/1939</td>
<td>formal wedding photographs.</td>
<td>Physical Description: 10-5x7</td>
<td>Oliver, Mr. and Mrs. John</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>Wedding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Image Number: 4049</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08/14/1939</td>
<td>copies of old photographs.</td>
<td>Physical Description: 2-5x7, 6-4x5</td>
<td>Jaeger, Edmund</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>Copy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Image Number: 4051</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08/26/1939</td>
<td>picture of painting.</td>
<td>Physical Description: 1-5x7</td>
<td>Hutchinson, Miss</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>Painting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Image Number: 4052</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>formal wedding photographs.</td>
<td>Physical Description: 8-5x7, 2-4x5</td>
<td>Mason, Sam W.T.</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>Wedding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Image Number: 4053</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
old photographs. 109856 08/31/1939.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7, 1-4x5
  Image Number: 4054
  Subject: Estudillo, M.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Copy

wedding portraits of bride in studio. 109855 09/01/1939.
  Physical Description: 2-5x7, 2-4x5
  Image Number: 4055
  Subject: Stanley, Mrs. Paul
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs. 109854 09/01/1939.
  Physical Description: 9-5x7
  Image Number: 4056
  Subject: Ceno, Mr. and Mrs. Anton Lewis
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs. 109853 09/05/1939.
  Physical Description: 15-5x7
  Image Number: 4057
  Subject: Hellyer, Betty
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Wedding
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formal Wedding Photographs</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Petterson, Mr. and Mrs. C.E.</td>
<td>09/02/1939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stark, Mr. and Mrs. Richard</td>
<td>09/02/1939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craft, Mr. and Mrs. Henry</td>
<td>09/09/1939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klippel, George H.</td>
<td>09/10/1939</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
formal wedding photographs. 109848 09/09/1939.
Physical Description: 8-5x7
Image Number: 4063
Subject: Rush, Lt. and Mrs. R.J.
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs. 109847 09/14/1939.
Physical Description: 10-5x7
Image Number: 4064
Subject: Mayer, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs. 109846 09/17/1939.
Physical Description: 10-5x7
Image Number: 4065
Subject: Lawrence, Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs. 109845 undated.
Physical Description: 6-5x7
Image Number: 4066
Subject: Servis, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>109844</td>
<td>formal wedding photographs. 09/16/1939.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: 8-5x7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Image Number: 4067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subject: Roberto, Mr. and Mrs. H.M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Location: unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Keyword: Wedding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109843</td>
<td>formal wedding photographs also portrait of young man. 09/16/1939.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: 9-5x7, 3-4x5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Image Number: 4068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subject: Brickman, Mr. and Mrs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Location: unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Keyword: Wedding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109842</td>
<td>formal wedding photographs. 09/16/1939.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: 4-5x7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Image Number: 4069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subject: Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Location: unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Keyword: Wedding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109841</td>
<td>formal wedding photographs. 09/23/1939.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: 5-5x7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Image Number: 4070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subject: Baluma, Mr. and Mrs. Maurice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Location: unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Keyword: Wedding</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
copies of old photographs. 109840 04/04/1940.
Physical Description: 1-5x7, 1-4x5
Image Number: 4073
Subject: Richard, Ruth
Location: unknown
Keyword: Copy

formal wedding photographs. 109839 10/08/1939.
Physical Description: 8-5x7
Image Number: 4077
Subject: Woodson, Mr. and Mrs. Marion
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs. 109838 10/07/1939.
Physical Description: 10-5x7
Image Number: 4078
Subject: McCook, Mr. and Mrs.
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs. 109837 10/23/1939.
Physical Description: 3-5x7, 2-45
Image Number: 4079
Subject: Hundley
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding
formal wedding photographs. 109836 10/21/1939.
  Physical Description: 7-5x7
  Image Number: 4081
  Subject: Bradshaw, Mr. and Mrs. Milton
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Wedding

old photograph. 109835 10/25/1939.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 4082
  Subject: Bracht, Leon
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Copy

copies of old photographs. 109834 undated.
  Physical Description: 2-4x5
  Image Number: 4085
  Subject: Clingram, Mrs. R.V.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Copy

formal portrait with Brown Military School Uniform, 4 prints poor condition. 109833 11/24/1939.
  Physical Description: 4-5x7
  Image Number: 4086
  Subject: Mathews, Richard
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: PORTRAIT
formal portraits and photos of sailing boat on ocean. 109832 11/19/1939.
   Physical Description: 2-5x7,9-4x5,1-2x2
   Image Number: 4088
   Subject: Burnham, Mr. and Mrs. Tom
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

group portrait. 109831 undated.
   Physical Description: 6-5x7
   Image Number: 4089
   Subject: Neal Brothers
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

baby portrait. 109830 12/06/1939.
   Physical Description: 2-5x7, 4-4x5
   Image Number: 4091
   Subject: Briggs
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

baby portraits. 109829 12/16/1939.
   Physical Description: 2-5x7, 8-4x5
   Image Number: 4092
   Subject: Speer, Luzanna
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT
formal portraits. 109828 12/06/1939.
Physical Description: 8-5x7
Image Number: 4093
Subject: Stames, Mr. and Mrs. C.B.
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

View of Dr. C.H. Wright and staff examining a colt and dog in an exam room. 109827 circa 1939.
Physical Description: 1-5x7, 2-4x5
Image Number: 4096.

Additional views of Dr. C.H. Wright, his staff, and building. 109826 circa 1939.
Physical Description: 1-5x7, 2-4x5
Image Number: 4096

formal portraits. 109825 12/13/1939.
Physical Description: 2-5x7, 11-4x5
Image Number: 4097
Subject: Jester, Mr. and Mrs. A.V.
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal portraits. 109824 12/14/1939.
Physical Description: 6-5x7
Image Number: 4098
Subject: Walters, Mr. and Mrs. T.W.
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT
### old photograph. 109823 10/10/1939.
- Physical Description: 1-5x7
- Image Number: 4100
- Subject: Runsey, Cornelius Earl
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: Copy

### one old photograph, one portrait(?). 109822 11/20/1939.
- Physical Description: 1-5x7, 1-4x5
- Image Number: 4105
- Subject: Wilcox, Miss
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: Copy

### formal wedding photographs. 109821 11/19/1939.
- Physical Description: 10-5x7
- Image Number: 4106
- Subject: Parker, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: Wedding

### formal wedding photographs. 109820 11/28/1939.
- Physical Description: 7-5x7
- Image Number: 4107
- Subject: Nuckles, Ralla Reiner, Janet
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: Wedding
exterior house photographs, John Taylor listed as councilman. 109819 11/29/1939.
Physical Description: 1-5x7, 7x4.5
Image Number: 4110
Subject:
Taylor, John
Location: unknown
Keyword: Residence

old photograph. 109818 11/20/1939.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 4111
Subject:
Hersey, E.J.
Location: unknown
Keyword: Copy

old photograph. 109817 12/06/1939.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 4112
Subject:
Wallace, Elsee
Location: unknown
Keyword: Copy

old photograph. 109816 12/07/1939.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 4113
Subject:
Veinstra, John
Location: unknown
Keyword: Copy
copies of old photographs. 109815 11/28/1939.
  Physical Description: 3-5x7
  Image Number: 4114
  Subject: Rainer, Mrs. G.F.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Copy

formal wedding photographs. 109814 07/08/1939.
  Physical Description: 12-5x7
  Image Number: 4115
  Subject: Tilden, Burton Gedney
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Wedding

old photograph. 109813 12/02/1939.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 4116
  Subject: Hunter, Mrs. L.G.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Copy

group portraits, portraits of man outside Mission Inn. 109812 12/11/1939.
  Physical Description: 6-5x7, 7-4x5
  Image Number: 4117
  Subject: Allen, Mrs. John and children
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: PORTRAIT
portrait of Navy or Army flier in dressed blues, 11 prints, 9 poor condition, 2-8x10 good. 109811 04/04/1940.
Physical Description: 10-5x7
Image Number: 4119
Subject: Gilbes, C.W.
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

old photograph. 109810 12/18/1939.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 4121
Subject: Filkins, Miss Edna
Location: unknown
Keyword: Copy

formal portraits of woman and child, also copies of old photographs. 109809 09/09/1933.
Physical Description: 3-5x7, 5-4x5
Image Number: 4124
Subject: Lerret, Mrs. George
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

copies of old photographs. 109808 12/11/1939.
Physical Description: 6-5x7, 3-45
Image Number: 4125
Subject: Squires, Warren
Location: unknown
Keyword: Copy
**formal portraits of man, Army Air Corps. 109807 12/18/1939.**
- Physical Description: 6-5x7
- Image Number: 4126
- Subject: Eubank, Major E.L.
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: PORTRAIT

**children portraits, adult portrait all formal. 109806 12/02/1939.**
- Physical Description: 1-5x7, 4-4x5
- Image Number: 4127
- Subject: Brown, Harman and Sanderson
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: PORTRAIT

**photographs, documents, Gen Washington tavern bill, Wash. Parent Navel Tree. 109805 12/16/1939.**
- Physical Description: 10-5x7, 22-4x5
- Image Number: 4128
- Subject: Shamel, Archibald
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: Copy

**group portraits. 109804 12/26/1939.**
- Physical Description: 6-5x7
- Image Number: 4130
- Subject: Happer, John and family
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: PORTRAIT
old photograph. 109803 02/07/1940.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 4134
   Subject: Allred, Mary
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Copy

formal wedding photographs. 109802 01/27/1940.
   Physical Description: 10-5x7
   Image Number: 4135
   Subject: Nickel-Davidson, Mrs. Charlotte
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs. 109801 01/27/1940.
   Physical Description: 10-5x7
   Image Number: 4137
   Subject: Batchelor O'Neal, Mr. and Mrs.
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs. 109800 02/11/1940.
   Physical Description: 9-5x7
   Image Number: 4139
   Subject: Hull, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Wedding
formal portraits. 109799 02/12/1940.
Physical Description: 5-5x7
Image Number: 4140
Subject: Calbert, James
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

group portrait. 109798 01/18/1940.
Physical Description: 2-5x7
Image Number: 4141
Subject: Beeson, J.J.
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal wedding photographs. 109797 01/17/1940.
Physical Description: 10-5x7, 1-4x5
Image Number: 4142
Subject: Mason, Lt. and Mrs. Kelley, Patricia
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs. 109796 02/17/1940.
Physical Description: 12-5x7
Image Number: 4143
Subject: Lindquist, Raft V. Small, Eleanor
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

View of the Sunkist bowling team, in uniform, picking oranges from a tree. 109795 2/19/1940.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 4148.
Additional views of the Sunkist bowling team, in uniform. 109794 2/19/1940.

Physical Description: 5-5x7
Image Number:
4148

formal wedding photographs. 109793 02/23/1940.

Physical Description: 12-5x7
Image Number:
4150
Subject:
Pequegnat, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
Wedding

mops. 109792 02/26/1940.

Physical Description: 2-8x10, 2-4x5
Image Number:
4152
Subject:
Mop Display
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
Mop Display

formal portraits. 109791 02/27/1940.

Physical Description: 5-5x7
Image Number:
4153
Subject:
Asborne, Chiquita
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
PORTRAIT

Dump trucks lined in row with drivers Municipal Contracting Co. 109790 03/03/1940.

Physical Description: 2-8x10, 4-5x10
Image Number:
4155
Subject:
Municipal Contracting
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
Vehicles
aerial view, composite of college. 109789 03/15/1940.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number:
  4158
  Subject:
  La Sierra College
  Location:
  Riverside
  Keyword:
  College

Exterior view of the J.F. Backstrand building on Sixth and Main Street, Riverside, California. 109788 3/27/1940.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number:
  4160.

Additional views of the J.F. Backstrand building on Sixth and Main Street, Riverside, California. 109787 3/27/1940.
  Physical Description: 2-8x10
  Image Number:
  4160

formal portraits. 109786 04/18/1940.
  Physical Description: 4-5x7
  Image Number:
  4164
  Subject:
  Cornell, Mrs. Florence
  Location:
  unknown
  Keyword:
  PORTRAIT

formal wedding photographs. 109785 04/20/1940.
  Physical Description: 10-5x7
  Image Number:
  4166
  Subject:
  Huckaby, Mr. and Mrs. Everett
  Location:
  unknown
  Keyword:
  Wedding
formal wedding photographs. 109784 undated.

Physical Description: 12-5x7, 2-4x5
Image Number:
4167
Subject:
Malone
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
Wedding

old photograph, depicting soldiers/cadets. 109783 05/03/1940.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number:
4168
Subject:
Laidley, T.B.
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
Copy

informal portraits, photos of interior and exterior of home. 109782 05/01/1940.

Physical Description: 7-8x10, 9-5x7, 4-4x5
Image Number:
4170
Subject:
Benedict, C.W.
Location:
Riverside
Keyword:
PORTRAIT

gun display, noted "Along the trail with Pancho Villa". 109781 undated.

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number:
4171
Subject:
Halstron, L.
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
Gun Display

Avery E. Field photographs
formal wedding photographs, address listed as 2259 Ben Lomand Dr. L.A. 109780
05/15/1940.
   Physical Description: 10-5x7
   Image Number: 4174
   Subject: Shelter, Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photograph. 109779 05/18/1940.
   Physical Description: 11-5x7, 6-4x5
   Image Number: 4175
   Subject: Dibari, John and Mrs.
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Wedding

copies of old photographs, plus interior house photos. 109778 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10, 2-5x7, 6-4x5
   Image Number: 4177
   Subject: Smith, Henry Clark
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Copy

baby portrait. 109777 05/25/1940.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 4179
   Subject: Stephenson, Mrs. M.W.
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Image Number</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Keyword</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>06/08/1940</td>
<td>4180</td>
<td>Richmond, Mr. and Mrs. Russ</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>Wedding</td>
<td>formal wedding photographs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06/15/1940</td>
<td>4181</td>
<td>Rodgers, Chas W.</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>EMPTY ENVELOPE</td>
<td>empty envelope.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06/08/1940</td>
<td>4182</td>
<td>Hawkins, Mr. and Mrs. Tom</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>Wedding</td>
<td>formal wedding photographs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05/31/1940</td>
<td>4183</td>
<td>Kinson, Marjorie</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>PORTRAIT</td>
<td>formal portrait.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
informal portrait, could be copy. 109772 01/10/1940.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 4187
Subject: Lene, J.A.
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

U.S. Postmasters, Streeter, Graves, Cunningham, Vandugreit, Abbott, Harger, Herdig, Dunster. 109771 01/19/1940.
Physical Description: 3-4x5
Image Number: 4188
Subject: Postmasters of the U.S.
Location: unknown
Keyword: Copy

old photograph from book. 109770 01/18/1940.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 4189
Subject: Marty, Mrs. Prudence
Location: unknown
Keyword: Copy

Group portrait of the Business and Professional Women Committee in front of the Famous Fliers Wall at the Mission Inn, Riverside, California. 109769 1/20/1940.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 4190.

Additional group portraits of the Business and Professional Women Committee at the Mission Inn, Riverside, California. 109768 1/20/1940.
Physical Description: 3-5x7
Image Number: 4190.
group portrait, copies of old photographs, 1 caption for card Friends Academy. 109767 02/20/1940.
   Physical Description: 2-8x10, 3-5x7
   Image Number: 4192
   Subject:
   Hammond, Mrs. Henry
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

interior view of residence. 109766 03/22/1940.
   Physical Description: 2-5x7, 5-4x5
   Image Number: 4195
   Subject:
   Highstand Residence
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Residence

group portrait, one old photograph. 109765 04/04/1940.
   Physical Description: 2-5x7
   Image Number: 4196
   Subject:
   DeAnza Descendants
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

Group portrait of the Okubo family around the casket of a family member. 109764 4/5/1940.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 4197.

Additional views of the Okubo family at a funeral. 109763 4/5/1940.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7, 3-4x5
   Image Number: 4197

Group portrait of a piano ensemble on-stage. 109762 4/6/1940.
   Physical Description: 1-4x10
   Image Number: 4198.
Additional group portraits of a piano ensemble on-stage. 109761 4/6/1940.
Physical Description: 2-8x10, 8-4x10
Image Number: 4198

interior of confectionery store, stage set and portraits of children. 109760 05/12/1942.
Physical Description: 2-8x10, 9-4x5
Image Number: 4200
Subject: Buzz Confectionery
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Commercial Building

formal portraits. 109759 05/31/1940.
Physical Description: 5-5x7
Image Number: 4201
Subject: Magistrad, O.C.
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

old photograph. 109758 01/01/1940.
Physical Description: 2-5x7
Image Number: 4202
Subject: Penfield, Mrs. M.
Location: unknown
Keyword: Copy

formal portrait, also group portrait. 109757 undated.
Physical Description: 2-5x7, 2-4x5
Image Number: 4203
Subject: Hagen, Edward
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT
**group portrait, family. 109756 06/23/1940.**

Physical Description: 6-8x10

Image Number: 4205

Subject: French, George

Location: unknown

Keyword: PORTRAIT

**formal wedding photographs. 109755 06/22/1930.**

Physical Description: 9-5x7

Image Number: 4206

Subject: Cooper, Mr. and Mrs. Alvin

Location: unknown

Keyword: Wedding

**formal wedding photographs. 109754 06/22/1940.**

Physical Description: 10-5x7

Image Number: 4207

Subject: Carlon, Mr. and Mrs. Francis B.

Location: unknown

Keyword: Wedding

**group portrait, interior and exterior, one old photograph. 109753 06/23/1940.**

Physical Description: 4-5x7, 3-4x5

Image Number: 4208

Subject: Hawkins, Henry and family

Location: unknown

Keyword: PORTRAIT
formal portraits, also other portraits, name may differ. 109752 06/23/1940.
Physical Description: 13-5x7, 11-4x5
Image Number: 4209
Subject: Bartlett, Mr. and Mrs. Blair
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

man in uniform, baby portraits. 109751 07/26/1941.
Physical Description: 2-5x7, 12-4x5
Image Number: 4222
Subject: West, Ben
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal photographs. 109750 undated.
Physical Description: 5-4x5
Image Number: 4223
Subject: Hoarstand, R.
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal wedding photographs. 109749 08/03/1940.
Physical Description: 9-5x7
Image Number: 4225
Subject: Brower, Owen Albro
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding
formal wedding photographs. 109748 undated.

Physical Description: 12-5x7
Image Number: 4227
Subject: Martin, Mr. and Mrs. David Monroe, Miss Ruby
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs. 109747 08/24/1940.

Physical Description: 6-5x7
Image Number: 4237
Subject: Carr, Mr. and Mrs. Milton
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs. 109746 08/24/1940.

Physical Description: 11-5x7
Image Number: 4238
Subject: Staddler
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

interior and exterior views, 50th Anniversary Banquet, also pictures of food. 109745 01/01/1956.

Physical Description: 6-8x10, 3-5x7, 12-4x5
Image Number: 4241
Subject: Loma Linda Food Factory
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Commercial Building
formal wedding photographs, also social column newspaper clipping 11 prints poor condition. 109744 08/08/1940.
  Physical Description: 11-5x7
  Image Number: 4243
  Subject:
  Morey, Mr. and Mrs. Fred McMahon
  Location:
  Riverside
  Keyword:
  Wedding

several paintings. 109743 11/23/1938.
  Physical Description: 7-5x7, 2-4x5
  Image Number: 4245
  Subject:
  Brundt, Rex
  Location:
  unknown
  Keyword:
  Painting

old photograph. 109742 09/03/1940.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 4247
  Subject:
  Hicks, Ronald
  Location:
  unknown
  Keyword:
  Copy

formal wedding photographs. 109741 09/14/1940.
  Physical Description: 10-5x7
  Image Number: 4252
  Subject:
  Critchlaw
  Location:
  unknown
  Keyword:
  Wedding

Group portrait of the Glenwood Motors baseball team in uniform. 109740 9/16/1940.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 4253.
Additional group portrait of the Glenwood Motors baseball team in uniform. 109739 9/16/1940.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 4253

Platoon strength group photograph. 109738 09/16/1940.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 4254
Subject:
National Guard
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
National Guard

Pictures of paintings. 109737 09/11/1940.
Physical Description: 18-5x7
Image Number: 4255
Subject:
Bryan, Catherine
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
Painting

View of the vegetable section inside the Alfred. M. Lewis grocery store, Riverside, California. 109736 9/18/1940.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 4257.

Exterior view of the Alfred. M. Lewis grocery store on Tenth and Main Street, Riverside, California. 109735 9/18/1940.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 4257.

Interior view of the Alfred. M. Lewis grocery store, Riverside, California. 109734 9/18/1940.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 4257.

Additional views of the Alfred. M. Lewis grocery store on Tenth and Main Street, Riverside, California. 109733 9/18/1940.
Physical Description: 2-8x10, 11-5x7, 6-4x5
Image Number: 4257.
picture of old spinning wheel. 109732 10/01/1940.
  Physical Description: 1-4x5
  Image Number: 4258
  Subject:
  Bellundo, Mrs. Margaret
  Location: unknown
  Keyword:
  Spinning Wheel

formal wedding photographs. 109731 09/20/1940.
  Physical Description: 8-5x7
  Image Number: 4259
  Subject:
  West, Lillian
  Location: unknown
  Keyword:
  Wedding

old photograph, man in early army uniform. 109730 09/16/1940.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 4262
  Subject:
  Kelley, C.A.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword:
  Copy

formal wedding photographs. 109729 10/04/1940.
  Physical Description: 8-5x7
  Image Number: 4264
  Subject:
  Zims, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
  Location: unknown
  Keyword:
  Wedding
group photograph. 109728 10/13/1940.
  Physical Description: 2-8x10
  Image Number: 4266
  Subject:
  Latter Day Saints Group
  Location: unknown
  Keyword:
  Religious Organization

formal wedding photographs. 109727 10/14/1940.
  Physical Description: 11-5x7
  Image Number: 4267
  Subject:
  Walters, Carl and Mrs.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword:
  Wedding

group portraits, 4 children, one single of one child. 109726 11/21/1940.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7, 1-4x5
  Image Number: 4274
  Subject:
  Steffenson
  Location: unknown
  Keyword:
  PORTRAIT

formal wedding photographs. 109725 11/20/1940.
  Physical Description: 6-5x7
  Image Number: 4275
  Subject:
  Bestwick, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur
  Location: unknown
  Keyword:
  Wedding
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Mooney, Gordon. 109724 09/13/1940.</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1-5x7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image Number: 4276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject: Mooney, Gordon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location: unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyword: Copy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>of child. 109723 10/10/1940.</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1-5x7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image Number: 4277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject: Millman, Mrs. S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location: unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyword: Copy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>photos of home, interior-exterior, copies of old photographs, photos of newborn baby, outdoor sculpt. 109722 10/05/1940.</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 4-8x10, 2-5x7, 5-4x5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image Number: 4278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject: Banks, Phil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location: unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyword: Residence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>formal wedding photographs. 109721 10/10/1940.</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 4-5x7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image Number: 4279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject: Hoatson, Mr. and Mrs. Robert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location: unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyword: Wedding</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
copies of old photographs, 1 portrait dated 5-2-39, 1 informal family portrait. 109720
10/30/1940.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7, 6-4x5
   Image Number: 4282
   Subject: Madins, Mrs. J.E.
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Copy

formal photographs. 109719 11/01/1940.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7, 3-4x5
   Image Number: 4284
   Subject: Ferris, Leslie
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal wedding photographs. 109718 undated.
   Physical Description: 11-5x7, 1-4x5
   Image Number: 4285
   Subject: Charlton, Mr. and Mrs. Ben
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs, also baby pictures. 109717 undated.
   Physical Description: 3-5x7, 4-4x5
   Image Number: 4286
   Subject: Morris, Mr. and Mrs.
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Wedding
formal portraits, address 3243 Pine. 109716 12/03/1940.
   Physical Description: 8-5x7
   Image Number: 4287
   Subject: Johnson, Mrs. Harold
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

family group portraits. 109715 undated.
   Physical Description: 5-5x7, 2-4x5
   Image Number: 4288
   Subject: Cloar
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal wedding photographs. 109714 12/08/1940.
   Physical Description: 6-5x7
   Image Number: 4290
   Subject: Jefferey, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Wedding

wedding photographs taken in studio. 109713 12/07/1940.
   Physical Description: 8-5x7, 2-4x5
   Image Number: 4291
   Subject: Hernbrag, Mr. and Mrs. W.A.
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Wedding

Group portrait of the Poly High School marching band in uniform and with instruments, Riverside, California. 109712 12/22/1940.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 4295.
Additional group portraits of the Poly High School marching band in uniform and with instruments, Riverside, California. 109711 12/22/1940.

Physical Description: 2-8x10
Image Number: 4295

copies of old photographs. 109710 12/28/1940.

Physical Description: 2-5x7, 3-4x5
Image Number: 4296
Subject:
Goadins, Mrs. S.H.
Location: unknown
Keyword: Copy

formal wedding photographs. 109709 12/25/1940.

Physical Description: 10-5x7
Image Number: 4297
Subject:
Thomas, Mr. and Mrs. Francis
Location: unknown
Keyword:
Wedding

Guidon Bible Display at Montgomery Wards. 109708 01/12/1941.

Physical Description: 2-8x10
Image Number: 4299
Subject:
Cunning, D.E.
Location: Riverside
Keyword:
Display

formal wedding photographs. 109707 01/12/1941.

Physical Description: 8-5x7, 1-4x5
Image Number: 4300
Subject:
Birchard, Lt. Glen Rabins
Location: unknown
Keyword:
Wedding
group photos of trustees. 109706 02/03/1941.
Physical Description: 2-5x7
Image Number: 4306
Subject: Loma Linda Board of Trustees
Location: unknown
Keyword: Board of Trustees

formal portraits, could be wedding photos taken in studio. 109705 02/14/1941.
Physical Description: 4-5x7, 2-4x5
Image Number: 4309
Subject: Buhr, Mr. and Hillary
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

Battery F, 144th Field Artillery. 109704 02/14/1941.
Physical Description: 2-8x10
Image Number: 4310
Subject: 144th Field Artillery
Location: unknown
Keyword: Military

old photograph. 109703 12/05/1940.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 4311
Subject: Glass, Everet
Location: unknown
Keyword: Copy
old photograph. 109702 12/02/1940.
Physical Description: 2-5x7
Image Number: 4312
Subject: Hansen, Mrs. Alex
Location: unknown
Keyword: Copy

formal portraits. 109701 12/13/1940.
Physical Description: 2-5x7
Image Number: 4314
Subject: Newman, C.F.
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal portraits. 109700 12/13/1940.
Physical Description: 2-5x7
Image Number: 4315
Subject: Fetherbirdge, E.B.
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal portraits. 109699 12/13/1940.
Physical Description: 2-5x7
Image Number: 4316
Subject: McConnell, Frank
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT
formal portraits. 109698 **12/13/1940**.

- Physical Description: 1-5x7, 3-4x5
- Image Number: 4317
- Subject: McCally, Don
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal portraits. 109697 **11/19/1940**.

- Physical Description: 2-5x7, 10-4x5
- Image Number: 4319
- Subject: Hurley, Juanita
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal portraits. 109696 **12/23/1940**.

- Physical Description: 2-8x10. 3-5x7, 13-4x5
- Image Number: 4320
- Subject: Blackman, Lena
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: PORTRAIT

composites for greeting cards. 109695 **12/16/1940**.

- Physical Description: 3-5x7, 2-4x5
- Image Number: 4321
- Subject: Goodspeed Greeting Cards
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Greeting Cards
copies of old photographs. 109694 12/30/1940.
Physical Description: 5-5x7
Image Number:
4323
Subject:
Bell, G.A.
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
Copy

display. 109693 01/06/1941.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number:
4324
Subject:
MacGriffin
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
Display

painting. 109692 01/09/1941.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number:
4325
Subject:
Shear, Tera Webber
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
Painting

old photograph, named listed Mrs. Averill. 109691 12/30/1940.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number:
4326
Subject:
Scott, Miss Clara
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
Copy
**formal wedding photographs.** 109690 02/07/1941.
Physical Description: 9-5x7
Image Number: 4327
Subject: Zucker, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

**formal wedding photographs.** 109689 02/22/1941.
Physical Description: 15-5x7
Image Number: 4328
Subject: Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Joseph Jr.
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

**orange groves and mountains.** 109688 03/01/1941.
Physical Description: 5-8x10, 2-4x5
Image Number: 4330
Subject: Orange Groves
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Oranges

**formal wedding photographs.** 109687 02/22/1941.
Physical Description: 12-5x7
Image Number: 4331
Subject: Matzat, Herman
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding
old operating room and clinic, interior and exterior views of hospital. 109686
02/24/1941.
   Physical Description: 8-5x7, 1-4x5
   Image Number: 4332
   Subject: Osteopathic Hospital International
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Hospital

old photograph, man and child. 109685 02/19/1941.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 4334
   Subject: Bauryer, Kenneth
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Copy

interior and exterior of furniture store. 109684 03/20/1941.
   Physical Description: 3-8x10
   Image Number: 4335
   Subject: Mission Furniture Company
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Commercial Building

Herbarium, botanist whose collection of herbarium were given to the Citrus
Experiment Station. 109683 03/29/1941.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 4338
   Subject: Reed, Fred
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Card
interior photograph, living room. 109682 03/01/1941.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 4340
  Subject: Evans, L.A.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Residence

formal wedding. 109681 03/31/1941.
  Physical Description: 10-5x7
  Image Number: 4342
  Subject: Hirst, Ralph
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Wedding

Dr. Atwood holding large framed painting. 109680 04/08/1941.
  Physical Description: 2-5x7
  Image Number: 4343
  Subject: Atwood, Dr. H.A.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal wedding photographs. 109679 04/05/1941.
  Physical Description: 11-5x7
  Image Number: 4345
  Subject: Hayard, L.T.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Wedding
misc Negs, copies of family members, possible reunion photos 2 Negs labeled 1943. 109678 **04/18/1941.**

Physical Description: 6-5x7, 2-4x5
Image Number: 4346
Subject: Geith, Mrs. C.R.
Location: unknown
Keyword: Copy

**formal wedding photographs. 109677 04/12/1941.**

Physical Description: 11-5x7, 3-4x5
Image Number: 4347
Subject: Wheeler Thomas
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

**window display. 109676 undated.**

Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 4348
Subject: Fuller Paints
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Commercial Building

**group conference. 109675 04/25/1941.**

Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number: 4350
Subject: Japanese-American Religious Conference
Location: unknown
Keyword: Event
formal wedding photographs. 109674 05/04/1941.
   Physical Description: 12-5x7
   Image Number: 4351
   Subject: Wan, D.C. Hawkins
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Wedding

formal portraits. 109673 05/05/1941.
   Physical Description: 4-5x7, 3-4x5
   Image Number: 4352
   Subject: Gamble, Betty
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

exterior views. 109672 05/08/1941.
   Physical Description: 3-4x5
   Image Number: 4353
   Subject: Benedict, C.W.
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Residence

formal wedding photographs. 109671 undated.
   Physical Description: 10-5x7
   Image Number: 4355
   Subject: Englimar, Mr. and Mrs. Elliland Waines, Virginia
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Wedding
formal wedding photographs. 109670 02/20/1941.
  Physical Description: 10-5x7
  Image Number:
  4356
  Subject:
  Nickel, Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Lowell
  Location:
  unknown
  Keyword:
  Wedding

View of Lake Matthews, Riverside, California. 109669 1941.
  Physical Description: 1-4x5
  Image Number:
  4358.

Additional views of Lake Matthews, Riverside, California. 109668 1941.
  Physical Description: 3-4x5
  Image Number:
  4358

exterior views of building. 109667 03/01/1941.
  Physical Description: 2-5x7
  Image Number:
  4359
  Subject:
  Soil Salinity Laboratory
  Location:
  unknown
  Keyword:
  Commercial Building

formal wedding photographs. 109666 03/16/1941.
  Physical Description: 8-5x7
  Image Number:
  4361
  Subject:
  Gesner, Leslie Dabryample
  Location:
  unknown
  Keyword:
  Wedding
plant photographs, interior and exterior, also fruit. 109665 03/05/1941.
  Physical Description: 4-8x10, 8-5x7
  Image Number: 4364
  Subject:
  Food Machinery Corporation
  Location: unknown
  Keyword:
  Commercial Building

Neg inscription Avery Edwin Field 1913. 109664 03/01/1941.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 4365
  Subject:
  Loudes, Mrs. George B.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword:
  Copy

early U.S. Navy courier pilot, copies in flight suit, people on horses. 109663 04/01/1941.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7, 5-4x5
  Image Number: 4368
  Subject:
  Baylan, H.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword:
  PORTRAIT

jar and pipe. 109662 04/08/1941.
  Physical Description: 1-5x7
  Image Number: 4369
  Subject:
  Dawson, L.E.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword:
  Tool
date nut cake box and book, Goodspeed Card Company listed also Valarie Jean Date Shop. 109661 04/25/1941.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10 (cut)
   Image Number: 4372
   Subject: Valarie Jean Dates
   Location: Thermal, CA
   Keyword: Dates

Montage containing individual portraits of the class of 1941 from La Sierra College, Riverside, California. 109660 1941.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 4373.

exchange convention at the Mission Inn. 109659 01/01/1941.
   Physical Description: 2-8x10
   Image Number: 4373
   Subject: California State Convention of Exchange Clubs
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Event

choir photograph. 109658 05/18/1941.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 4375
   Subject: Episcopal Choir
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Religious Congregation

Pedro and friend dressed in Mexican attire. 109657 05/16/1941.
   Physical Description: 2-5x7
   Image Number: 4376
   Subject: Pedro
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT
**Opera, set designs and cast. 109656 05/20/1941.**
Physical Description: 2-8x10, 4-5x7
Image Number: 4377
Subject: Carter, Ernest
Location: unknown
Keyword: Opera

**informal portrait by car. 109655 05/22/1941.**
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 4378
Subject: Berbelew, Marie
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

**pumps and generators, power station. 109654 06/06/1941.**
Physical Description: 4-8x10
Image Number: 4381
Subject: Byron Jackson Company
Location: unknown
Keyword: Commercial Building

**formal wedding photographs. 109653 06/08/1941.**
Physical Description: 9-5x7
Image Number: 4382
Subject: Andrew, May
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding
formal wedding photographs. 109652 6/14/1941.
Physical Description: 6-5x7
Image Number: 4383
Subject:
Waugh, Sanford and Mrs.
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

View of employees ironing and handling clothes at a dry cleaning store. 109651 6/21/1941.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 4383.

Additional views of employees at a dry cleaning store. 109650 6/21/1941.
Physical Description: 3-5x7
Image Number: 4383

formal wedding photographs, also 3 baby portraits. 109649 06/18/1941.
Physical Description: 10-5x7, 3-4x5
Image Number: 4386
Subject:
Perley, R.N., Jr. and Mrs.
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

interior shots of employees, brick stamping and exterior shots of building site. 109648 04/30/1941.
Physical Description: 3-5x7, 2-5x10, 14-4x5
Image Number: 4389
Subject:
Hancock Brick Yard
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Commercial Building
**boy scout portrait. 109647 05/19/1941.**
Physical Description: 3-5x7, 2-4x5
Image Number: 4390
Subject: Burnett, Bully
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

**piano ensemble. 109646 05/01/1941.**
Physical Description: 2-8x10, 7-5x10
Image Number: 4391
Subject: Piano Ensemble
Location: unknown
Keyword: Event

**formal wedding photographs. 109645 06/22/1941.**
Physical Description: 9-5x7
Image Number: 4394
Subject: Kennedy, Leo and Mrs.
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

**formal wedding photographs. 109644 06/29/1941.**
Physical Description: 20-5x7
Image Number: 4399
Subject: Tummunia, M.J. and Mrs.
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding
formal wedding. 109643 06/28/1941.
   Physical Description: 11-5x7
   Image Number: 4400
   Subject: McGluaine, John and Mrs.
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs, at the Mission Inn. 109642 06/28/1941.
   Physical Description: 17-5x7, 17-4x5
   Image Number: 4401
   Subject: Bovet, Eric and Mrs.
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs. 109641 06/27/1941.
   Physical Description: 11-5x7
   Image Number: 4402
   Subject: Whitman, Kermit and Mrs. Arth, Alice
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Wedding

old photograph, portrait of man. 109640 04/01/1943.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 4403
   Subject: Depew, Mrs. David
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Copy
formal wedding photographs, marriage certificate, discharge papers drawing of Murray's Frozen Cust. 109639 06/02/1941.
Physical Description: 12-5x7, 12-4x5
Image Number: 4404
Subject: Bywater, Major Murray A.
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding negatives and photographs. 109638 07/03/1941.
Physical Description: 4-5 x 7 also 4 prints
Image Number: 4405
Subject: Corbelt, Mr. and Mrs. George and Kathryn
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

informal portraits, small boy with two women, house in background. 109637 07/10/1941.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 4406
Subject: Luck, Raul
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal portrait. 109636 07/01/1941.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number: 4407
Subject: Wells, A.L.
Location: unknown
Keyword: PORTRAIT
informal portraits, neg titles Waldo, others listed-man with flag children in front of house. 109635 07/01/1941.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7, 5-4x5
   Image Number: 4408
   Subject: Waldo
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal wedding photographs. 109634 08/01/1941.
   Physical Description: 11-5x7
   Image Number: 4409
   Subject: Gutsche, Mr. and Mrs.
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Wedding

formal portrait. 109633 07/12/1941.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 4410
   Subject: Shack, Cynthia
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

formal wedding photographs. 109632 undated.
   Physical Description: 11-5x7, 11 prints
   Image Number: 4411
   Subject: Davison, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Milligan
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Wedding
Himes, Martha. 109631 07/25/1941.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number:
   4414
   Subject:
   Himes, Martha
   Location:
   none
   Keyword:
   Copy

formal portraits. 109630 09/12/1941.
   Physical Description: 3-5x7, 2-4x5
   Image Number:
   4415
   Subject:
   Wilcox, Beverly
   Location:
   unknown
   Keyword:
   PORTRAIT

formal wedding photographs. 109629 08/02/1941.
   Physical Description: 12-5x7
   Image Number:
   4416
   Subject:
   Geiyer, Mr. and Mrs. W.E. Reed, Betty
   Location:
   unknown
   Keyword:
   Wedding

fuller paint store window display. 109628 08/01/1941.
   Physical Description: 3-5x7
   Image Number:
   4417
   Subject:
   Fishers Jewelry Company
   Location:
   Riverside
   Keyword:
   Commercial Building
formal wedding photographs, bride and groom on cart drawn by donkey. 109627 08/08/1941.

Physical Description: 9-5x7, 1-4x5
Image Number: 4419
Subject: Clay, Mr. and Mrs. Don Ditchy, Lois
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs. 109626 10/04/1941.

Physical Description: 8-5x7, 2-4x5
Image Number: 4420
Subject: Newland, J.R.
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs, Lt. Hamilton U.S. Navy. 109625 07/02/1943.

Physical Description: 8-5x7
Image Number: 4421
Subject: Hamilton, Lt and Mrs. Boyd
Location: unknown
Keyword: Wedding

home interior, exterior, pool and landscape, also portraits. 109624 08/01/1941.

Physical Description: 15-8x10, 4-4x5
Image Number: 4422
Subject: Herald, W.
Location: Riverside
Keyword: Residence
formal wedding photographs. 109623 08/18/1941.
  Physical Description: 10-5x7
  Image Number: 4423
  Subject: Lightner, Mr. and Mrs. Lee
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding. 109622 08/25/1941.
  Physical Description: 5-5x7
  Image Number: 4424
  Subject: Hussong, Mr. and Mrs. Rete Jr.
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: Wedding

Dates. 109621 09/26/1942.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 4546
  Subject: Date Packs
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: view of date packs, close-up

Dates. 109620 09/26/1942.
  Physical Description: 9-5x7
  Image Number: 4546-A
  Subject: Date Packs
  Location: unknown
  Keyword: close-up view of date packs
Dates. 109619 09/26/1942.
   Physical Description: 8-5x7
   Image Number: 4546-B
   Subject: Date Packs
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: close up view of date packs

Dates. 109618 09/26/1942.
   Physical Description: 3-5x7
   Image Number: 4604
   Subject: Date Packs
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: close-up view of date packs labeled A-B-C

Formal wedding photographs. 109617 04/30/1949.
   Physical Description: 8-5x7
   Image Number: 5752
   Subject: Frembly, H.S.
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Wedding

Wilderness photograph. 109616 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 6091
   Subject: Lake and Mt. Maron Marton, O.K.
   Keyword: Landscape
formal wedding photographs. 109615 08/23/1952.
   Physical Description: 8-5x7, 9-4x5
   Image Number: 7047
   Subject: Weston, Mr. and Mrs. James
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Wedding

formal wedding photographs. 109614 08/31/1952.
   Physical Description: 8-5x7
   Image Number: 7051
   Subject: Baurassa, Mr. and Mrs. W.O.
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Wedding

formal portraits. 109613 09/15/1955.
   Physical Description: 3-5x7, 6-4x5
   Image Number: 8092
   Subject: Barnett, Candy
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

no club pictures, portraits of the couple only. 109612 undated.
   Physical Description: 5x7
   Image Number: 8254
   Subject: Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. Exchange Club
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

Exterior view of a house on Ladera Lane and Mount Rubidoux Drive, Riverside, California. 109611 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number: 8255.
dancers at the Mission Inn. 109610 undated.
   Image Number:
   8256-P
   Subject:
   Kay, Judy
   Location:
   Riverside
   Keyword:
   Mission Inn

formal wedding photographs. 109609 undated.
   Image Number:
   8257-P
   Subject:
   Spiegel Lerner
   Location:
   unknown
   Keyword:
   Wedding unknown

aerial view and composite. 109608 undated.
   Physical Description: 8x10
   Image Number:
   8258
   Subject:
   San Bernardino Valley
   Location:
   San Bernardino
   Keyword:
   Landscape

Exterior view of the E.H. Preston funeral home with an ambulance in the driveway, Riverside, California. 109607 circa 1930.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number:
   8259.

Interior view of the Central Hardware store, Riverside, California. 109606 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number:
   8260.

Additional view of the Central Hardware store, Riverside, California. 109605 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-8x10
   Image Number:
   8260
composite copies on one large negative. 109604 undated.
Physical Description: 1-8x10
Image Number:
8261
Subject:
Field, S.H.
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
Copy

old photograph. 109603 10/25/1943.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number:
8262
Subject:
Miller, Mrs. Frank
Location:
unknown
Keyword:
Copy

painting by Rushman of Frank Miller. 109602 undated.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number:
8263
Subject:
Miller, Frank Rushman
Location:
Mission Inn
Keyword:
Painting

informal portrait at Mission Inn, Guadalupe Shrine. 109601 undated.
Physical Description: 3-5x7
Image Number:
8264
Subject:
Miller, Frank
Location:
Mission Inn
Keyword:
PORTRAIT
Spanish style home and patio. 109600 undated.
   Physical Description: 10-4x5
   Image Number: 8265
   Subject: Unknown
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Residence

Wedding photographs, misc, unrecorded, no names. 109599 undated.
   Physical Description: 4-4x5, 4-8x10
   Image Number: 8266
   Subject: Unknown
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Wedding

Unknown people listed as, a gentleman, a lady and persons in costume. 109598 undated.
   Physical Description: 10-5x7
   Image Number: 8267
   Subject: Unknown
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: PORTRAIT

Companario stairs for postcard negative. 109597 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 8268
   Subject: Companario and Stairs
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Companario
negative for postcard, 12th century bell. 109596 undated.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number:
8269
Subject:
12th Century Bell
Location:
Riverside
Keyword:
Mission Inn

St. Francis Chapel interior. 109595 undated.
Physical Description: 1-4x5
Image Number:
8270
Subject:
St. Francis Chapel
Location:
Riverside
Keyword:
St. Francis Chapel

St. Francis Chapel interior. 109594 undated.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number:
8271
Subject:
St. Francis Chapel
Location:
Riverside
Keyword:
St. Francis Chapel

St. Francis Atrio, Flyer's Wall, chapel door and foundation. 109593 undated.
Physical Description: 1-5x7
Image Number:
8272
Subject:
St. Francis Atrium
Location:
Riverside
Keyword:
St. Francis Atrium
Lola Montez furniture. 109592 01/01/1922.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 8273
   Subject: Lola Montez Furniture
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Mission Inn

fireplace in adobe home, possibly. 109591 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 8274
   Subject: Adobe Home
   Location: unknown
   Keyword: Residence

kitchen interior, with scales and canvas painted, murals on ceiling. 109590 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-5x7
   Image Number: 8275
   Subject: Kitchen San Paswal
   Keyword: Commercial Building

Spanish ship raised in Manila and recommissioned in U.S. Navy Mission Inn. 109589 undated.
   Physical Description: 1-4x5
   Image Number: 8276
   Subject: U.S.S. Don Juan de Austria
   Location: Riverside
   Keyword: Painting
artifacts and art objects listed as S. American, European and Oriental. 109588 undated.

- Physical Description: 4-5x7, 1-4x5
- Image Number: 8277
- Subject: South American, European and Oriental Artifacts
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: Artifact

3 misc prints, 1 neg Mission Inn event, pic of painting, 4th War Bond Drive, deed of water/sewer drain. 109587 undated.

- Physical Description: 1-4x5
- Image Number: 8278-P
- Subject: Unknown
- Location: unknown
- Keyword: MISCELLANEOUS

Tunny campaigning at the Mission Inn. 109586 01/01/1970.

- Image Number: 8279-P
- Subject: Tunny, John
- Location: Riverside
- Keyword: Mission Inn

extensive copies of photographs from Hawaii dated from 1894-1900 port. of King, Princess, P. Dole. 109585 undated.

- Physical Description: 41-5x7
- Image Number: 8280
- Subject: Lovekin, Mr.
- Location: Hawaii
- Keyword: Copy
group Seiz of War Breakfast Group, Dern Mission Inn Breakfast. 109584 08/01/1933.
  Physical Description: 1-8x10
  Image Number: 9494
  Subject: Seiz of War Breakfast Group
  Location: Riverside
  Keyword: Seiz of War Breakfast Group

View of two men standing in front of the Ventura Gasoline service station on Seventh and Almond Street, Riverside, California. 109583 undated.
  Physical Description: 1-3.5x5
  Image Number: 10002.
  Keyword: Historical Copy

View of men standing by the first railroad train in Temecula, California. 109582 1888.
  Physical Description: 1-4x5
  Image Number: 10009
  Keyword: Historical Copy

  Series Scope and Content Summary
  This series contains glass plate negatives of images regarding the city and county of Riverside, California. Glass plate negatives are filed separately: Boxes 35-36 contain glass plate negatives.
  Series Arrangement
  This series is arranged numerically by Image Number.

Portrait of a couple on a balcony at the Mission Inn, Riverside, California. 109580 undated.
  Image Number: GP-1

View of the cross on the top of Mount Rubidoux, Riverside, California. 109579 undated.
  Image Number: GP-2

View of fair booths on Main Street, Riverside, California. 109578 1900.
  Image Number: GP-3

View of people gathered on Mount Rubidoux for Dedication of Peace Tower, Riverside, California. 109577 circa 1920.
  Image Number: GP-4
Portrait of an unidentified family in front of a house. 109576 undated.
   Image Number:
   GP-5

Portrait of an unidentified woman seated on the front porch of a house. 109575 undated.
   Image Number:
   GP-6

People gathered around a table for the birthday of Mrs. Vaughn. 109574 undated.
   Image Number:
   GP-7

Portrait of an unidentified baby (labeled Wetzel). 109573 1944.
   Image Number:
   GP-8

View of a flag being raised on Mount Rubidoux, Riverside, California. 109572 circa 1900.
   Image Number:
   GP-9

View of a house covered with vines. 109571 undated.
   Image Number:
   GP-10

View from the rooftop of the Tetley Hotel. 109570 undated.
   Image Number:
   GP-11

View of a fir tree in White Park, Riverside, California. 109569 undated.
   Image Number:
   GP-12

View of flower beds in White Park, Riverside, California. 109568 undated.
   Image Number:
   GP-13

Western view of Riverside, California from Pachappa Mountain. 109567 undated.
   Image Number:
   GP-14

Portrait of Mrs. Schaeffer wearing a large hat. 109566 circa 1910.
   Image Number:
   GP-15

Group portrait of women of the B.P.O.E. 109565 circa 1900.
   Image Number:
   GP-16
View of a fair on the corner of 8th and Main Street, Riverside, California. 109564 circa 1900.
Image Number: GP-17

View of a fair on the corner of 8th and 6th Street, Riverside, California. 109563 undated.
Image Number: GP-18

View of Magnolia Avenue, Riverside, California. 109562 undated.
Image Number: GP-19

View of the flags on top of Mount Rubidoux, Riverside, California. 109561 undated.
Image Number: GP-20

View of people gathered for Easter service on Mount Rubidoux, Riverside, California. 109560 circa 1910.
Image Number: GP-21

Image Number: GP-22

View of people gathered for Easter service on Mount Rubidoux, Riverside, California. 109558 circa 1910.
Image Number: GP-23

View of people gathered for Easter service on Mount Rubidoux, Riverside, California. 109557 circa 1920.
Image Number: GP-24

View of people gathered for Easter sunrise on Mount Rubidoux, Riverside, California. 109556 undated.
Image Number: GP-25

View of people gathered for Easter service on Mount Rubidoux, Riverside, California. 109555 1914.
Image Number: GP-26

View of people gathered for Easter service on Mount Rubidoux, Riverside, California. 109554 circa 1916.
Image Number: GP-27
Exterior view of the First Congregational Church's north window, Riverside, California. 109553 undated.
- Image Number: GP-28

Exterior view of the First Congregational Church from Seventh Street, Riverside, California. 109552 undated.
- Image Number: GP-29

View of a parade on Main Street looking North from the Bordwell Hotel on 9th Street, Riverside, California. 109551 1891.
- Image Number: GP-30

View of a parade on Main Street looking North from the Bordwell Hotel on 9th Street, Riverside, California. 109550 1891.
- Image Number: GP-31

View of a fair on 8th and Main Street including the Burt Building on the Northwest corner, Riverside, California. 109549 undated.
- Image Number: GP-32

View of a streetcar and the Sante Fe railroad station (two separate images). 109548 undated.
- Image Number: GP-33

Portrait of Mrs. H.C. Loy (glass plate negative damaged). 109547 undated.
- Image Number: GP-34

Portrait of Mr. and Mrs. H.S. Fawcett. 109546 1950.
- Image Number: GP-35

View of Main Street, Riverside, California (glass plate negative damaged). 109545 undated.
- Image Number: GP-36

View of a Knights Templar parade. 109544 circa 1900.
- Image Number: GP-37

View of a fair on Main Street, Riverside, California (glass plate negative damaged). 109543 undated.
- Image Number: GP-38
View of a parade on Main Street, Riverside, California. 109542 circa 1990.
   Image Number:
   GP-38

View of a mountain range. 109541 1870.
   Image Number:
   GP-40

Portrait of John Thomas Hamner (?) and his wife. 109540 undated.
   Image Number:
   GP-41

View of the Gage Canal, Riverside, California (glass plate negative damaged). 109539 undated.
   Image Number:
   GP-42

Exterior view of the San Fernando Mission, Mission Hills, California (glass plate negative damaged). 109538 undated.
   Image Number:
   GP-43

View of the San Diego Mission, San Diego, California. 109537 undated.
   Image Number:
   GP-44

View of the Carmel Mission, Carmel, California (photograph by Johnson). 109536 undated.
   Image Number:
   GP-45

View of the San Fernando Mission, Mission Hills, California. 109535 undated.
   Image Number:
   GP-46

Interior view of a church (possibly one of the California Missions). 109534 undated.
   Image Number:
   GP-47

View of two people on a balcony at the Mission Inn, Riverside, California. 109533 undated.
   Image Number:
   GP-48

View of a Palm tree. 109532 undated.
   Image Number:
   GP-49

Portrait of a women with a cat. 109531 undated.
   Image Number:
   GP-50
Portrait of George E. Parker. 109530 undated.
   Image Number:
   GP-51

View of an adobe building (possibly in Pala, California). 109529 undated.
   Image Number:
   GP-52

Interior view of the First Congregational Church, Riverside, California. 109528 undated.
   Image Number:
   GP-53

View of the cross on Mount Rubidoux with a shadow effect, Riverside, California. 109527 undated.
   Image Number:
   GP-54

View of people gathered for Easter service on Mount Rubidoux, Riverside, California. 109526 circa 1915.
   Image Number:
   GP-55

View of people gathered for Easter service on Mount Rubidoux, Riverside, California. 109525 circa 1915.
   Image Number:
   GP-56

View of people gathered for Easter service on Mount Rubidoux, Riverside, California. 109524 circa 1915.
   Image Number:
   GP-57

View of people gathered for Easter service on Mount Rubidoux (Pt. I), Riverside, California. 109523 circa 1915.
   Image Number:
   GP-58

View of people gathered for Easter service on Mount Rubidoux (Pt. II), Riverside, California. 109522 circa 1915.
   Image Number:
   GP-59

View of people gathered for Easter service on Mount Rubidoux, Riverside, California. 109521 circa 1915.
   Image Number:
   GP-60

View of people gathered for Easter service on Mount Rubidoux, Riverside, California. 109520 1915.
   Image Number:
   GP-61
View of people gathered for Easter service on Mount Rubidoux, Riverside, California. 109519 1915.
Image Number: GP-62

View of a decorated cross (possibly the cross on Mount Rubidoux, Riverside, California). 109518 1915.
Image Number: GP-63

View of the Riverside County courthouse, Riverside, California. 109517 undated.
Image Number: GP-64

Broadside titled "The Riverside Colony" by J.W. North. 109516 1873.
Image Number: GP-65

Exterior view of the Girls' High School Building at 3450 9th Street, Riverside, California. 109515 undated.
Image Number: GP-66

Broadside titled "Southern California Colony" by J.W. North (one section is a photographic negative). 109514 1870.
Image Number: GP-67

Broadside titled "Ho! For California!!" by James P. Greves, M.D. 109513 1870.
Image Number: GP-68

Image Number: GP-69

View of the catacombs at the Mission Inn, Riverside, California. 109511 undated.
Image Number: GP-70

View of the Chinese bell in front of the Adobe at the Mission Inn, Riverside, California. 109510 undated.
Image Number: GP-71

View of the lake at Fairmount Park, Riverside, California. 109509 undated.
Image Number: GP-72

Aerial view of the Carnegie library and Mission Inn, Riverside, California. 109508 undated.
Image Number: GP-73
View of a patio at the Mission Inn, Riverside, California. 109507 undated.
   Image Number:
   GP-74

View of Union Pacific rail road bridge over the Santa Ana river. 109506 1904.
   Image Number:
   GP-75

   Series Scope and Content Summary
   This series contains lantern slides of images regarding the city and county of Riverside, California. Lantern slides are filed separately: Boxes 37-38 contain lantern slides.
   Series Arrangement
   This series is arranged numerically by Image Number.

Advertisement for Rouse's department store titled "Undressed Kids All Colors at Rouse's", Riverside, California (lantern slide damaged). 109504 undated.
   Image Number:
   LS-1

Aerial view drawing of Riverside, California. 109503 1877.
   Image Number:
   LS-2

View of an indian village on the side of Little Rubidoux. 109502 undated.
   Image Number:
   LS-3

View of homes on Indian Hill Road, Riverside, California. 109501 undated.
   Image Number:
   LS-4

View of Mr. Deere's gardens. 109500 undated.
   Image Number:
   LS-5

Exterior view of the Glenwood Inn with a horse and carriage in front, Riverside California. 109499 undated.
   Image Number:
   LS-6

Portrait of John North. 109498 undated.
   Image Number:
   LS-7

Group portrait of the Fats & Leans Baseball team wearing costumes. 109497 undated.
   Image Number:
   LS-8

Group portrait of the Fats & Leans Baseball team wearing costumes. 109496 undated.
   Image Number:
   LS-9
Advertisement for the Glenwood Cottages, Riverside California. 109495 undated.
   Image Number:
   LS-10

Drawing of the Glenwood Hotel, Riverside California. 109494 undated.
   Image Number:
   LS-11

Exterior view of the Glenwood House, Riverside California. 109493 undated.
   Image Number:
   LS-12

Exterior view of the Glenwood Tavern with "Welcome Glenwood Tavern 1895" message displayed using oranges on the front lawn. 109492 1895.
   Image Number:
   LS-13

Exterior view of the Glenwood Hotel. 109491 undated.
   Image Number:
   LS-14

Advertisement titled "Will You Ever Get Married? When Ready, Call on Walter D. Clark". 109490 undated.
   Image Number:
   LS-15

View of Riverside, California from Mount Rubidoux. 109489 undated.
   Image Number:
   LS-16

View of the bandstand at White Park, Riverside, California. 109488 undated.
   Image Number:
   LS-17

View of the Castleman Building, Riverside, California. 109487 undated.
   Image Number:
   LS-18

Exterior view of the Riverside School building. 109486 undated.
   Image Number:
   LS-19

   Image Number:
   LS-20

Exterior view of the Riverside County court house, Riverside, California. 109484 undated.
   Image Number:
   LS-21

Avery E. Field photographs MS 146 446
Side-by-side portraits of Lyon and of Rosenthal, the first merchants in Riverside, California. 109483 undated.
  Image Number: LS-22

View of four men sitting outside of a building. 109482 undated.
  Image Number: LS-23

View of Mount Rubidoux, Riverside, California. 109481 undated.
  Image Number: LS-24

Portrait of an unidentified man. 109480 undated.
  Image Number: LS-25

View of people gathered for an Easter service on Mount Rubidoux, Riverside, California (lantern slide damaged). 109479 undated.
  Image Number: LS-26

Group of men watching bonds from the Riverside Water Company being burnt with George Front, the company's ex-president, in the foreground holding a burning bond in his hand, Riverside, California. 109478 undated.
  Image Number: LS-27

View of a train stopped at a train station. 109477 undated.
  Image Number: LS-28

View of several men sitting on a horse drawn vehicle. 109476 undated.
  Image Number: LS-29

Aerial view drawing of a city (possibly Riverside, California). 109475 undated.
  Image Number: LS-30

View of the building that housed Josephson and Longfellow Painters. 109474 undated.
  Image Number: LS-31

View of a house with several trees in front. 109473 undated.
  Image Number: LS-32

View of a bell. 109472 undated.
  Image Number: LS-33
View of a stationary train. 109471 undated.
  Image Number: LS-34

Exterior view of the Electric Light Plant, Riverside, California. 109470 undated.
  Image Number: LS-35

Group portrait of women holding up signs advertising various businesses. 109469 undated.
  Image Number: LS-36

Advertisement for Mills and Difani Blacksmiths and Carriage Builders, Riverside, California. 109468 undated.
  Image Number: LS-37

View of an irrigation canal and bridge in White Park surrounded by foliage, Riverside, California. 109467 undated.
  Image Number: LS-38

Exterior view of an unidentified building (possibly a church). 109466 undated.
  Image Number: LS-39

View of Gage Wells. 109465 undated.
  Image Number: LS-40

Portrait of a couple on a balcony at the Mission Inn, Riverside, California. 109464 undated.
  Image Number: LS-41

Portrait of Dr. James P. Greves seated, with a superimposed image of his wife's spirit standing by his shoulder. 109463 undated.
  Image Number: LS-42

Exterior view of a dilapidated house labeled "La Placita". 109462 undated.
  Image Number: LS-43

Portrait of an unidentified man. 109461 undated.
  Image Number: LS-44

View of Mount Rubidoux, Riverside, California. 109460 undated.
  Image Number: LS-45
View of a cactus garden at White Park, Riverside, California. 109459 undated.
Image Number:
LS-46

View of Magnolia Avenue, Riverside, California. 109458 undated.
Image Number:
LS-47

Exterior view of an unidentified building. 109457 undated.
Image Number:
LS-48

Drawing of the St. George Hotel on Main Street, Riverside, California. 109456 undated.
Image Number:
LS-49

View of men standing in front of a building that includes Captain B.D. Burt and Dr. James Sayward. 109455 undated.
Image Number:
LS-50

Exterior view of the Riverside House and B.D. Burt and Bro. building, Riverside, California. 109454 undated.
Image Number:
LS-51

View of people gathered around the decorated cross on Mount Rubidoux for Easter, Riverside, California. 109453 1915.
Image Number:
LS-52

View of men standing in formation, labeled "Riverside Division No. 30; Uniform Rank; Knights of Pythias". 109452 undated.
Image Number:
LS-53

Handbill advertising the First Grand Concert of the Riverside Philharmonic Society at the Public Hall on June 4, 1879 with the evening's program outlined, Riverside, California. 109451 1879.
Image Number:
LS-54

View of a political banner for Harrison and Morton. 109450 1889.
Image Number:
LS-55

Broadside advertising the Fourth of July celebration to be held in Riverside, California. 109449 1873.
Image Number:
LS-56
Exterior view of the Casa Blanca House. 109448 undated.
   Image Number: LS-57

View of Main Street, Riverside, California. 109447 1875.
   Image Number: LS-58

View of the stores on Main Street, between 8th and 9th Street, Riverside, California. 109446 undated.
   Image Number: LS-59

View of Riverside, California from Pachappa Mountain. 109445 undated.
   Image Number: LS-60

View of people gathered around a United States flag (lantern slide damaged). 109444 undated.
   Image Number: LS-61

Aerial view of several buildings and houses (lantern slide damaged). 109443 undated.
   Image Number: LS-62

View of the Junipero Serra plaque on Mount Rubidoux, Riverside, California. 109442 undated.
   Image Number: LS-63

Architectural drawing of the First Congregational Church, Riverside, California (lantern slide damaged). 109441 undated.
   Image Number: LS-64

Group portrait of an unidentified family in an automobile. 109440 undated.
   Image Number: LS-65

Portrait of an unidentified man holding a baby (possibly Frank Miller). 109439 undated.
   Image Number: LS-66

Northwestern view of Riverside, California from Pachappa Mountain that includes the Tequesquite Arroyo flume and Santa Fe railroad bridge. 109438 undated.
   Image Number: LS-67
View of the Luther C. Tibbits citrus booth at Merchants Carnival Week from April 14-21, 1900. 109437 1900.

Image Number:
LS-68

Exterior view of an unidentified two story building. 109436 undated.

Image Number:
LS-69

View of a garden. 109435 undated.

Image Number:
LS-70

Aerial view of an unidentified locale (lantern slide damaged). 109434 undated.

Image Number:
LS-71

View of the Peace Tower on Mount Rubidoux, Riverside, California. 109433 undated.

Image Number:
LS-72

Drawing of the Riverside Citrus Fair Pavilion, Riverside, California. 109432 undated.

Image Number:
LS-73

View of workers in a field. 109431 undated.

Image Number:
LS-74

View of an unidentified man sitting near the bridge of an irrigation canal. 109430

Image Number:
LS-75

Aerial view of an unidentified city (possibly Riverside, California). 109429 undated.

Image Number:
LS-76

Group portrait of six unidentified individuals (lantern slide damaged). 109428 undated.

Image Number:
LS-77

View of Main Street in Riverside, California. 109427 undated.

Image Number:
LS-78

Series Scope and Content Summary
This series contains panoramic prints and negatives of images regarding the city and county of Riverside, California. Panoramic prints and negatives are filed separately: Boxes 39-47 contain panoramic negatives and Boxes 48-49 contain panoramic prints. Select images are available as both prints and negatives; each format is filed in separate boxes as outlined above.

Series Arrangement
This series is arranged numerically by Image Number.

California Portland Cement Company employee barbecue in Colton, California; 88 cm. 109425 undated.
   Image Number:
   1

"Annual Meeting of Dairy Department of Riverside County Farm Bureau at Mr. Dupee's Rosemore Ranch, Riverside, California, January 23, 1924"; 91 cm. 109424 1924.
   Image Number:
   2

Date palm farm in the Coachella Valley; 94 cm. 109423 1935.
   Image Number:
   3

Idyllwild Inn or Keene Camp; 44 cm. 109422 undated.
   Image Number:
   4

"Deceased Iseda Hatsuye, funeral, Olivewood Cemetery, Showa 11, Month 11, Day 9, 4:00 pm" (translated caption); 82 cm. 109421 1936.
   Image Number:
   5

Hospital bungalows near the Arlington area of Riverside, California; 57 cm. 109420 circa 1925.
   Image Number:
   6

Riverside Rotary Club luncheon in the St. Francis Atrium of the Mission Inn (Frank A. Miller is to the left of the flag and opera star, Marcella Craft, is at Miller's table, five places to the right of the "Master of the Inn"); 91 cm. 109419 circa 1934.
   Image Number:
   7

"Rajah Pilgrimage to San Francisco, Riverside, California, June 1922"; 88 cm. 109418 1922.
   Image Number:
   8

Group shot of the California YMCA Older Boys Conference in front of the Carnegie Library in Riverside, California; 94 cm. 109417 undated.
   Image Number:
   9
"Irrigation Districts Association of California, Mission Inn, Riverside, California, October 11 - 13, 1938"; 100 cm. 109416 1938.
   Image Number:
   10

Unidentified lake; 99 cm. 109415 undated.
   Image Number:
   11

Group shot of the Structural Engineers Association Annual Conference attendees posing alongside the swimming pool at the Mission Inn; 78 cm. 109414 undated.
   Image Number:
   12

Interior of an unidentified fruit packing house; 32 cm. 109413 undated.
   Image Number:
   13

"Deceased Tani Yurika, Funeral Memorial, Showa ?, Month 3, Day ?, Riverside City, Olivewood Cemetery" (translated caption); 74 cm. 109412 undated.
   Image Number:
   14

Group shot of African American soldiers at Camp Haan; 100 cm. 109411 1942.
   Image Number:
   15

Group shot of cadets at March Field; 107 cm. 109410 undated.
   Image Number:
   16

Residence in the Arlington Heights area of Riverside, California; 56 cm. 109409 undated.
   Image Number:
   17

Tents on the campus of La Sierra University; 43 cm. 109408 circa 1940.
   Image Number:
   18

View of homes in Riverside, California from the original Citrus Experiment Station located on Mount Rubidoux; 87 cm. 109407 circa 1926.
   Image Number:
   19

"Purchasing Agents Association of Los Angeles, Factory Visit to Riverside Portland Cement Co. Plant via Moreland Motor Busses" (text from banner in photograph); 94 cm. 109406 1925.
   Image Number:
   20
Cadets at March Field; 79 cm. 109405 undated.
   Image Number:
   21

Riverside High School Class of 1921; 98 cm. 109404 1921.
   Image Number:
   22

Group shot of people in front of a building (slightly different version of image 68); 73 cm. 109403 undated.
   Image Number:
   23

Senior class outside the Girls High School in Riverside, California; 55 cm. 109402 1916.
   Image Number:
   24

Victoria Avenue and the Arlington Heights Citrus Belt in Riverside, California; 94 cm. 109401 circa 1920.
   Image Number:
   25

"Mecca Pilgrimage to San Francisco, Riverside, Calif, June 1922"; 92 cm. 109400 1922.
   Image Number:
   26

"Mecca Pilgrimage to S.F., Riverside, Ca. 6-1922"; 94 cm. 109399 1922.
   Image Number:
   27

"1922 Masonic Group Riverside"; 94 cm. 109398 1922.
   Image Number:
   28

Cattle on the Reherbecker or Liberty Ranch; 98 cm. 109397 circa 1920.
   Image Number:
   29

San Jacinto Valley; 103 cm. 109396 undated.
   Image Number:
   30

Date Palm farm in the Coachella Valley; 101 cm. 109395 1925.
   Image Number:
   31

Golden State Cannery in Hemet, California; 38 cm. 109394 circa 1920.
   Image Number:
   32
South Lierny Camp; 31 cm. 109393 undated.
   Image Number: 33

Deep Well Ranch Resort in the Coachella Valley; 101 cm. 109392 1930.
   Image Number: 34

Village of Declez in the Jurupa Hills; 93 cm. 109391 undated.
   Image Number: 35

Citrus groves in a valley near San Jacinto mountain; 52 cm. 109390 undated.
   Image Number: 36

San Jacinto River; 59 cm. 109389 undated.
   Image Number: 37

"Thermal, Ca. Narbonne Ranch Date Garden 1925"; 105 cm. 109388 1925.
   Image Number: 38

Unidentified packing house; 97 cm. 109387 undated.
   Image Number: 39

"Deceased Koto Tozo, Funeral Memorial, Showa 12, Month 8, Day 17, Olivewood Cemetery" (translated caption); 49 cm. 109386 1937.
   Image Number: 40

Group shot of people next to the Press Enterprise office in Riverside, California; 36 cm. 109385 undated.
   Image Number: 41

Laborers in a date palm grove; 51 cm. 109384 undated.
   Image Number: 42

Citrus grove and irrigation canal; 46 cm. 109383 undated.
   Image Number: 43

Lake Hemet; 50 cm. 109382 undated.
   Image Number: 44

"Skip Fordyce's Fourth Annual Party, June 4, 1944"; 96 cm. 109381 1944.
   Image Number: 45
Group shot of people at a motorcycle rally in Corona, California; 96 cm. 109380 1946.
   Image Number:
   46

Group shot of cadets in front of a building at March Field; 107 cm. 109379 undated.
   Image Number:
   47

"Rajah Pilgrimage to S.F. Riverside, Ca. June 1922 (Musical Instruments)"; 93 cm.
   109378 1922.
   Image Number:
   48

"Van Leuven Family Reunion, Pioneer Park, San Bdno, California, June 1935"; 80 cm.
   109377 1935.
   Image Number:
   49

"Pacific Coast Electrical Association, 30th Birthday Convention, Mission Inn, Riverside, California, June 4, 5, 6, 1947"; 102 cm. 109376 1947.
   Image Number:
   50

Convention group from Maine displaying their state flag in the Court of the Birds at the Mission Inn; 76 cm. 109375 undated.
   Image Number:
   51

Rincon Area and Lower Santa Ana Canyon; 99 cm. 109374 circa 1930.
   Image Number:
   52

Group shot of people at Fairmount Park in Riverside, California; 73 cm. 109373 undated.
   Image Number:
   53

   Image Number:
   54

Carnegie Library in Riverside, California; 47 cm. 109371 undated.
   Image Number:
   55

Citrus groves in Riverside, California with the Benedict Castle in the distance; 95 cm.
   109370 undated.
   Image Number:
   56
Citrus groves; 104 cm. 109369 undated.
   Image Number:
   57

Painted Hills; 102 cm. 109368 undated.
   Image Number:
   58

Citrus groves; 83 cm. 109367 undated.
   Image Number:
   59

Lower Santa Ana Canyon; 94 cm. 109366 circa 1930.
   Image Number:
   60

Second Blythe Intake on the Colorado River; 46 cm. 109365 circa 1910.
   Image Number:
   61

Westmoreland Tract on Magnolia Avenue in Riverside, California; 85 cm. 109364 undated.
   Image Number:
   62

Collins Lemon Grove (present site of UC Riverside); 65 cm. 109363 undated.
   Image Number:
   63

Collins Lemon Grove (present site of UC Riverside); 39 cm. 109362 undated.
   Image Number:
   64

Citrus groves with irrigation canal in foreground; 60 cm. 109361 undated.
   Image Number:
   65

Atchison, Topeka, & Santa Fe train cars with loads of gravel at quarry; 85 cm. 109360 undated.
   Image Number:
   66

Skip Fordyce's Annual Party; 103 cm. 109359 undated.
   Image Number:
   67

Group shot of people in front of a building (slightly different version of image 23); 99 cm. 109358 undated.
   Image Number:
   68
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>Unidentified date farm; 48 cm. 109357 undated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Mead Sunset Acres; 79 cm. 109356 undated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>Tahquitz Lodge, San Jacinto Mountain; 58 cm. 109354 circa 1920.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>Ground breaking for the Neighbors of Woodcraft Retirement Home in Riverside, California; 95 cm. 109353 circa 1920.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Unidentified lake; 104 cm. 109352 undated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Motorcycle rally in Riverside, California on August 30th; 90 cm. 109351 undated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>Skip Fordyce's Annual Party; 96 cm. 109350 undated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>Santa Ana Canyon; 103 cm. 109349 undated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>Prenda Sermon House; 56 cm. 109348 circa 1920.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>Mount Rubidoux in Riverside, California; 42 cm. 109347 undated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>Farm buildings, tree groves, and irrigation ditches; 55 cm. 109346 undated.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Gravel Quarry and Cement Factory in the Temescal Canyon area of Corona, California; 85 cm. 109345 undated.
   Image Number: 81

Riverside Community Hospital designed by Myron Hunton on 14th and Market Street in Riverside, California; 79 cm. 109344 1937.
   Image Number: 82

A large crowd of people at the Fairmount Park band shell in Riverside, California; 67 cm. 109343 circa 1920.
   Image Number: 83

Mathis residence; 30 cm. 109342 undated.
   Image Number: 84

Grove of trees in Perris Valley with assorted agricultural buildings; 98 cm. 109341 undated.
   Image Number: 85

View of the San Jacinto Valley; 101 cm. 109340 undated.
   Image Number: 86

Grove of trees in Perris Valley; 99 cm. 109339 undated.
   Image Number: 87

Tuberculosis Sanitarium in Banning, California; 77 cm. 109338 ca. 1920.
   Image Number: 88

Soboba Hot Springs, California; 42 cm. 109337 1924.
   Image Number: 89

Construction of the Santa Fe Railroad Depot in San Bernardino, California; 50 cm. 109336 1917.
   Image Number: 90

Unidentified packing house; 101 cm. 109335 undated.
   Image Number: 91

"Nineteenth Annual Convention, California Section, American Water Works Association, Riverside, California, October 26-29, 1938"; 74 cm. 109334 1938.
   Image Number: 92
Tuberculosis Sanitarium in Banning, California; 69 cm. 109333 ca. 1920.
  Image Number:
   93

Unidentified farm; 94 cm. 109332 undated.
  Image Number:
   94

Unidentified location near Palm Springs (slightly different version of image 96); 94 cm. 109331 undated.
  Image Number:
   95

Unidentified location near Palm Springs (slightly different version of image 95); 100 cm. 109330 undated.
  Image Number:
   96

Tree groves near the Santa Ana river bottom in Riverside, California (?); 88 cm. 109329 undated.
  Image Number:
   97

Church group in Nuevo, California with Nuevo Mercantile Co. visible in the background; 104 cm. 109328 ca. 1910.
  Image Number:
   98

Cadets at March Field; 90 cm. 109327 undated.
  Image Number:
   99

Valley with citrus groves in Riverside, California (?); 91 cm. 109326 undated.
  Image Number:
   100

M.H. Simon Undertaking building designed by G. Stanley Wilson on the southwest corner of 11th and Orange Street in Riverside, California; 80 cm. 109325 undated.
  Image Number:
   101

Mission Inn; 41 cm. 109324 undated.
  Image Number:
   102

Copeland residence in Riverside, California; 91 cm. 109323 undated.
  Image Number:
   103

Cloyne Court in Riverside, California; 57 cm. 109322 ca. 1930.
  Image Number:
   104
Lower Santa Ana Canyon; 96 cm. 109321 1940.
  Image Number: 105

Citrus Groves in Riverside, California; 101 cm. 109320 undated.
  Image Number: 106

Date Palm grove; 33 cm. 109319 undated.
  Image Number: 107

Mount Rubidoux in Riverside, California with the road, waterfall, and rustic gate visible; 66 cm. 109318 undated.
  Image Number: 108

Los Angeles Pressed Brick Company in Alberhill, California; 71 cm. 109317 1917.
  Image Number: 109

Westmoreland Tract in Riverside, California; 96 cm. 109316 undated.
  Image Number: 110

Gilman Hot Springs resort (?); 46 cm. 109315 undated.
  Image Number: 111

Date Palm grove; 43 cm. 109314 undated.
  Image Number: 112

William Willow Brook Ranch (?); 95 cm. 109313 undated.
  Image Number: 113

Gilman Hot Springs (?); 105 cm. 109312 undated.
  Image Number: 114

San Jacinto Valley looking south toward Soboba Hot Springs, California; 84 cm. 109311 undated.
  Image Number: 115

Date Palm grove; 100 cm. 109310 undated.
  Image Number: 116
Farm in the San Jacinto Valley; 39 cm. 109309 undated.
   Image Number: 117

Gladwyn Hall and South Hall at La Sierra University; 79 cm. 109308 1922.
   Image Number: 118

"La Sierra Academy, Arlington, California, December 1922"; 73 cm. 109307 1922.
   Image Number: 119

Universalist Unitarian Church and the First Congregational Church at the corner of Mission Inn Avenue and Lemon Street in Riverside, California; 53 cm. 109306 undated.
   Image Number: 120

"De Anza Caballeros 9th Annual Ride, April 10-16, 1949, Calexico to Riverside"; 99 cm. 109305 1949.
   Image Number: 121

Mount Rubidoux in Riverside, California; 62 cm. 109304 undated.
   Image Number: 122

Riverside High School Class of 1921; 104 cm. 109303 1921.
   Image Number: 123

Farm in Nuevo, California (?); 96 cm. 109302 undated.
   Image Number: 124

Fields at the Mathis residence; 31 cm. 109301 undated.
   Image Number: 125

"Indianapolis Special, National Association of Credit Men. Managed by Mr. & Mrs. Vernon Hinkle"; 89 cm. 109300 undated.
   Image Number: 126

Buildings along an irrigation ditch; 56 cm. 109299 undated.
   Image Number: 127

   Image Number: 128
Goss Bungalow courtyard in Riverside, California; 81 cm. 109297 undated.
   Image Number:
   129

"Southern California Rally, August 31, September 1 and 2, 1946, Corona, California"; 96 cm. 109296 1946.
   Image Number:
   130

Howard Rose Nursery in Hemet, California; 95 cm. 109295 undated.
   Image Number:
   131

Date Palm groves; 56 cm. 109294 undated.
   Image Number:
   132

Prenda Sermon House; 42 cm. 109293 undated.
   Image Number:
   133

Residence in the Arlington Heights area of Riverside, California; 47 cm. 109292 undated.
   Image Number:
   134

Knights Templar of Riverside Commandery 28 in front of the Riverside County Courthouse; 87 cm. 109291 ca 1910.
   Image Number:
   135

"Company C, 47th Quartermaster Regiment. Camp Haan, California"; 79 cm. 109290 undated.
   Image Number:
   136

M.H. Simon Undertaking building designed by G. Stanley Wilson on the southwest corner of 11th and Orange Street in Riverside, California; 88 cm. 109289 undated.
   Image Number:
   137

County Farm in the Arlington area of Riverside, California; 97 cm. 109288 undated.
   Image Number:
   138

"Skip Fordyce's Third Annual Party, June 13, 1943"; 96 cm. 109287 1943.
   Image Number:
   139

Farm equipment; 47 cm. 109286 undated.
   Image Number:
   140
Santa Fe Train Depot in San Bernardino, California under construction; 50 cm. 109285 1917.
   Image Number: 141

Citrus grove; 47 cm. 109284 undated.
   Image Number: 142

Group shot of the newspaper staff dressed for De Anza Days in front of the Enterprise building on 8th Street in Riverside, California; 43 cm. 109283 ca. 1940.
   Image Number: 143

Palm Canyon; 51 cm. 109282 undated.
   Image Number: 144

"Syria Temple A.A.O.N.M.S. Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. San Francisco Pilgrimage, Blue Special. Riverside, California, June 5, 1922"; 94 cm. 109281 1922.
   Image Number: 145

"Mr. Toraichi Shibata's Funeral, March 15, 1941, Olivewood Cemetery, Riverside, California"; 76 cm. 109280 1941.
   Image Number: 146

Cash Ranch pig farm; 88 cm. 109279 ca. 1923.
   Image Number: 147

"Painted Hills Oil Well No. 1"; 99 cm. 109278 undated.
   Image Number: 148

Site of the del Prado Dam; 101 cm. 109277 undated.
   Image Number: 149

Date Palm grove; 85 cm. 109276 undated.
   Image Number: 150

Santa Fe Train Depot in San Bernardino, California under construction; 47 cm. 109275 1917.
   Image Number: 151

Group shot of the Structural Engineers Association Annual Conference attendees posing alongside the swimming pool at the Mission Inn; 83 cm. 109274 undated.
   Image Number: 152
"Philip Kline Tour, Mission Inn, Riverside, California, July 19, 1931"; 90 cm. 109273 1931.
   Image Number:
   153

Gilman Hot Springs resort (?); 45 cm. 109272 undated.
   Image Number:
   154

McCully subdivision along Magnolia Avenue in the Wood Streets area of Riverside, California; 98 cm. 109271 ca. 1910.
   Image Number:
   155

"Alee and Al Sihah Pilgrimage to San Francisco, Riverside, California, June 1922"; 85 cm. 109270 1922.
   Image Number:
   156

"Gottfried Krueger Association, Pacific Coast and Alaska Tour, May 29 – June 30, 1925. Mission Inn, Riverside, California"; 100 cm. 109269 1925.
   Image Number:
   157

Japanese funeral at Olivewood Cemetery in Riverside, California; 89 cm. 109268 undated.
   Image Number:
   158

Date Palm grove; 100 cm. 109267 undated.
   Image Number:
   159

Cash Ranch pig farm; 88 cm. 109266 ca. 1923.
   Image Number:
   160

Skip Fordyce's Annual Party; 94 cm. 109265 undated.
   Image Number:
   161

Unidentified packing house; 50 cm. 109264 undated.
   Image Number:
   162

Howard Rose Nursery in Hemet, California; 112 cm. 109263 undated.
   Image Number:
   163

Gilman Hot Springs (?); 49 cm. 109262 undated.
   Image Number:
   164
Riverside County Farm in the Arlington area of Riverside, California; 45 cm. 109261 undated.
   Image Number:
   165

Water association convention at the Mission Inn; 73 cm. 109260 1951.
   Image Number:
   166

North Main Street between Riverside and Colton, California; 103 cm. 109259 ca. 1910.
   Image Number:
   167

Flood control channel in Riverside, California; 100 cm. 109258 undated.
   Image Number:
   168

Japanese funeral at Olivewood Cemetary in Riverside, California; 92 cm. 109257 undated.
   Image Number:
   169

Safeway employee picnic; 72 cm. 109256 undated.
   Image Number:
   170

Cement factory at Crestmore in Riverside, California; 50 cm. 109255 undated.
   Image Number:
   171

Japanese funeral at Olivewood Cemetery in Riverside, California; 71 cm. 109254 ca. 1940.
   Image Number:
   172

Cement factory at Crestmore in Riverside, California; 98 cm. 109253 undated.
   Image Number:
   173

Tuberculosis Sanitarium in Banning, California; 48 cm. 109252 undated.
   Image Number:
   174

Group shot of people at the Fairmount Park band shell in Riverside, California; 80 cm. 109251 undated.
   Image Number:
   175

Southeast Riverside, California looking toward Moreno Trautwein Road. 109250 undated.
   Image Number:
   176
Grove of trees in Perris Valley; 101 cm. 109249 undated.
   Image Number: 177

"Southern Pacific 100% Club, Riverside, California, November 27, 1921"; 70 cm. 109248 1921.
   Image Number: 178

Mount Rubidoux in Riverside, California; 60 cm. 109247 undated.
   Image Number: 179

M.H. Simon Undertaking building designed by G. Stanley Wilson on the southwest corner of 11th and Orange Street in Riverside, California; 79 cm. 109246 c. 1925.
   Image Number: 180

   Image Number: 181

LaRue Ranch in Perris Valley; 104 cm. 109244 ca. 1910.
   Image Number: 182

Collins Lemon Grove (present site of UC Riverside); 102 cm. 109243 undated.
   Image Number: 183

Riverside Athletic Group at the Mission Inn; 76 cm. 109242 undated.
   Image Number: 184

"Takujuro Nishimoto Funeral, Riverside, California, December 7, 1946"; 82 cm. 109241 1946.
   Image Number: 185

"Sixty Sixth Annual Convention, California State Grange, Riverside, California, October 18 - 21, 1938"; 95 cm. 109240 1938.
   Image Number: 186

Mathis residence; 30 cm. 109239 undated.
   Image Number: 187

San Jacinto Valley (?); 183 cm. 109238 undated.
   Image Number: 188

Unidentified packing house; 52 cm. 109237 undated.
   Image Number:
   189

Highgrove California with Sugar Loaf Mountain in the distance; 100 cm. 109236 undated.
   Image Number:
   190

Looking west across Riverside, California toward Mount Rubidoux; 98 cm. 109235 undated.
   Image Number:
   191

Looking southwest over Riverside with Mount Rubidoux visible; 98 cm. 109234 undated.
   Image Number:
   192

San Bernardino Mountains; 98 cm. 109233 undated.
   Image Number:
   193

Looking north from the Arlington Heights area of Riverside, California; 98 cm. 109232 undated.
   Image Number:
   194

Citrus grove and buildings; 92 cm. 109231 undated.
   Image Number:
   195

Fruit tree groves; 106 cm. 109230 undated.
   Image Number:
   196

Looking east across Riverside, California from Victoria Hill toward Box Springs Mountains with Victoria Avenue visible; 100 cm. 109229 undated.
   Image Number:
   197

Looking southwest across Riverside, California from Victoria Hill with Olivewood Cemetery visible; 99 cm. 109228 undated.
   Image Number:
   198

Newly planted citrus tree grove; 99 cm. 109227 undated.
   Image Number:
   199

Looking north across Riverside, California; 98 cm. 109226 undated.
   Image Number:
   200
Newly planted citrus tree grove; 99 cm. 109225 undated.
Image Number: 201

Series 5.109220 Digital files and other material. circa 1880-1960, undated.

Series Scope and Content Summary
This series contains the digital files of select images from the collection on CD-R that were received as part of the 2008-2009 Local History Digital Resources Project (LHDRP) grant received by UC Riverside. Also includes a selection of the original envelopes and notebooks used by the Avery E. Field Studios. Items in this series are contained in Box 50.

Series Arrangement
This series is arranged alphabetically by format.

CD-Rs containing preservation master files of digitized images that were received as part of the 2008-2009 Local History Digital Resources Project (LHDRP) grant received by UC Riverside. 109223 circa 1880-1960.
Envelopes used to house the original prints and negatives featuring various logos used by the company over the years (select examples). 109222 undated.
Notebooks maintained by Field Studios containing original image descriptions and numbers for select images (quantity, 2). 109221 undated.